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{Uf.1!'0CO) On February .?6. 20Hd
DOB I
wa,.,_·- - - .
illl;.'rvi ...·v\\:-d by F~th..•ra! f.hm:uu ufinv~stigation tFBl) Spt~dal Ag~m:.:; l
Jaw:tl._____.
at !he FBl \V<lshinf.Hnl Fkld ()flit·;:. 601 4'l' Slt\!t' l NW . Wo:t:>hin•'lqn DC Pr;··-;.\•:1t i\!r !lw jmt;:-yjn\
wa.:
~ounsd ,
Attorney at Lu\v, at J
__
. as wd l as
ami
from the D~ t o t'. ustic\· (J)OJ!
~(~.'<->t_m_t-~:"·!J
"':'_.)tdlig~nc~~ <md Export Conlro! Section. Prior ti.l tlw intcrvie'l."'l_lagrl."!t' d t(} ~igJ1 ~~ ,;f)n·
disdl.l:slH'<..! <tgn:~mcnt in ml\i<.:ipation t:li'vk 'v\'ing. ;..~kl!>Silkd documt.~nts during l.h::: interview. t\her l)dni:!
<·ldvb cs.l orth~ itkntiti~~ ot' the- inwrvk\>..·ing agents. and the purpose of the inlcrvicw.
..l.
P(~)\'iLkd nw fbihm'ing inhmnalicm:

I
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n .~. '/HH.lO}I

lrmwidcd that he primurily

intt.~racted with !he h)ilowing individuals on

! h~ S.:~~n:wry's 1\.!mn: CHU~ Yl..

MILLS for USAID and wm,mmicati()n:,; mnt l~~rs~ .lAkE SULLIVAN !t)r
·~~w..l.llo.l.;;loloi.lo....l.l>::.l....lo·~)...· ~1·Uty C'ommitte~ or Principal Cm 11. tt:~ m~·ting!; ; lH.JM;\ ABEDlN
F.I....I.J:.:-.~~.. . .i i ~.L...--'l-----..l !br >.:ommtmil:ntions lll\lttt'r:-1.
noted tlr.tt he
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......... -.................
d)f.'!'OLOI

I

lh~ St.•crdary's

flt'dt'd

lcornmunicated dir~ctly with SULUVt\N and

~'lli..LS

!(>rnnything thm

alltntion. Exampks induck topic':> that invoived international malti.!rs.

wpk~

tlw!
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;:ould potemi<1lly impact DoS <.;'~tuiti\::s, und topics involving priv<H>: ~C("!<)r t'ng.agt'm~..~m>. Thc:;t.' cxdlangl..':-.
-.·nuld hi.' either classified or undasi>ilkd ~kpen<.iing on the specific .:ontent and wen:~ d;);1c- vi~1 th:
<IJ)pr('~Prll:l!~ tdcplmne nr cmai! system.
{U!I'OUO) While nt DoS,
had an OpcnNet and ClassNl:t acwum but he did not b:.1v"
JWJCS act:Oll!lt. DoS ~tho issued
a. Bladd)l.~rry. whkh W<IS !inked IP hi~ un~..:l:.t~silkd DoS
i..'mail acc.:()Unt, ~md a STE ii.•r hi~ hom,~.
used his Blackberry email -~xt~:n.~!vd) when he \V,t:>
i)\;.:r~\.~as b~-.·c:ittS<.: othl'r con:mtmk:ation d1annds w~·re oikn not :!'>'>ti!abk.
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;.t

Inmld only recall oni; in.stann· fbl!owing lh\:' birth of hi::; ~<.m \·vht:n hi!
an
din:l:tlv fi·om
Hi:
that !herrom a nun-DoS
~;;.:nH.Illt hut h~ didn't !hh~k much ~)fit m th~ .tim~..". I
Iwas n n ' w· · ~ • ' th~ Scc.re!ury was using
d

~f/l'OU))

1\'t:l'i\\:d

~mail

I

th~: St•~o:rc-tarv.

n:m~mbered

~mail ~o.:am~:

~·nmi!
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:l privak ~.:mail <l<.:t.ount

and s~rwr to conduct DnS business. nor was
m>..·ar~ of any oth~o~r l)(lS
cn:p!oy.:~:; using p~.."rsunal email m:couml' lor nllkiul businc~s.
pro..-id~d tha! he had lh:.-~
ptrsOmli ~..:rnail addrc~.s<:.s r,f both SlJLLIV AN and MlLLS bul h;: did noll'\.!Call;;.·ver using tho5c ..tKi.:oun!s
f()J olr!..-bl busin~s:>.

confirmc:d that hi:.' w::1s read into ;.1 Sp~cial
.'\c~o:l'SS Prll~~r~m!

~~·n~i1ivi1k·s
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unc.k~rsh}\)d rh~

surrounding th.:· program mtd the need lo appmpriatdy
w publidy Ci'.nnrm:nt (m lhc pr(1grmn.

s~ll~guard

rdaled inl(}nn;uion. As

~u~h. lhi: DoS :>lance Wi1:-: O\)l
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v,:as shmvn a copv ;:.>fan ~muii dtain H-om
lh1.! suhj~:c1 "(SBU}." .A fkr reYiewing th\.· t..~m~till
statt:d that lw did no\
rcnu:nJ')l'r the cjrrH!ns!ull(X~s in whi~h tt_1~ ~~nui_l ""~'~originally_ sent. l·lowc\~~r. based on tht~ ~nuti! time
swmp.
lt}~heved he \Vas 111 Cahh.mua whl.'tl he r...~,~cJved tlw cmalj &md thai h" wmtld not haV~.·
h~H.I any oth;;·r means «Jf f()rwarding till' inl~)rnmtion t<.l those who n~t.·<.k:d it.
) !>tatcd th:.H

D~\.·cmber of 2011

\Vtlh

I
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-:a::-fil<lik~'' uf !-'D-.>02 ur .............W.i.~:·:~:.:w vd

:>~nding inf(mnation on 1h~: tmt.:b.'i~itkd

'------........__,..___,........... 0~: -~tJn!?i:~\?1!1..- l';tp: .......... 3..-·-·-

s:.islcm was not itkal bui ~hath~ tJJI~n

did not han: a \.·hok~· \Vhcn i: cam~ tn tim~ scnsitiv\: inform~l!ion.l
:-p-::t:itk: trHining or guiJanc~ on how tim;.;- s~nsitiw inkmmuion shnuld

laid no: t~:.~\.:aH r~t·.;;·iv.\ng ~my
b~:

tmnsmined.
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L-_ ___,l\lonethtks~J
h.!id not have com:t.•rn::;: ~ending this type of inl~mnation on m1
tmcbs!:>iik~d system b'~caust· r.he story \Vas about to break in th~ n~ws anJ it wus important t!l<1t thtT got
!.h~

information to !hl! S~cn:-Wry bdhr-.! that ('C~urred.

r---.L..----,_.....,.__.....,,......~r---------1.l:S.tOI.i:l.oow.~o!J:};..LL..~OI..loo;lo.I.LI~~-··an email d1ain frolll
w1t ~ t l\: suh_l(!Cl

stnt~:d

L..,-_""'!""""_--:"_~

it wm; scm prior to

th~· rd~·rt·ncl.'d anid~ being r<..!k-:.tS<:d in the press.
could not re~;"tll any fhrth~r detail:; ;:bout tll~o.'
iniiwn:m ion t~n.Jvi,kd in :!w i•mnil._ lk nm(~i thm_ a ,numb~r o~· similar st~Jri~s wt•re being. rdcasl.)~ by .t.:lt::,
pr-.::\" i!t thar lim~..
bdtevcu that th:: m!ormutlon m ih~: ~matl~;(.miJ lx: tn::al~d as unc!aS:-i!!lc'!
lwl·<~tl:-i\.' lht.· arlkk ww; about ln b~o• n:k;ised and it \'.as (:ritiL-althat ht! lkHii\ lhlv· appn.1pria!.t' f.K:opk '.vithin

I
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Lk~~-

lh~ sub.fcdL~-----~:--~~---'!"""~":"'!'--:~-:-':""'!"'"""""";:::-"::':"f"-....&---,
pn,vkk·d that !ht~ ~~mail \V;;ts !bnvarding H news article of intc-rr.:sl tu individual~ \vi:hin f)()S_L-------1

L -_ _ _ _ __,wllh

;-;t<HCJ th;.lt tlH: t~ommenls h~: indudcd \Vh~o:n h~ forwarded tht::' cm.ai! wen: ni.lt

ml:'mH to confirm the vcradt v
or til~: n~:ws artk:le hul r~lthc-r to express hi~ fn.1~tratinn with the artklc.l
further ~.~xpbtincd that·
:;o ll was ~l panicuinrly di1'1it.ult pt~riud nx bilateral rdation::;hips ln th~~ 1\:giun and lhal DnS d'fm1~ wen:
\llkn ~omplkakd hy ~u~:h nrticks.

I

' - -........,.....-......-~~-:-~~----...,.-:-:--;-~...J W~ls shown a copy of an Clll<)il ~::hain frorn ~Vtay
of 20! ; Wil l t K! su *-'Ct "Update.''
did not rcc~lll th~ s;~aq cjtqnnstanws <lj·'the (:mail hll!
!h)t..·d that it wn:-; tHHI:l-lml for him l.o intt~wct directly with
provjd;;,·d th~H h('
lbr. .vun.k~d tho: cnmH b~~c~IUsl~ i1 \"<1!> n maHer that r~ttui~d th~ immediate mt~nl.ion of DoS !o pre~erw ih

I
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<:qu!!i~s.

{ Uf!I'OV 0)

_1~1 l.he ~'OlWI \l~i~l~l- l'( th~ i!lh!r~icv>l

\\a~; sh()\\'n w~rc- ongm<ltc\.1

ln<.lti..·~ that non(· of ~he ;::muils 1hm 11~,·

by lum. I he (;!'n~Bb t:lthcr lllV<)ivt.~d ml()l'!lUlllon that was ~mont lobe rck-a!lcd
puhlidy or w~n.· aotlh)n..·d hy anoih...·r individuaL
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_r OIJ :E' I r>~N 'I' :tAr;ALL FBI HT.FO.RlJATIOU CONTAINED
HEJU:IN IS UNCL..AS.SiriEJ::
DATE 08-19-2016 BY J37J85T94 HSICG

FD-.)02a (RC\. 10-(,-95)

-IFEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription

2/~/20 I(,

(U//FOUO) On February 3, 2016,.._1_ _ _ _ _ _ ____.I telephone number
was interviewed by Federal Bureau of lnvesti 1ation
ecial Aaents

b6
b7C

~-~lattheofficesof~--------~----------------r-~--~----------~~~~~

DC. Also present for the interview wa
an
Principal, whomL.----------'
asked to sit in on the interview. After being advised ofthe identities of the interviewing agents, and the
~rovided the following information:
purpose of the interview,!
b6
b7C

(U/fFOUO'I

bffice at DoS was located on "Maho,any Row," a term given to the
(U//FOUO)I
Executive hallway where the Secretary of State's office is also located.
!held a Top Secret
(TS), Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) clearance while at DoS, and handled classified
information on a daily basis.l
II
~eceived copies of
the Presidential Daily Brief (PDB), the dissemination of which was restricted to only the highest positions
in the United States Government.
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(U//FOU01 Whenl
heeded to communicate something classified to CLINTON,!!
would walk down "Mahogany Row" and talk to CLINTON face-to-face. If CLINTON was not in t~
office, or on travel, and I
lneeded to discuss classified information,!
!would contact
CLINTON via a secure phone or send her a secure memo.
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(U!t'FOUO)I
lwas not aware that CLINTON was using a personacmil account while
ent emails to or
she was Secretary of State, nor dipecall what addressOyped in or saw whe
received emails from CLINTON.
assumed whatever devices CLINTO used to conduct
business while she was Secretary of State were approved, because nobody at DoS used devices without
~as not aware of any DoS policy against using personal or private email accounts
approval.
to conduct unclassified DoS business.
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I

I

lmcstigation on
File#

2/3/20)(, at _ _w..!..!.l!:as~h~in~gt~Ol~l...=.D:...:.C,..
.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--L.-------'~1:.!3.!.:.02~------- Date dictated _
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A'-----------------

By .s.8J..__ _ _ _...~L_ _ _ _

..J------------------

This documcnl co mains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the propc!ly of the fBI and is lmmed to your agency: it
and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Continuation ofFD-302 of_----'l'-'-'n-""tc!..!.IY-""ic.!!.w-"'o1.d_ _ _ _. J - - - - - - · On 2/3/2016. Page _ _2:::....__ _

(U/fFOUO) On a few occasions,!
..________.I travel whiiQwas;.;l

kraveled with CLINTON. However, the majority of
w...las done so orC:J>wn.

::.:.:.:::!.1..---..-1

I

I

(U//FOU01 Agents asked
a 20 I 3 speech to the
American Foreign Service Associ...at-i-on-,.,.1--------------.&...;;..~1
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I

(U//fOUO)I
!explained the quote was in response to a questionj
lin regards
PRESIDENT CLINTON's administration.
to how business had changed at DoS sincel
!further explained that durin~previous assignment to Do~
I nobody at DoS
had access to unclassified systems of an~. Blackberries didn't exist, and unclassified computer
systems were not yet installed at DoS. The only way to communicate during that time period was via
!returned to DoS inl
bad access to
cables and on the telephone. In contrast, when
SIPRNet, JWICS, and Unclassified computers, as well as unclassified Blackberries, and secure iPads.
lthe above statement,[Jwas trying to explain how technology has allowed for a
different form of information flow, and ultimately sped up the way in which DoS does business.
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(U//FOUOJ
lrurther clarified!
~eferenced above inDo 13
speech, was unclassified.!
~as not implying that information CLINTON may have been
communicating classified material on her Blackberry concerning the unclassified matter.
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(U//FOUO) It wasl
!opinion that everybodr at DoS takes security very seriously and
understands the importance of protecting sources and methods.
jhinks there is a
misconception about how DoS classifies documents, and further explained that generally the only way to
discuss topics with Foreign Partners is via unclassified channels, or in very sensitive cases, by making
arrangements to meet in person at Embassies or at DoS. Since there isn't a classified system that allows
DoS to communicate with its foreign counterparts, conversations that are held with foreign partners in
unclassified channels are later "up-classified" to Secret to protect the information.
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(U//FOUO) In defense of DoS practices
shared a dtory rncerninQtteraction
with then FBI Deputy Director MARK GIULIANO, wherein
state
nteracted frequently with,....-___,
GIULIANO via email.
lstatedDad the upmo
feet
GIULIANO, but believed ij
was ~o revieQnclassified email exchanges with GIULIANO
ould find emails that some woL-uT'"Id;---l
consider sensitive.
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Continuation ofFD-302 of _ _...,ln""tc"-'1' -"·ic,_,\\'-o,j
'. _ _ _ _ _r-----· On 2/3/2016. Page

-~3_ __

(U//FOUO) When
received a request to produce documents in response to Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) inquires,
!so queried and produced emails from
ersonal Gmail
sometimes sent short
account t~etennined were "even remotely related to work."
eferenced negotiations or
emails toiTaffiily via Gmail while[las on travel and felt that i
should produce th~umen s man abundance of caution.
anything concerninur-lrole at DoS,
lfurthe;~ained that it
not uncommon forl__jo have~Qersonal Gmail
account to communicate while on travel, because there were often timesl_}ould not access her DoS
unclassified account.
ould try to copy her DoS email account on any DoS related
communication
ay have sent from her Gmail account.
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I
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received a similar email. ....,__ _ _.......r..;.e'-o.;..rt~ed the incident to DoS Diplomatic Security who reportedly
bl
traced the emails back to a
(U//FOUO) A copy of the original interview notes are attached in a 1A envelope.

per nos
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Date of transcription

09/17/2015
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(U//FOUO) In mid-201 3,1
lwas selected to provide technical support on a contract
PRN had acquired for the management of a new server used solely for email exchange for domains and
accounts associated with BILL CLINTON, HILLARY CLINTON and their aides under the PRN account
name CESC (CESC client).l
knew the company InfoGrate to be the contact who initiated the
PRN contract with the CESC cliend
!understood the CESC client was already using email
domains hosted on a server out of their residence in Chappaqua, New York, and in order to effect the
transition to the PRN managed new served
!needed to understand the needs of the client and
was put in contact with
the configuration of the server bein ' housed in Chappaqua.!
BRYAN PAGLIANO who
understood to be the administrator of the server in Chappaqua.
remote administrator access to the server under the administrator user
PAGLIANO grante
name
and in mid-2013~
!Jogged in to the server at Chappaqua.

I

I

1
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I

I

(U//FOUO)I
described the physical equipment comprising the email server at the
Chappaqua residence as a Dell PowerEdge 2900 (PowerEdge 2900) running Microsoft Exchange 2007, a
Dell PowerEdge 1950 (PowerEdge 1950) being solely used as a BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES), a
Cisco NSS 324 for Network Attached Storage (NAS), a switch, a firewall and a Uninterruptible Power
Supply (UPS). The PowerEdge 2900 server hosted the email domain presidentclinton.com, wjcoffice.com
and clintonemail.com, and had 20 to 30 email accounts associated. The PowerEdge 2900 was used
exclusively for email, with no file or print options. The PowerEdge 2900 had Microsoft Forefront
security and Norton Symantec anti-virus software installed on it. No one but PAGLIANO had
administrator rights to the PowerEdge 2900 served
!believed the Chappaqua residence had
Comcast as an Internet Service Provider (ISP).

b6
b7C

(U//FOUO) In order to effect the transition from the foregoing server equipment in the
CLINTON's residence in Chappaqua to the new PRN server infrastructure and service, CESC and PRN

Im estigation on
file#

09/15/2015

at --=De=n,_,_Ye=r.:....:.C,_,o=lo=n=td=o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-IIL--_____h.:..:..02..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date dictated -~r-.;..,.·;'"'"'A'-----------------

By.s.t'jlo.._ _ _ _
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the prope!ly of the fBI and is lmmed to your agency: it
and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b6
b7C

arranged a time to power down the equipment in Chappaqua, transport it to a data center and migrate the
existing email accounts and domains to the new server infrastructure being provided by PRN.
(U/IFOUO) On or around 06/22/2013, and based on an infrastructure plan as part of a Service
Level Agreement (SLA) to provide the CLINTONs with new hardware,!
a PRN
employee, setup a Dell PowerEdge 620 (PowerEdge 620), two PowerConnect 2824 switches, two Fortinet
firewalls and a Datto SIRIS 2000 (DATTO), and hooked them up in a rented space at Equinix, a data
center located in Secaucus, New Jersey.

l

(U//FOUO) On 06/23/2013,1
hraveled to the CLINTON residence in Chappaqua and
picked up the Power~e 2900, the PowerEdge 1950, and the NAS, while leaving the switch, firewall and
UPS at the residence.
transported the equipment to the same rented space at Equinix as the
PowerEdge 620, where
!plugged in and networked all the equipment to get it back online in
order to provide CESC with continued email access.
!plugged in the NAS, but according to
no email archiving or back-up was on it and it appeared to only have install files. The NAS
was not configured to archive email byl
lor PRN at any time.l
khanged the mail
exchanger (MX) record to specify the transition to the new IP address and configuration at Equinix.

I

I

I

I

(U//FOUO') On or around 06/30/2013,1
(be 'an the email migration for all CESC
accounts from the PowerEdge 2900 to the PowerEdge 620
erformed this by right-clicking
on individual mailboxes and migrating them over one at a time.
stated he brought over the
entire content of all the mailboxes from the PowerEdge 2900 to the PowerEdge 620 as there was no way
to do it .. piece meal" or partially.!
!described the migration process as more of a .. sync" and
once the servers "agree" that the mailbox is moved, the mailbox is removed from the old server. As a
result of the migration, no email content existed on the PowerEdge 2900. During the migration, the
PowerEdge 2900 and 620 worked together in the same exchange, where the servers agree that each email
sent or received is an identical copy. Additionally,!
!configured the PowerEdge 620 to host a
Blackberry Enterprise Server (BES) and a Domain Controller as virtual machines.!
explained the Domain Controller as being used for password and authentication requests. The PowerEdge
620 was also running Microsoft Exchange 2010 software, which was an upgrade from the software on the
PowerEdge 2900. Additionally, as part of the new server infrastructure provided by PRNJ
configured the DATTO back-up device to take multiple snapshots of the server a day that purged at 60
day intervals.!
also confib>ured both sets of firewalls and switches for redundancy in case one
went down. After several days of migration, the PowerEdge 620 had all email mailboxes migrated to it
and was processing email on Microsoft Exchange 2010 for the email domains presidentclinton.com,
wjcoffice.com and clintonemail.com.l
lwas .. very confident" that all email had migrated from
remembers adding the
the PowerEdge 2900 to the PowerEdge 620. At some point later,l
domainl
to the PowerEdge 620. After total migration, PRN decided to keep the
PowerEdge 2900, 1950 and NAS running, even though it was no
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I
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longer processing email, in order to ensure email was being delivered without failure through the
PowerEdge 620. There was no official user security policy to have an account on the PowerEdge 620.
I
Iregistered the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate for the domains hosted on the
PowerEdge 620. Additionally, PAGLIA NO gav~
the credentials for the clintonemail.com
domain, registered at Network Solutions.

I

(U//fOUO) On or around 12/2013, PRN made the decision that email delivery was working well
after the migration from the PowerEdge 2900 to the PRN managed PowerEdge 620. In order to power
down the PowerEdge 2900,1
btated Microsoft Exchange 2007 would need to be uninstalled
from the PowerEdge 2900, or the PowerEdge 620 would generate error messages. I
I
uninstalled Microsoft Exchange 2007 from the PowerEdge 2900 by clicking on uninstall and following
the system prompted checks to ensure there were no ties between the PowerEdge 2900 and the
PowerEdge 620 and no active mailboxes were on the PowerEdge 2900. From that point on, the
PowerEdge 2900, 1950 and NAS sat disconnected in the cage at Equinix until the FBI picked up the
PowerEdge 2900 on 08/12/2015. The uninstallation of Microsoft Exchange and powering down of the
PowerEdge 2900 was an action taken by PRN as standard protocol without order or direction from the
CESC client.
(U//FOUO) Based on his experience I
ldescribed PAGLIA NO's set-up on the
PowerEdge 2900 as a standard email set-up.J
lalso described his set-up on the PowerEdge
620 as standard. Moreover,!
!described that email messages accepted by the PowerEdge 620
would first go through MX Logic, a third party company that removes viruses and spam before sendinq
the message through Giglinx, the Internet Service Provider (ISP) at Equinix. From thereJ~---~-j_.
could not recall if the email would go through CloudJacket or the firewall, but he knew they were in
succession. CloudJacket was an appliance used for intrusion prevention on the PowerEdge 620.
CloudJacket had pre-configured settings that would block or blacklist certain email traffic it identified as
potentially harmful. Occasionally, CloudJacket would send email notifications t
as the
system administrator, prompting him to block certain IP addresses.
described these
notifications as normal and could not recall any serious security incident or intrusion attempt that he was
lcould not identify any IP addresses, or their country of origin, that were involved
aware of. I
in a brute force attack (BFA) against the PowerEdge 620. Email traffic would then go through the switch
and to the PowerEdge 620 where it would be processed by Microsoft Exchange 2010. Additionally,
I
!installed Trend Micro AntiVirus and later, Webroot AntiVirus.

(U//FOUO~
Istated the CESC client originally requested to encrypt email such that
no one but the user could read the content. This, ultimately, was not the way the email was configured so

that system administrators could troubleshoot an vroblems occurring within user accounts.!
1
recalle~
rnd
Jas having system administrator rights to the PowerEdge

I
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I

620, although
!believed he handled almost all issues entirelyJ
lwas seldom used, if at
all, for work on CESC. System administrators could move mailboxes, change and reset passwords, and
sometimes view email for archive searches when the users didn't have the time and CESC requested PRN
complete the task. After PRN took control of the server, the CESC client never requested another
individual have administrator access.l
stated BRYAN PAGLIANO' s password for the
PowerEdge 2900 was changed and he did not have access to the PowerEdge 620. The CESC client did
request 24 hour access to someone who could assist with any issues that should arise regarding their email
accounts. In order to meet this request, PRN contracted with Level Platforms or Managed Workplace, a
third-party company used for troubleshooting and help desk related issues for any late night or off-hour
requests thaj
could not handle. The third-party company did not have administrator access
to the server or email content, but could rovide assistance with troubleshooting devices, connectivity to
the server and password resets.
stated the help desk service was not used often and the
CESC client would contact him directly.
was unsure, but thought the third party help desk
service was no longer contracted with PRN for CESC client help.

I
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I

I

(U~/F9U0llln or around 02/2014.1
was contacted by someone from CESC, that he
recalled a
Last Name Unknown (LNU), informing him that she was going to ship him a
MacBook containing a folder with old HILLARY CLINTON emails.l
!recalled no other
identifying information regarding the MacBook.
ecalled the MacBook being shipped via
FedEx to his personal residence in
but does not recall any other information regarding the
shipment. Oncel
received the MacBook, he identified the folders containing the HILLARY
CLINTON email and recalled five subfolders being labeled 2009 through 2014.1
~did not
created a
recall the specific HILLARY CLINTON email account the tranche was from.
local storage folder under the address hrcarchiver<vdintonemail.com and copied the pst files to it. The
.h.r.r;_;~n~hi.Y.Qfi!:.~:Entf!.L~~-n.E~}.L~~mn account was not configured to send or receive email messages.
or
someone from CESC, requested that only HILLARY CLINTYN and two asrciates be granted access,
shipped the foregoing
but
could not recall the names of the associates.
MacBook back to
LNU, but recalled nothing about the return shipment.

I

I

I

I

(U//FOUOf In or around 09/2014,1
I was contacted by CLINTON aide CHERYL
MILLS requesting
!perform an archive search of all HILLARY CLINTON email, during her
tenure as Secretary of State, from 01/2009 to 02/2013, sent to or received from an email address ending in
.gov. It was originally requested thatl
Iburn the foregoing archive search to a DVD and
FedEx it to CHERYL MILLS. Instead of that transmittaiJ
!conducted the foregoing archive
search, zipped the resulting .pst email files, encrypted them with AES256, and used a
Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) to transfer the files to the workstations of CHERYL MILLS and
!password protected the pst files. Sometime
HEATHER SAMUELSON. Additionally
shortly after, CHERYL MILLS contacted
and asked him to perform another archive search
for all email on all accounts in HILLARY CLINTON's mailbox during her tenure as Secretary of State.

I

I

I
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'--~""""!"'"_ ___.I conducted the requested archive search and transmitted it to MILLS and SAMUELSON
using the same process, an SFTP transfer using AES256 encryption to their personal workstations.
lknew no additional detail regarding the workstations of MILLS and SAMUELSON.
Additionally, the archive search conducted by
did not contain email from the local storage
folder hrcarchive((/)climonemail.com.

I

I

I

(U//FOUO) In or around 12/2014,
was ut in touch with an individual named
'-------___.lby someone from the CESC client.
·nformedl
hhat HILLARY
CLINTON and HUMA ABEDIN were ~oing to have new email accounts on a new domain hosted on
~nformedl
hhat HILLARY CLINTON's
another server not administered by PRN.!
new email address was
c~hrcoftice.cmn and HUMA ABED IN's new email address was
kkh.r~,;gfl}.~~s~,-~~.Q.E~requested thad
begin forwarding the email from HILLARY
CLINTON's hrod 1'l{(j{climoncniaii .com account, hosted on the PowerEdge 620, to her new
I
@tu:~:r,~1Iis.~~..fJ!.Ln. account, hosted on another server unknown tol
nor anyone
Ito transfer any archived email to the new serve~d
from the CESC cllent. requested!
byl
lwas not aware of any detail related to the new server referenced byl_____j
to include who managed it or what it was being used for.

I

I
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(U//FOUO~ In or around 03/2015.1
lwas contacted by CESC with a request to
inventory the CESC mailboxes to determine what exists, where it was stored and how it was backed up.
halked withl
ho coordinate the request and it was decided!
!would
travel toE uinix to ensure the PowerEdge 2900, I 950 and NAS contained no email data. Once onsite at
Equinix
owered on the PowerEdge 2900, 1950 and NAS and verified no old email data or
backups existed. When
eturned to Equinix in 08/2015 to provide the PowerEdge 2900 to
l _____.
the FBI, he powered it up to check for any email or backup data. The 08/2015 inventory by.....
was not requested by anyone from CESC and was a step taken by PRN.

I

(U//FOUOj
Istated all email accounts on the PowerEdge 620 had some back-up
policy. Everything on the PowerEdge 620 was backed up through the DATTO device by taking several
snapshots of the server daily and maintaining the data for 60 days. Additionally, all accounts had some
back-up set by the user in their individual email client sett1n9s. Users could also archive email locally, by
making .pst files on their computer workstation for exampleL
~tated the server just presents
the email to the user- after that, the user could do whatever they want with the email.
did
not know what any CESC client individual email user's setting was. Additionally, in or around
08/06/2015, PRN was made aware that DATTO was syncing with the DATTO cloud and storing email
data related to CESC off-site. This off-site logging to DATTO's datacenter was not requested by PRN or
CESC. Once the DATTO offsite Jogging was discovered, DATTO disabled the offsite Jogging feature
leaving DATTO with 60 days of CESC email back-up from the day it was disabled.!
belleved DATTO was preserving the offsite email data.
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CU//FOUO~
lwas shown a list ofCESC email accounts provided to the FBI by PRN .
.___ _ ____.!recognized most of the email accounts and knew that some were added and deleted
throughout the life of the contract, but couldn't give a timeframe for the addition/deletions and wasn't
lwas unaware of the devices used by
aware of all of the users for each account. Additionally J
each user. When CESC users would acquire a new mobile device, they could configure it themselves due
to Microsoft ActiveSync technology on the mobile device. On rare occasions,!
would have
to assist old blackberry users with synchronization with theBES.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUO) PRN set-up a share folder on the PRN network for all documentation related to the
CESC cliend
!believed PRN took this step to limit the individuals at PRN that had access to
information regarding the CESC client.
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(U//FOUOj
!believed that PRN never used the company Techno+Rescue to recycle
any equipment related to the CESC account.!
!believed that PRN never used Veeam software
or service to backup the PowerEdge 620.
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I

(U//FOUO) PRN never took action to purge or delete CESC email data from the PowerEdge 620
or DATTO. CESC never requested that PRN purge or delete email data associated with their account.
(U//FOUO)I
I was aware ofno discussions with CESC regarding classified
information or retention of federal records.
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(U//fOUO) On February 18, 20I6J
date ofbirth!
was
land SA
interviewed by Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SAj
lat the offices of Platte River Networks (PRN), 5700 Washington Street, Denver,
CO. Also resent for the interview were sA!
Infonnation TechnologJ Specialist/Forensic
Examine
De artment of Justice (DOJ) Attorney
and!
rrom
After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and
provided the following:
the nature of the interview

I

I

I
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(U/,'FOUO) MONICA HANLEY contacted!
!via email on or about February 2014
regarding email belonging to HILLARY CLINTON. The email was stored on a Macbook and CLINTON
did not want to lose the email, so HANLEY requested!
hransfer it to the Clinton Executive
Services Corporation (CESC) server (Server) managed by PRN. The Server housed four virtual
machines: a Microsoft Exchange server, a BlackBerry enterprise server, an administrative server, and a
domain controller.!
!attempted to accomplish the task via a remote session using a remote
was unable to import the files using
support application called ScreenConnect. Howeved
ScreenConnect since the email was stored in the Macbook' s Mail program. Therefore,!
lhad
HANLEY ship him the Macbook so he could import the mail files manually.

b6
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(U//fiOUO) Upon receipt ofthe MacbookJ
!reviewed the files and noticed there
were several mail folders and each was labeled with a different year from 2009-2013. He then conducted
a Google search to identify an appropriate method for converting the Mac Mail files into .pst files.
believed he used Gmail as a way to convert the Mac Mail files to a format that could be
imported into the Microsoft Exchange server. Once the conversion was complete, he created a new
mailbox named HRC Archive. It was likely a regular Microsoft Exchange mailbox that could send and
receive email.
ldid not reca11 who had access to the mailbox. Once the import onto the
Server was successful. he deleted the email from the Macbook, but did not use any data wiping tools on
!never deleted the HRC Archive mailbox from the Server and believed it
the Macbook.l
should still exist there today; however, users with access to the mailbox could have altered its contents.
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(UI/FOUO) In April 2014,
remotely instructedL----r-------,~
___.
access the HRC Archive mailbox using Microsoft Outlook on her computer. ....._
provided this assistance using the ScreenConnect application.

(U/!fi'OU~) After reviewing several documents dated in and around July 23, 2014,,,_1_ _ _ __.
stated in July 20I4 he had a conversation with CHERYL MILLS during which she requested
lexport a .pst file with all email in CLINTON's mailbox that was sent to or received from a
.gov email address (July Export). After reviewing a list of .pst files modified in or around the same time,
I
lopined he might have attempted the July Export using different tools, such as Outlook or
PowerShell. He did not recognize the file name export.pst. After completing the July Export and
lburned DYDs of the files and arranged for a
verifying it would open correctly in Outlook,!
FedEx pickup the next day. However, MILLS susequently requested a secure electronic transfer of the
files instead of shipping physical media. Once the secure electronic transfer was complete,,_!_ _ _ __.
destroyed the DYDs by breaking them in half.
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I

(U//fOUO) After reviewing a July 24, 2014 email from BRYAN PAGLIANO regarding a regular
expression text editor,l
!explained when a user changes his or her email address, Outlook
updates the old email address with the new email address. MILLS was concerned CLINTON's thencurrent email address would be disclosed publicly and would be different from the one CLINTON was
using at the time the emails were actually sent.
land PAGLIANO discussed using a regular
expression text editor to find and replace the new email address with the old, but the tool could not
accomplish the replacement.

I

I

I

I

(U//FOUO)
used the email address
taJgmail.com as an account
to test email flow when he worked on the Server. It was a "dummy" account he used to test email issues
for various PRN clients.

I
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(U//FOUO) After reviewing work tickets from July 29-30, 20I4J
stated the
ScreenConnect remote sessions with MILLS and HEATHER SAMUELSON were for the purpose of
transferring copies of the July Export to their Windows workstations. Prior to the transfer~J_ _ _ ____.
password-protected the .pst, then placed it in an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) zip file. The
ScreenConnect tunnel was also encrypted, resulting in three layers of protection.

b6
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(U//FOUO) After reviewing an invoice dated August I2, 2014,"-l_ _ _ _.....lstated he assisted
SAMUELSON in reconnecting to the July Export archive.

b6
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(U//FOUO) After reviewing a work ticket dated September 29, 2014 and invoices dated
stated he spoke with MILLS about the creation of
September 30, 2014 and October I, 20 I4,1
a new email archive export (September Export).!
lcould not recall if the September Export
consisted of the complete live mailbox belonging to CLINTON, the exported emails from the HRC

I
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Archive mailbox, or both. The September Export was several gigabytes in size.
place any limitations or delete any content from the September Export.
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,_l_ _ _ _

_.ldid not
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(U//ffiU8) After reviewing a work ticket dated November 18, 2014J
stated he
worked with SAMUELSON to reestablish her connection to an archive of CLINTON's emails.
could not recall if it was to the July Export, the September Export, the live HRC Archive
mailbox, or something else.

b6
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(U//FOUOi After reviewing a work ticket dated November 24, 2014 and an email dated the same
dayJ
stated he participated in an urgent call with SAMUELSON regarding more specific
export requirements. He could not recall the details of the conversation.
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,....------:(o..;U~//..;.F....;rOU8) After reviewing an administrative server log file from November 24, 2014,
.___ _ _----llexplained he used Microsoft Outlook on the administrative server to test any .pst file
exports he created for CESC. The testing consisted of opening the .pst files to ensure they loaded into
Outlook correctly.
• Regarding Outlook Office Alert event log entries indicating a mailbox and a "gov export"
folder were deleted,!
~peculated they were deleted because they were no longer
needed on the administrative server.
• Regarding the log entry referencing "huma-gmail-yahoo.pst.lnk,"l
lstated HUMA
ABEDIN requested her email from Gmail and Yahoo be imported into her mailbox on the
Microsoft Exchange server.
Fould not recall when ABEDIN requested this
assistance.
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I

(U/lfOUO) After reviewtg a dhcument where "HRC Archive" is referenced in the Windows
mp,l
stated he believed this file to be a reference
Messaging Subsystem profile for
related to the transfer of email from the Macbook he received from HANLEY described above.
Specifically,!
believed he used the Gmail account!
@gmail.com to
effect the transfer to the HRC Archive mailbox. He might have used the Macbook for this process, but
probably used the Server.

I

(U//FOU8) After reviewing emails dated December 10, 2014 and December 12, 2014, as well as
work tickets regarding December 9-10, 2014 telephone calls with MILLS and SAMUELSON,
lstated they wanted the last 60 days of email for CLINTON and ABED IN in new accounts
that were not on the Microsoft Exchange server, but did not request the migration of any other content.

I

(U//FOUO) After reviewing an email dated December I I, 2014 with the subject line "RE: 2 items
for IT support," and a December 12, 2014 work ticket referencing email retention changes and
archive/email cleanup,!
stated his reference in the email to" ... the Hilary [sic] coverup [sic]

I
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operation ... , was probably due to the recently requested change to a 60 day email retention policy and the
comment was a joke. He did not recall the prior retention policy.
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(U//FOUO) After reviewing a work ticket dated January 5, 2015, referencing a remote session
lstated the session was possibly to remove the July Export
with MILLS and SAMUELSON,!
or September Export .pst files from their workstations.
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(U//FOU9) After reviewing a Server log entrv from January, 5, 2015, noting the installation of
Ontrack PowerControls (PowerControls)J
lstated PowerControls was the software utility
bundled with the Datto backup device employed as part of the CESC Server architecture. It is used for
Microsoft Exchange server restoration, bud
did not recall ever taking any actions with it.
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I

(U//FOUO) After reviewing a document identifying the "Last Written Time" as January 6, 2015
for "HRC .gov email Archive.pst, HRC .gov emails.pst, HRC gov emails.pst, and export.pst,"
lstated Outlook updates the modification time and date for any .pst files attached to a mail
account when the program is opened.
(U//t"OUO) After reviewing an email dated January 7, 2015 containing a list of mailboxes on the
CESC served
lstated he believed the HRC Archive mailbox should still be on the Server in
the possession of the FBI. He did not know why it would not be on the server and said he would check
the current server for the existence of an ~RC Archjye )ailbox. Users could control the content of a
ndl
lhad the capability
mailbox, but not the existence of it. Only
to login to the Server as an administrator and remove a mailbox.!
stated he did not remove
the mailbox, nor did anyone request he remove the mailbox.
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(U//FOUO) After reviewing administrative server log entries ranging from January to October
2015, referencing multiple Google AppsJ
lstated the office oft
used
Google Apps for business, so he used Google migration tools to pull the email accounts of users from her
office to the Microsoft Exchange server. January 2015, however, was not the correct timeframe for that
migration and
did not recall what he might have used Google Apps for in January 201 5.

I

I
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(U//FOUO) After reviewing an email dated March 5, 2015, referencind
lfrom
Security Pursuit,
stated he did not knowl
land did not recall implementing any
new security features during that timeframe.

I

I

(U//ffi'Ue) After reviewing an email dated March 3, 2015, referencing a .pst file containing all of
"HRC' s emails to/from any .gov addresses,"!
stated he used filters based on sending and
receiving email addresses, as well as a date filter for CLINTON• s time as Secretary of State to produce
the July Export.
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n J//EQUO)

After reviewing an email dated March 5, 2015 with the subject line "RE: Share,"
L--------~1 stated the shared drive was located on PRN hardware in Denver. It was a limited access
shared drive for individuals working with CESC.
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(U//EOUO) After reviewing an email dated March 5, 2015 with the subject line "RE: CESC
Firewa11,"1
lstated " ... HRC s backup device ... " referred to a second mobile device that
belonged to CLINTON. He did not reca11 any details about the device.
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(U//FOUO) After reviewing a document with information concerning "export.pst, HRC archivecomplete.pst, and hrcarchive@clintonemail.com- HRC archive.ost,'l
lStated, based on the
Last Written Time in the registry, that export.pst existed on the administrative server as of March 7, 2015.
He did not reca11 when it was removed or who removed it from the administrative server.
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(U/,'FOUO) After reviewing work tickets from March 7-8, 20151
lstated he
determined the Cisco Network Attached Storage device brought to the Equinix data center when PRN
took possession ofCESC' s predecessor server and associated equipment did not contain any email
content. PAGLIANO had used it for extra storage and it only contained BlackBerry server Jogs.
I
Idid not know what was on the external USB hard drive that was also part of the predecessor
server architecture. PRN did not use either device as part of the Server architecture they designed and
implemented.
(U//-FO') After reviewing an email dated March 9, 2015 with the subject line "Re: Email/Data
Systems," wher
listed as one of the recipients,!
lstated he did not reca11
seeing the preservation documentation from DAVID KENDALL referenced in the email.

lis
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(U//FOUO~

After reviewinJ work tickets dated March 10,2015 and March 12,2015, referencing
the movement of email for MILLS,
lstated MILLS did not have an account on the Server
and he could not recall what work he might have done for MILLS. MILLS occasionally contacted
with problems related to her personal email account, so the work tickets may have been of
that nature.

I
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(U//POUO) After reviewing an email dated March 25, 2015 with the subject line "CESC call,"
r---......:----,lstated he had no recollection of the call or what it was about. I
~hen reviewed
an email dated March 25, 2015 with the subject line 'Tlintons" and a work ticket dated March 3 I, 2015
referencing a conference ca11 with KENDALL and MILLS. At this point in the interview,!
I
IPRN' s counsel, advised
not to answer any questions related to conversations
with KENDALL based on
protections under the Fifth Amendment.

b6
b7C

I

(U/IFOUO) After reviewing 1og files dated March 31. 2015. referencing multi pie manual
stated he did not reca11
deletions from the Datto server used to backup the Server,

I
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perfonning the deletions, nor did he recall being asked to delete backups from the Datto server.
I
!further stated everyone at PRN has access to the Datto client portal, which is used to
manage the backups for all of PRN' s clients who employ Datto's services.

(U//FOUfr) After reviewing loaf files dated March 31,2015, referencing the installation of
BleachBit on the administrative server,_
lstated he believed he used the program for the
removal of. pst files related to the various exports of CLINTON's email discussed above from the
administrative server. He took this action of his own accord based on his nonnal practices as an engineer.
He did not recall which settings he used, to include the overwrite free space feature. I
I later
stated he might have used BleachBit on the Microsoft Exchange server because any .pst exports would be
created there, then moved over to the administrative server and opened to verify the exported .pst file
worked correctly.
(U//FOUO) I
Idoes not recall who or when the conversation occurred, but someone
from CESC told him at some points/he did not want the .pst files hanging around and wanted them off of
the Server after the export.

(U/IFOUO~ After reviewing a text document with the first line .. June of201 3,"L..I-------'
stated he did not recall creating the document. However, the statement "PST Files were shredded" is
probably a reference to his use ofBleachBit.

(U//FOUO) After reviewing log files from the administrative server dated January- October
2015,1
lstated the reference to Google Apps Sync on April4, 2015 was possibly an automatic
update to the software.

,....-----lo(..;.U.;.;./IT......;;OUO~ After reviewing an email dated April 24, 2015 with the subject line 04127-5/1,"
.___ _ _--'!stated the entry on April 27, 2015 was a calendar appointment related to regular
maintenance of the Server and associated equipment.

B
I

OUO) After reviewing an email dated August I8, 2015 with the subject .. RE: email,"
stated CESC wanted to verify they had a 60 day retention policy. He believed
misspoke whenl
!commented on a 30 day retention policy.

(U//FOUO~ After reviewing an email dated August 21, 2015 with the subject line .. RE: Datto
remote access," and an email dated August 20, 2015 with the subject line .. RE: CESC Datto,"
Istated PRN might have received a new Datto server because in the initial setup of the
original Datto server, it auto synced with the Datto data center and created an offsite copy. The new
Datto server would not allow that to happen.
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(U//FOUO) After reviewing logs dated September 21-September 26, 2015 from the Microsoft
Exchange server and September 25-0ctober 2, 20 I 5 from the administrative served
speculated he may have removed mailboxes attached to Outlook on the administrative server. He was not
instructed to delete any user mailboxes on the Microsoft Exchange server in September 2015, nor did he
ldid not do any work with any email exports in the
delete any mailboxes. Furthermore,!
ho install OnTrack PowerControls
September 2015 timeframe. It was standard practice fod
on a server because it is required to restore a system from a Datto backup. Additionally,I
would login to the Datto server during regular maintenance appointments to check the backups.
Regarding the October visits to the CESC Datto Control Panel referenced in the logsJ
lor
!probably logged into the Datto server using ScreenConnect to verify it was running
properly. ScreenConnect wa~
primary method of connecting to the administrative server.

I

I

I
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I

(U//FOUO)I
ldid not recall manually running a disk defragmenting utility, but would
sometimes do it as part of routine maintenance.

I

(U//FOUO)
lwas shown several other documents for which he had no information.
All documents used during the interview are attached to this communication as a I A.
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' 6U6) On May 3, 201
IPlatte River Networks (PRN), date of birth
was interviewed by Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SA~
I
AI
Iat the United States Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of
Virginia located at 2100 Jamieson Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22314. Also present for the interview were
Su erviso S ecial Agend
I Information Technolo' Specialist/Forensic Examiner
De artment of Justice (DOJ) Attorne
DOJ Attorney!
I
1....--------,,_:;;.===.:.:, and EDVA Attorne
as well as!

b6
b?c

I

(U//F6U6) In February 2014,1
!worked with MONICA HANLEY to import an
archive of HILLARY CLINTON's email from an Apple MacBook to the PRN-maintained server hosted
for the CLINTON EXECUTIVE SERVICES CORPORATION (CESC). This server hosted CLINTON's
email account. HANLEY toldj
the MacBook contained old email that only existed on the
laptop and HANLEY did not want to lose it. The email was stored in Mac Mail within folders labeled by
hried to effect the
year as 2009 Inbox, 2009 Sent Items, 2010 Inbox, 2010 Sent Items, etc.
transfer of the archived email through a remote session using ScreenConnect, but the WiFi connection
was intermittent and the MacBook repeatedly turned itself off. Therefore, HANLEY shipped the
MacBook tol
lwas unaware of a USB flash drive containing an identical set
of the email files.

I

I

(U//FeUe)l
hried various tools and Googled for solutions to effectively transfer the
email files. After researching options,
transferred all of the email content to the "dummy"
gmail accound
l@gmail.com.
connected the administrative server to
the gmail account and used it as a bridge to move the email into a mailbox named hrcarchive on the
Exchange server. The PRN architecture consisted of a BlackBerry Enterprise server, domain controller,
administrative server, and Microsoft Exchange server (PRN server). After the transfer was complete, he
deleted the content from the gmail account and provided the hrcarchive login credentials to HANLEY or
~
~nd demonstrated how to access the mailbox using Outlook Web Access.
ldid not know ifl
lor HANLEY provided the credentials to others; however,
anyone with the credentials could access the account. Prior to shipping back the MacBook, either
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HANLEY od
!requested the email be deleted from the MacBook.l
(deleted the
files containing the email, but did not use any special tools to remove the f i l e s . p r o v i d e d
an address for the return shipment of the MacBook andl
used either the United States Postal
Service or United Parcel Service.

I

b6
b7C

__

..=~--,_
_Jail had access to the prnadmin account credentials to access the PRN server. The
....__ _----laccount on the server maintained by BRYAN PAGLIANO was created by PAGLIANO
during the transition to the PRN server. There was also a built-in administrator account on the PRN
server, but I
Inever used it.l
!handled most day-to-day work tickets for
CLINTON's account, whitel
~andled the physical infrastructure setup and maintenance.
Iwas authorized to work on the account and served as a backup td
land
however, he only handled a few work tickets.
]eft PRN in June or July 20 I 5 and,
based on PRN' s normal business practice, passwords were changed for all admin accounts.

I

I

I

(U//l"'OUO) In July 2014, CHERYL MILLS emailedl
Ito schedule a phone call. On
the ca11, MILLS outlined td
lshe needed an export of aU <;LINTAN' s email sent to or
received from a .gov email address (July Export) for the purpose of~di· ··them to the United States
Department of State (State).!
searched"* .gov" in th•, live "H" · .tailbox to find email
responsive to MILLS' request. After preparing the exportJ
!worked with MILLS and
HEATHER SAMUELSON to transfer the export to each of their v orkstations. This interaction was the
first with MILLS.
!previously interacted withl
land
MILLS served as the ~rimary contact from whic~
hook direction for
nly interacted with SAMUELSON once or twice beyond
this export and later exports.
troubleshooting her access to the exports. He described MILLS and SAMUELSON as proficient
computer users with knowledge of basic programs.

I

I
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I
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I

I

(U//FOUO) Based on the direction provided by MILLS as described above,!
prepared an export of CLINTON's email from her live account on the PRN server.
lthen
used 7-Zip to compress the export and password-protect it. To transfer the export to MILLS and
SAMUELSON, he connected to each of their workstations remotely using ScreenConnect and installed 7Zip. On SAMUELSON's laptop he also insta11ed Outlook 2013 because she did not have Outlook at that
time. After the installation of 7-Zip on both workstations and Outlook 2013 on SAMUELSON's
hransferred the zip file using Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), unzipped
workstation,!
the export, and opened the export in Outlook by navigating to it using File->Open->Outlook Data File.
When transferring the file,l
llikely dropped it on the desktop or in a folder on the C: drive.

b6
b7C

(U/IFOUO) In September 2014, MILLS contacte
nd requested an export of
CLINTON's entire mailbox (September Export), so
followed a similar process to the July
Export. He prepared a .pst file, zipped it using 7-Zip, and trans erred it to MILLS and SAMUELSON
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I
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through ScreenConnect. In the preparation of this exportJ
Idiscussed different options for
the transfer based on the size of the file, but ultimately decided on the same process using ScreenConnect
as the July Export. MILLS never requested assistance from
lin locating CLINTON's email
lwas never aware there was a gap during that
from January 2009 - March 2009 andl
timeframe.
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Contintk1tion of FD-302 of

I

I

(U//FOUO)
Idid not know why the .~t file provided to the FBI from CLINTON's
counsel contained the email a d d r e s s l t : .gmail.com in the metadata because he
beileved he created email exports from CLINTON's Ilve email mailbox. However, he provided the
following possible explanations:

•I
•
•

~ay have imported HRC Archive into CLINTON's live mailbox.

A user may have moved email from HRC Archive into CLINTON's live mailbox.
A user may have taken email directly from the HRC Archive mailbox to produce what was
provided to State.!
Idid not assist in the production of any .pst files provided to State.

(U//FOUO) During the July Export and September ExportJ
hransferred one .pst file,
contained within a zip file, to MILLS and one to SAMUELSON. Their laptops were running either
Windows 7 or Windows 8.

n JI/FQUO) After reviewing a chart labeled "PST files and Outlook Profiles- Admin Server,"
"------...!Jstated "HRC .gov email Archive.pst," "HRC .gov emails.pst," and "HRC gov emails.pst"
reference the July Exports.
~escribed the other files as:

I

•

"HRC archive- complete.pst" references the September Export.

•

"hrcarchive@clintonemail.com- HRC archive.ost" is a remnant of the transfer of files from the
HANLEY laptop described above to gmail.

• I
•

@gmail.com

~

~ temp.psfl

!could not recall creating

this .pst file.
"huma-gmail-yahoo.psf' was a result o~,__ _ _ ____.limporting HUMA ABED IN's email from
those services to the PRN server.

r---___,;(.._U_II_F.....OUO) After reviewing a PRN invoice referencing an October I, 2014 call with MILLS,
,___ _ ____.I stated the call was in relation to one of the .pst file transfers.
(U//~UO)

SAMUELSON,!
email archive.

After reviewing a PRN work ticket dated November 18,2014 referencing a call with
stated he worked with SAMUELSON to reconnect her to CLINTON's

I
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After reviewing an email dated November 24,2014 with the subject line "MMM,"
stated he did not know what the reference to an urgent call was about.

(U//FOUO) After reviewing a work ticket dated November 24, 2014 referencing "more specific
!stated he did not know what the more specific export requirements
export requirements,"!
were, but did not believe an additional .pst file was transferred. Neither SAMUELSON nor MILLS
requested!
lassist with searches for emails to/from specific users, emails to/from specific
domains, or create additional exports beyond the July and September Exports.
(U//FOUO) In November or December 2014, MILLS tol~
lshe did not want the
exponed data on the laptops anymore and requested he securely delete the .pst files previous!~ transferred
. se deletion
to MILLS' and SAMUELSON's workstations, but did not specifically reques4
!recommended BleachBit, a tool he had used
software. Based on the request of MILLSJ
previously with clients who had financial information on computer equipment being decommissioned.
~escribed BleachBit as a utility that securely deletes files by overwriting data multiple
times. He could not recall what version he used, but would have downloaded the latest version at the time
of MILLS' request. Sometime prior to this discussion, MILLS mentioned once CLINTON's emails were
~ad the
printed for State, she could put the .pst file on a flash drive and have a master copy.
impression MILLS was referring to all of CLINTON's emails, not just those provided to State.

I
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I

(U//FOUO)I
Iused the same deletion process for the workstations of both MILLS and
SAMUELSON. He initiated a remote session, typically while on the phone with MILLS or
SAMUELSON, to each workstation using ScreenConnect and downloaded BleachBit from the Internet,
then installed the software. He used BleachBit to remove the .pst files by running the shredding function
as a standard user, not an administrator. The process took a few minutes to complete during which
did not encounter an error message.
~elieved he shredded a total of eight
files- the two zip and two .pst files on each laptop from the July and September exports. He did not
recall:

I

I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I

b6
b7C

Altering any settings prior to shredding the .pst files
Wiping free space
Selecting artifact clean up
Verifying the deletion of the files
Selecting "Shred Settings and Quit" once the process was complete
Targeting any temporary files
Uninstalling BleachBit
(U//FOUO) After reviewing work tickets dated December 12,2014 and January 5, 2015,

r---____;~___,lstated the work tickets reflected the tasks he completed to remove .pst files from the PRN
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server and the workstations of MILLS and SAMUELSON. The requests from MILLS were routine
!completed beyond
customer service, so no one else at PRN was aware of the removal tasksl
what was written in the work tickets. Since completion, neither MILLS nor anyone else from CESC
contacted!
ho verify this work was complete. AdditionallyJ
was not contacted
by anyone to discuss the process he used to remove the files from the workstations.

b6
b7C

I

ho discuss CLINTON's email.
(U//FOUO) In March 2015, MILLS contacted!
Typically, MILLS would contact!
lusing the email address
~gmail.com and setup a
time to call. MILLS wanted to know what backups of CLINTON's email existed and where those
backups were located. After discussing the potential for content to exist on the server CLINTON used
lwould travel to the datacenter in Secaucus, NJ to
prior to the PRN server, PRN decided!
power up the old e ui ment Predecessor server) and check it for any backups or copies of CLINTON's
mailbox. After
arrived at the datacenter and turned on the old equipment, I
spoke with
while they both were logged on to the system. Neither the Cisco Network
Attached Storage (NAS) device nor the external USB hard drive that were part of the architecture for the
Predecessor server contained backups or other data associated with CLINTON's email.

I
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I

(U//FOUO) PRN used a Datto backup appliance to backup the PRN server an.r=:do..~.it~w=a.:...&..i~-;
common practice to include the administrative server as part of the Datto backu
could
had no memory
not specifically recall if the administrative server was backed up for CESC.
of stopping Datto backups of the PRN administrative server on March 8, 2015. Datto recommends
turning off Windows Volume Shadow Copy service because it can interfere with Datto backups.
(U//P'OUO)

b6
b7C

I
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(U//FOUO) After reviewing an email dated March 25, 2015 with the subject line "CESC call" and
an email dated March 25,2015 with the subject Ene 'Tlintons [sic],'l
!stated he could not
recall the content of the call or the reference to backups in the email.

I

(U//FOUO) After reviewing a document titled "Exchange Audit Logs" dated March 25, 2015 and
March 31, 2015,1
lstated the Platte Admin mailbox received firewall alerts and other internal
system alerts. Additionally, the Platte Admin account was used to effect changes on other mailboxes.
did not specifically recall using it to provide full access for prnadmin to the mailboxes H,
HDR29, and HRC Archive on March 25, 2015 and then removing the HRC Archive mailbox from the
Exchange server. However,!
lbeEeved he had an "oh shit" moment and removed the HRC
Archive mailbox. He also changed the mailbox retention policy from 30 days to 1 day, and cleaned the
mailbox database because MILLS previously requested in late 2014 or early 2015 he change the retention
policy for CLINTON and ABED IN's existing and ongoing email to 60 days. He removed the HRC

I
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Archive mailbox manually because all content in the mailbox was older than 60 days .
changed the deleted items retention policy from 30 days to I day to ensure no email outside of the 60 days
remained on the server and executed the Clean-MailboxDatabase command to clean whitespace within
the database, similar to running a disk defragmentation.l
Ia! so enabled Circular Logging, but
did not recall why he did so in this instance. He typically enabled it when importing email because
Microsoft Exchange logs contain email that hasn't been committed to a database. Circular Logging
reduces the log file size by forcing Exchange to commit data to the database immediately.
. _ I_ _ _ _- '

(U//fi'OUO) After reviewing documents titled "BieachBit- PRN Admin Server" and "BieachBitExchange Server" indicating the use of BleachBit on March 31, 2015,1
btated he checked the
Exchange Server for remaining copies of CLINTON's email. When he located a .pst file, he used the
most recent non-beta version of BleachBit available at the time to shred the .pst files on the PRN server,
but did not recall which .pst files he found or removed. He did not wipe free space, encountered no
errors, and viewed the folders to see if the files were gone, but did not take additional steps to confirm the
deletions. I
ldid not talk with MILLS about the files he found and deleted.
(U//FOUO) After reviewing log files dated March 3 I, 2015 indicating the deletion of files from
Istated he did not recall deleting any Datto backups nor did he
the Datto backup appliance,!
recall receiving an instruction to delete backups from the Datto, however, it is unlikely anyone else at
PRN would have deleted the files.l
Idid not know if the administrative server was backed up
to the Datto.
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(U//FOUO) After reviewinf a document titled "PRN Admin Server- Installed/Uninstalled
Application Events,'1stated he had no insight into the installation of Google Apps Sync for
Microsoft Outlook on April 5, 2015.
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(U//FeUe) After reviewing documents titled "Add-MailboxPermission and RemoveMailboxPermission" and "Export.pst on Admin Server- 9/25/2016 [sicJ.'1
lstated in
September 20 I 5 he looked into replacement options for the PRN server because he believed the server
would be turned over to the FBI. To prepare for this eventuality, he logged onto the server to verify the
backups of the server were working correctly and evaluate what new hardware PRN would need to order.
~estored the mailbox fod
I This
During the same time frameJ
restoration may account for the activity related to Export.pst in September 2015 and it is unlikely
Export.pst contained any ofCLINTON's emait.l
~eletedl
IExport.pst after the
restoration was complete. However, he did not delete any data related to CLINTON's email after he was
interviewed by the FBI in September 2015.
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(U//:FOUO) After reviewing an email dated March 9, 2015 referencing a Qreservation email from
DAVID KENDALL and a preservation request from the FBI dated July 31, 2015,1
lstated he
was aware of the preservation requests and interpreted both as meaning he should not disturb CLINTON's
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email data on the PRN server.
did not receive t>'Uidance from other PRN personnel or PRN
counsel, or others regarding the meaning of either preservation request.
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Principal Officer Electronic Messaging System (POEMS) was a Top Secret DoS email system that
was phased out several years ago. Today the term POEMS is often used by people referring to the DoS
email systems provided by the Office of the Secretary, Office of the Executive Secretariat- Information
Resource Management (S/ES-IRM). While the majority of DoS employees receive IT support from
Information Resource Management (IRM), a subset of approximately 600 individuals receive IT support
from S/ES-IRM. This subset is composed of high-level DoS executives and staff, who are collectively
referred to as the "i11 floor." The S/ES-IRM system was created to provide the 7111 floor users with
enhanced customer service.
Despite being administered by separate groups, the IRM and S/ES-IRM systems utilize the same
hardware and software platforms. Both groups support their respective users across both Opennet, the
unclassified DoS network, and Classnet, the classified DoS network. The top secret network at DoS is
operated by the Bureau oflntelligence and Research (INR) regardless of the user.
S/ES-IRM does not have stand-alone email backup. Historical emails have to be extracted from an
overall system backup. The volume of available historical emails therefore depends on what each user had
saved on their system when the system backup occurred. The entire S/ES-IRM system is backed up every
night during which the email exchange, as well as file servers, shared drives, applications and other
relevant files are captured. The backup tapes are held for 45 days. S/ES-IRM has pulled the relevant
S/ES-IRM system backup tapes in response to the preservation reruests issued by the FBI and is
preserving them until they receive further direction from the FBI.l
!estimated that
approximately 100 ofthe 600 S/ES-IRM customers were listed on the preservation request.

~..-_ _ _ __.!provided that the exchange servers are housed at ESOC in Culpeper, VA and that
the backups are stored at the Harry S. Truman building.
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S/ES-IRM customers do not use the State Messaging and Archival Retrieval Tool (SMART) for
memorializing official email records. Instead, they follow the "print and file" policy whereby each
individual is responsible for assessing if a communication should be archived and is then responsible for
printing and appropriately filing the communication. SMART is primarily used for archiving cable traffic
and replaced a legacy system known as CableXpress approximately four or five years ago.
S/ES-IRM does not administer the Public Affairs Communication Electronically (PACE) system,
which is operated by the Bureau of Diplomacy. PACE is a much smaller system but it is possible that a
few people from Secretary Clinton's staff may have used PACE.
DoS does not have a restriction on the use of personal email accounts for official business.
Personal email accounts are often used by individuals in the field who were not issued an official DoS
mobile device, or who do not have the time or means to remotely Jog into the DoS system. Employees are
not required to notify DoS that they are using a personal account for official business and there is no
mechanism to track who is using a personal email account. In 2009 and 2014, DoS issued official
guidance to users of personal email accounts that stipulated that they must forward work-related em ails
back to their official work account within a specified period of time for record keeping purposes.
S/ES-IRM does not automatically create Opennet or Classnet email accounts for new employees.
Accounts are only created once a request form has been submitted. S/ES-IRM had no record of a request
being completed by, or on behalf of, Secretary Clinton for the creation ofDoS email accounts. Nor were
there any records of requests being made for a DoS mobile device.
S/ES-IRM is also responsible for issuing official cell phones and other mobile devices to their 7 111
floor customers. However, S/ES-IRM does not have historical records for devices issued during Secretary
Clinton's tenure. The system that was used for tracking property during that time period was previously
taken offline and S/ES-IRM has been unable to restore the system due to the presence of corrupt files.
While users were required to sign a property record when a device was issued to them, those records
would have been destroyed once the device was returned to S/ES-IRM.

~----_.lwas not able to provide any specific information about the broader IRM s
f

their efforts to preserve relevant data. He recommenrd:;.::e~d:..:c:::.:;o~n:.::;ta~c:::.:;t.:.:.in~----------,----___J
lyja tbe Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DS
...~Jnoted that BRIAN PAGLIA NO work'sL~fo,...tr-----""T"""an_d,......ca_r_e-sh:-o-u.,.I.,.d'T"b_e,...ta..,.k....len when
contacting IRM.
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(U//fiOUO) On January I 1, 2016, MONICA HANLEY was interviewed by Federal Bureau of
lnvestiaation FBI S ecial A )entsl
land
lat'-1-~~---~~____.
Washint,~on. DC 20001. Representing HANLEY, and also present for the
L:-i-nt_e_rv~i~e-w-,-w-e_r_e,...-----......._......;.;.;~andl
After being advised of the identities of the
interviewing agents, and the purpose of the interview, HANLEY provided the following information:

I
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(U//FOUO) In 2003, following her college graduation, HANLEY interned for then Senator
HILLARY CLINTON. HANLEY's internship position was converted to a permanent position in 2004.
HANLEY continued working for New York Senator KIRSTEN GILLIBRAND, who was appointed after
CLINTON was nominated as Secretary of State.
(U//FOUO) In April of2009, HANLEY received a call from HUMA ABEDIN asking if
HANLEY would be interested in working for CLINTON as a "Confidential Assistant" at the Department
of State (DoS). HANLEY accepted the position at DoS, and continued working for GILLIBRAND until
two days before her start at DoS.
(U//FOUO) During her first year at DoS, HANLEY's "Confidential Assistant" duties included
supporting and scheduling CLINTON, domestic travel and personal appointments. HANLEY also ran
various errands for CLINTON. HANLEY also served as ABEDIN and JAKE SULLIVAN's scheduler,
and it was her responsibility to coordinate their schedules with CLINTON's schedule.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY accompanied CLINTON on foreign travel on a few occasions during her
first year at DoS. HANLEY's first overseas DoS travel with CLINTON was to the Philippines.
CLINTON specifically invited HANLEY to join her on that trip because CLINTON knew HANLEY was
of Filipino decent and would appreciate the opportunity to travel there. ABED IN almost always traveled
with CLINTON.
lan~
lwere additional aids who rotated duties
with HANLEY in regards to accompanying CLINTON on foreign travel.

I

(U//FOUO) When ABEDIN became pregnant in 2011 HANLEY became a
accompanied CLINTON on most of her foreign trips.
and
I
lwere also part of CLINTON's travel team during this time.
was responsible
for managing press matters, whereas!
lwere responsible for protocol.
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(U//fOUO) HANLEY went through a full day of on board training her first day at DoS, of which
approximately half was security related. HANLEY recalled learning specifically how to handle and
transport classified information/paper, but could not recall who provided the training. HANLEY received
a Top Secret/SCI clearance at DoS, but was unsure of any specific codeword programs for which she may
have additionally received read-ins. HANLEY did not hold a security clearance prior to DoS.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY did not recall ever receiving Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) training,
and the only training HANLEY received concerning the Federal Records Act (FRA) came near the end of
CLINTON's tenure at DoS. A representative from DoS' s record keeping office,l
ILast Name
Unknown (LNU), met with HANLEY and others on CLINTON's staff and instructed them to produce all
records that "changed, effected, or created policy." HANLEY recalled going through paper files with
other executive Staff members, and placing the papers in stacks in the hallway outside the Secretary's
Suite. After which, aDoS record keeper would review the production and make the final determination
on which information was relevant to the FRA.

b6
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Email Accounts and Server
(U//FOUO~

During her time in the Senate, CLINTON used hrl5((Jatt.btackberrv.net. HANLEY
was aware of this email account, but did not use this account to communicate with CLINTON.
(U//FOUO~

CLINTON used hrod l7@clintonemail.com while she was Secretary of State, and
.h.~j.r~~2@.~~.U.!.H!,~!.~~~.D.~1.~L~~9.IT.l following her departure from DoS.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY did not initially recall the accound
k~.£.U.Ht:i.L&f,1!.n, however, later in
the interview HANLEY deduced thq
tbiM.Hi~!.LE~?.f.i.l account may have been created as a way to
communicate with CLINTON during a bad storm in 201 I when power to the server hosting
.t!.~J.r.~.f.ailr;.U.!.\1f,1!.\QI.n.itil.com was lost. HANLEY believed CLINTON was traveling in Croatia at the time,
and HANLEY andl
lmay have created the account as a temporary way to communicate
with CLINTON during the outage.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY was not familiar with the email address SSHRCI(/htate.!J,Ov. HANLEY
vaguely recalled CLINTON being issued aDoS Blackberry, but CLINTON did not use the DoS issued
device.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY was aware CLINTON was using a personal email address on a personal
server for DoS business while CLINTON was Secretary of State. JUSTIN COOPER created, installed,
and maintained the server in Chappaqua before the server was transitioned over to Platte River Networks
(PRN). HANLEY could not recall when the transition to PRN occurred. COOPER was HANLEY's
point of contact for assistance in regards to syncing CLINTON's mobile devices to the server. Anytime
CLINTON got a new device, HANLEY would contact COOPER who would troubleshoot her through the
process of setting up the new device with the server. COOPER was also HANLEY's point of contact
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when needed reimbursment for items she purchased for CLINTON. COOPER was located in New York,
so most of HANLEY's interaction with him was via email or telephone.
(U//FOUO) BRYAN PAGLIANO was part of CLINTON's 2008 Presidential Campaign and was
later employed by DoS in a technical capacity. HANLEY would contact PAGLIANO for help with
physical Blackberry problems.
(UI/FOUO) HANLEY did not recall ever participating in, or overhearing, any discussion over
records retention issues, nor the legality of CLINTON conducting DoS business off a private server or
emai 1account.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY was asked to review a few emails forwarded from CLINTON at
hrod l7((tclintonemaii.com to HANLEY's DoS email account wherein CLINTON asks HANLEY to print
the forwarded email. After reviewing the email, HANLEY explained CLINTON did not like reading
things on her Blackberry because it was difficult to read the small font, so she preferred a hard copy for
longer emails. Sometimes CLINTON would keep the hard copy to archive the document, but HANLEY
was not privy to what documents CLINTON had printed for an easier read versus archiving.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY used two email accounts while at DoS: .h.im.l~Y.!.Edih~flh~.£SIY. and

r-~--~----,@gmhi.i.L~~~m.. HANLEY did not have an @clintonemail.com emai·l account, nor was she
ever offered an @clintonemail.com account. As a way of general practice, HANLEY tried her best to use
her state.gov email account for work related matters and her Gmail account for personal interactions with
CLINTON. HANLEY further explained she considered personal interactions with CLINTON to include
things like scheduling hair appointments. However, HANLEY noted that her state.gov email account was
not as easily accessible as her Gmail account and on some occasions she use Gmail when she could not
access her state.gov account.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY was issued and carried/used aDoS Blackberry. It was difficult to access
DoS email while on travel, as the DoS system required users to sign in using a token/key to sign in
remotely. It was particularly difficult to sign into the DoS system in the Secretary's plane because the
wifi was not always compatible, so HANLEY would often use her Gmail account while in the air. The
same was true for foreign travel. Many DoS employees used personal email accounts because they were
more easily accessible. ABED IN emailed HANLEY equally from her state.gov and personal accounts.

Mobile Devices
(U//FOUO) After she reviewed pictures of various Blackberry models, HANLEY pointed to the
picture of the Curve 8310 explained CLINTON preferred the Curve 8310 because she found the 83 I 0
"track-ball" feature easier than the "track-pad" on newer Blackberry models. CLINTON tried the
Blackberry 8700G, but did not like the device because of the "track-pad." HANLEY also thought the
Curve 8900 looked familiar. HANLEY did not recall the specific Blackberry devices CLINTON used at
DoS, but believed CLINTON's original Blackberry was black in color and housed in a blue silicone case.
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(U/t'fiOUO) HANLEY recalled helping CLINTON change her Blackberry device at least three or
four times while she was at DoS. HANLEY recalled having to replace CLINTON's Blackberry on one
occasion after CLINTON spilled coffee on the device. Another time HANLEY recalled having to replace
CLINTON's Blackberry because it started to slowly fail overtime. HANLEY recalled proactively trying
to purchase replacement Blackberrys for CLINTON at one point, but CLINTON only liked the older
models. HANLEY believed she may have even purchased one of the older Blackberry models CLINTON
liked off of Ebay.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY would contact COOPER after purchasing a new Blackberry device for
CLINTON, and he would instruct HANLEY as to how to connect the device and sync the device with
CLINTON's server and email. Once the new device was properly synced, COOPER would also talk
HANLEY through the process of wiping the old device. HANLEY would provide the new Blackberry to
CLINTON along with the old/wiped Blackberry. However, HANLEY was not sure what CLINTON did
with the old Blackberry after HANLEY turned them over.
(U/f.fOUO) Aside from receiving emails on her Blackberry, CLINTON used her Blackberry to
text and pin short personal messages.
(U//fOUO? CLINTON also used an iPad. HANLEY could not recall when CLINTON obtained
the iPad, but thought it may have been purchased by COOPER. HANLEY was not sure who configured
CLINTON's iPad. CLINTON predominately used the iPad in the evenings and while on travel (both
domestic and international) for reading news articles and emails. CLINTON did use the iPad to send and
receive emails. CLINTON did not use the iPad while she was in her office at DoS.
(U/fFOUO? ABEDIN, HANLEY, andl
lhad access to CLINTON's iPad on occasion to
assist CLINTON if her iPad was not working properly, but HANLEY could not recall CLINTON giving
her iPad to anybody else to use.
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(U//FOUO) CLINTON received a new iPad in 201 I and gave HANLEY an iPad around the same
time. HANLEY assumed CLINTON gifted her with CLINTON's old iPad. Agents asked HANLEY to
review an email exchange dated 8/18/2011 between ABEDIN and COOPER in which ABEDIN tells
COOPER .. She [presumably CLINTON] doesn't like ipad 2 ... " and later typed .. She gave to monica as a
birthday gift." After reviewing the email, HANLEY explained that she assumed she received CLINTON's
old iPad, but now realizes she likely received CLINTON's newer iPad. HANLEY was not aware the iPad
was a birthday gift, but stated that it was not uncommon for CLINTON to gift ABEDIN and HANLEY
with some of her personal items she no longer wanted.
(U//~OUe) When HANLEY received the iPad the opening screen said "H' s iPad," so before
using the gifted iPad, HANLEY wiped the device. HANLEY used the iPad for personal use up until the
time she moved back to New York in 2014. Prior to moving, HANLEY gave the iPad tol

I
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'-------------'1 so he could use the iPad to listen to music and podcasts.
wipe the iPad prior to gifting itt~

I
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HANLEY did not

(U//FOUO) In October of2013, HANLEY received a ca11 from CHERYL MILLS who inquired
about the iPad. HANLEY explained she received what she believed was CLINTON's old iPad as a gift
from CLINTON in 201 I. MILLS subsequently informe~ she needed to turn over the iPad in
response to the FBI's investigation. HANLEY contactedL__Jto retrieve the iPad and turned it over.
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Laptop Computer
(U//FOUO) After they learned longtime friend of CLINTON, SIDNEY BLUMENTHAL, was the
target of an email hack in Spring of2013, PRN spoke with COOPER, ABEDIN, and HANLEY, and
advised CLINTON change email addresses. CLINTON did not want to lose her old emails when she
changed her email address. COOPER subsequently provided HANLEY an extra Apple Macbook from
President Clinton's Harlem, NY, Office. HANLEY then transferred all of CLINTON's old em ails from
the PRN server to the Macbook Air. HANLEY transferred the emails to the Macbook in he~
Dapartment, and noted that it took several days because she transferred four years of emails.
HANLEY also recalled transferring the emails to a thumb-drive, but could not reca11 what happened to the
thumb-drive.

I
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(U//FOUO) HANLEY maintained possession of the Macbook fo11owing the transfer of the em ails.
The Macbook was stored in HANLEY's apartment. HANLEY moved at least once after she transferred
the emails to the Macbook, and brought the Macbook with her to her new apartment.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY continued to work for CLINTON following DoS, and in early 2014 took a
position in th~
Shortly thereafter, HANLEY realized she still
had possession of the Macbook containing CLINTON's archived emails. HANLEY subsequently
contacted PRN on her own accord and spoke with~
an~
HANEL Y shipped the Macbook tol
: nl
lin February and instructed PRN to
migrate the emails back to CLINTON's existing server, wipe the Macbook, and return the Macbook to
lwho was CLINTON'~
lat the time.

I

I
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I

I

(U//FOUO) The Macbook was shopped froml

(U//FOUO) When HANLEY was first contacted bl FBI agents in November 2015 in regards
scheduling an interview, she reached out tol
to ask about the whereabouts of the Macbook.
~old HANLEY she did not recall receiving the Macbook from PRN.

I
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Handling of Classified Material
(U//FOU07 CLINTON did not have a classified DoS account, and received all classified
information in paper form. CLINTON's Executive Assistant, JOE McMANUS, was responsible for
determining what classified information needed to be passed up to CLINTON. The Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) Presidential Daily Briefer (PDB) on occasion may have also flagged information for
CLINTON to read. When CLINTON was on travel, her traveling Executive Assistant or SULLIVAN
would determine what classified information needed CLINTON's attention.
(U//FOUO~ HANLEY visited both CLINTON's Chappaqua, NY, and Washinb>ton, DC,
residences, however, HANLEY spent more time in CLINTON's Washington, DC, home. HANLEY
believed CLINTON had a Sensitive Information Compartmented Facility (SCIF) installed on~...l_ __.
floor of her Chappaqua home that contained at least a secure phone and fax. CLINTON also had a SCIF
in her DC home. HANLEY believed the DC SCIF contained a secure phone and unclassified Mac
desktop, but was not sure about a fax machine.

(U//fOUO) When the DoS Operations Center needed to get classified material to CLINTON at
her DC residence, the information would be couriered by her security detail in a diplomatic pouch. Only
a few people close to CLINTO~ such as HANLEY could deliver the diolomatic oouch directly to her.
HANLEY assumed CLINTON'
in Chappaqua,
jcould also accept and
deliver diplomatic pouches.

I
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I

(U//FOUO) ADoS Mobile Communications Team (MCT) traveled with CLINTON on both
international and domestic trips. The MCT was responsible for setting up a command post for
bl per nos
CLINTON's team. De endino on the securit climate at the destination, the mobile command ost would
..___ _ _ _ _ ___.y
or er estgnate sta .
e
genera y set up an unc asst te
DoS computer in either ABED IN or HANLEY's room for the purpose of printing unclassified
information for CLINTON. It was not uncommon for HANLEY to use her personal Gmail account to
print from the mobile DoS unclassified terminal because even though she was using aDoS computer, the
DoS connection was unreliable.
(U//FOUO) CLINTON had a secure phone in her office at DoS, as well as in both her
Washington, DC, and Chappaqua, NY, residences. When CLINTON was traveling, ABEDIN would
generally carry a secure cell phone. HANLEY carried the secure phone on occasion, and described the
phone as looking like an old Nokia non-flip phone with a big antenna and large buttons. The secure cell
phone was carried in a box. ABEDIN kept a secure cell phone in her desk at DoS.
(U//fOUG) HANLEY received a lesson from somebody on the DoS technical team in regards to
using the secure cell phone, but when HANLEY tried to use the secure cell phone in 2012 on a trip to
Haiti, it did not work.
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Email Review
(U//FOUO) HANLEY was contacted by CLINTON's attorney, DAVID KENDALL (Williams &
Connolly), in March or April of201 5. Following her conversation with KENDALL, HANLEY searched
the Gmail account she used while at DoS for any email communications with state.gov accounts and
deleted emails associated with state.gov accounts. HANLEY was not involved with any efforts to review
and cull CLINTON's emails.

General Security Matters
(U//FOUO) HANLEY never personally was notified of an intrusion attempt against any of her
email accounts (personal or Gmail), however, she remembered hearing some state email accounts were
hacked by presumably the Chinese Government following one of CLINTON's trips to China.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY also received verbal security counseling from Diplomatic Security (DS)
following a Russia trip on which she accompanied CLINTON. HANLEY was handed a diplomatic pouch
containing CLINTON's briefing book on the plane upon arriving in Russia. HANLEY brought the pouch
and its contents into the Russian hotel suite she shared with CLINTON. DS found a classified document
from the briefing book in the suite during a sweep following CLINTON and HANLEY's departure, and
HANLEY was later informed by DS the briefing book and document should never have been in the suite.
(U//FOUO) A copy of the original interview notes are attached in a I A envelope.
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(U//FOUO)
was interviewed at his office at the Harry S. Truman Building,
2201 C Street NW. Washington. D.C.. bv Federal Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI) Special Agents (SA)
I
Iandi
~After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents,
_provided the following information:
and the nature of the interviewJ

I

(U/fFOUO) In February 2009J
lwas assigned as~
lin the Department of State
(DoS) Operational Center. DoS' s Operational Center is manned 24 hours a day by three different watch
shifts. Sometime in 2009J
!became al
which meant tha~

I

I
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CLINTON's
"'~----:--~-r-------"""T"~r--.....,~--lhe filled in on a few
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;a....------~~-....-=:.l:::a~st...:.N.:.:a::.l.m~e:::...;Unknown (LNU).
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~------~~--~------~~.-----~----~~~--~--~--~~~~~ uringhertenureas
Secretary of State.

ere already in place when CLINTON was appointed.

'-------'

(U//fOUO) In his role as CLINTON' sl
!was responsible for reviewing
!reviewed various reports and
and filtering information intended for CLINTON.!
information/action memos to determine which warranted forwarding to CLINTON, and would
subsequently filter out and clean up the most relevant information to forward to CLINTON via her
!reviewed were a "mixed bag," and
Executive Secretary, JOSEPH MACMANUS. The reports!
included everything from unclassified ceremony notifications and Talking Points, to Secret and Top
Secret intelligence briefings.
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(U//fOUO) CLINTON did not have a computer in her office, nor any electronic~
lwas
aware of, so ail briefing materials forwarded for CLINTON's review in office were provided in paper
k.vas responsible for making sure he properly organized and marked the reports he
form. I
forwarded in regards to their classification.
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(U/f.fOUO~ There was no specific guidance as to what information!
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lwere
expected to forward up to the Secretary's attention.!
~nitially ran things by MACMANUS, but
quickly got a sense of what information needed to be pushed up the chain.
(U//FOUO) CLINTON had an Advance Staff of twelve to fifteen people, referred to as ..The
Line," who would serve as CLINTON's Special Assistants while she was on travel. When CLINTON
was travelingJ
lwould communicate with .. The Line" and MACMANUS via both unclassified and
classified systems. ALICE WELLS eventually replaced MACMANUS as CLINTON's Executive
Secretary.
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(U//~uoJ
Idid not recall ever emailing CLINTON directly, and s ecifically stated that it
thought he may
would have been ..weird" for him to send CLINTON an email. The only time
have emailed CLINTON directly would have been during the Royal Wedding. I
needed to push
information up to the Secretary via email, he would reach out to either MACMANUS or her Chief of
Staffs, HUMA ABEDIN and JAKE SULLIVAN.
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(U//fOUOj
!described SULLIVAN as a .. work-a-ho11c," and explained he served in the
rule as the Deputy Chief of Staff (COS) for Policy. It would note uncommon for SULLIVAN to work
very late at night. ABED IN served in the role of Deputy COS for Operations, and was more concerned
with logistics related to CLINTON's travel.

(U/IfO!:!O~

I
I

lwas unaware that CLINTON was working off of a rrsonal rerver.l
only received a few emails directly from CLINTON, which appeared from ..H.,
thoughJ it was a
little odd because the DoS email naming convention was usually last name, first name, however
did not recall checking the actual email address.
!assumed CLINTON's email was re6'Ulated by
DoS, as she had aDoS Blackberry.
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(U//FOUO~
recalled I

lwas assigned to
from 2012-2013, and
fbeing very specific about the process for record emails.
did not
remember receiving similar 6'Uidance concerning records emails at DoS. Because of the banner
information on DoS computer systemsJ
assumed that all of his DoS em ails were for the record.
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(U//FOUO)I
hs a user of the DoS POEMS system.!
!recalled periodically n;ceiying
notification from the systems administrators concerning attempted hacks to the POEMS system.!.__ _--'
could not recall the specifics or the timing of these notifications.
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I

I

(U//fOUO~ Interviewing agents askedl

ho review an email sent froml
!dated
4/10/201, and titled .. Stevens Update (Imponant)," as publically available online in the DoS Rrding
Room. The email was addressed to SULLIVAN, ABEDIN, WELLS, and S_SpecialAssistants

I
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stated he was familiar with the email and was aware that it was recently released as part of a recent
Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) request concerning CLINTON's emails.
(U//FeW) The email in question originated as an unclassified email from the DoS Operations
Iwho stripped the preceding trail of emails and possibly fixed a few gpunm.atifal and
Center td
spelling errors before forwarding the email on to SULLIVAN, ABEDIN, and WELLS. L___jnoted that
he likely also added "(Important)" in the Subject line of the email, but did not make any substantive
changes to the email before forwarding it. The email would have initially come td
from a specific
person in the Operations Center. Howeved
~id not recall who specifically in the Operations
klid not have a record of the email he received from the
Center sent that particular emaill
Operations Center, but stated that the Operations Center does maintain all records. MCMANUS and/or
I
lwould be individuals with access to the Operations Center records.
(U//FOUOi
~id not push forward all information he received from the Operations Center.
However, he would orally brief information more often than email. I
bould not recall an instance
where he was concerned with the Operations Center moving classified information from the high side to
the low side.
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(U//FOUO) The majority of the personnel in the Operations Center are Civil Service employees
who receive extensive structured training before they are on their own on the "Ops Floor." The
Operations Center receives information from all over the Intelligence Community (IC). One person on
each watch shift is tasked with the "watch fax," which receives reports from all over the IC.
!further stated that he thought the "discussion over (the aforementioned) email
(U//FOUO)I
was healthy, and thinks that there is likely a problem with the way DoS gathers and uses information"
from the IC.
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working for IPS i
b6
Imttally, IPS officials were told there were 14 bankers boxes of former Secretary of State Hillary
b7C
CLINTON's emails at CLINTON's Friendship Heights office. Later, officials were told that the boxes
would be picked up from Williams & Connolly, LLP. On or about December 5, 2 0 l t : : t n e l
picked up only 12 bankers boxes of CLINTON's emails from Williams & Connolly.
and
other IPS officials were not sure if the boxes were consolidated or what could have happene o e two
other boxes. The boxes were Iabelt::langes, which were accurate for the most part. Some of the
pined the documents were pre-arranged differently than
documents were filed out of order.
one would expect if the documents were stmp y printed out and then stacked into the boxes. IPS
personnel provided copies of the documents to STATE's Bureau of Legislative Affairs, Office of the
Legal Adviser, and the Office of Congressional and Publlc Affairs.

201~.

Although, CLINTON was sworn in as Secretary of State in January 2009, IPS officials were
unable to Jncate amr afper emails from January-April 2009 in the documents provided by Williams &
Connolly. [
...
~id not know whether CLINTON used a different email address at that time.
A preliminary review of the documents did not occur until months later. IPS had to wait on the Office of
Legal Counsel to provide an official determination as to whether the emails would be considered official
STATE records. At some point, the determination was made that the emails would not be considered
official STATE records.
bpened the box with the Benghazi-related incidents
Based on the dates on the boxesJ
first. There were sensitive Benghazi-related records, some recqrds rel;ted to tb~ Natiopal Archives and
Records tdrnjnjstration rd some personal emails in that hoxj
_
.
lRecJ:·ds and
_here were
Archives_
_performed the records appraisal.L
nformed
some potential classified emails, including some from Sidney BLUMENTHAL, that appeared to have
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ler Drumheller, former Central Intelli 'ence A 'enc (CIA) Division Chief, Euro ean
b3
~~~----~~~~--------------~

as well as other emails that discussed various information

related to various foreign governments.

Sometime around late January 20 15._1~------......
offici~sPmridKENNED~U~n~d~e~r~S~e~cr~e~~~r~~~===~------------~~~~~--~~
Bureau of Administration,
lobal Information
ere eac prov1 e wit two m ers u o emai ex~mples of
Services. If FNNFDY f11
documentsj
}elieved were possibly classified. r----1-eturned her binders td
but
KENNEDY decided to keep his binders following the bri~

b6
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I

I
I
was not aware of anyone in IPS or at STATE who received the rules or parameters the
CLIN I ON team and/or Williams Connolly used to segregate CLINTON's personal and official work
&

b6
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emajls There were apnroximately 60,000 emails, which were reduced to about 30,000. IPS had requested
!Legal Adviser, SI ATE to ask Williams & Connolly for the rules they used.

I

I

I
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To date,
~id not believer----1-eceived a response.!
SIAIE Inspector General, was also trying ~ine how Williams & Connolly pertormed their
review and what basis they used in reducing the emails. Initially, Cheryl MILLS, former CLINTON
Counselor and Chief of Staff, was the only CLINTON staff member to respond to a formal request by
SIAIE for information pertaining to personal email and devices used to conduct official SIAIE
business.

I

J

According to
lin February 2015
attorneys at SIAIE' s Office of Congressional Affairs smce approximate! yj
land
along with attorneys from the Office of Legislative Affairs,
performed their review of the 30,000 emails, from which 296 emails were located and produced
responsive to requests from the U.S. House of Representatives Select Committee on Benghazi. The
manual paper search was done using keywords "Libya," "Benghazi," and "security."

I

A

I

Prior to fhe formal :orA review by IPS of the 296 emails, Congress threatened to release the 296
Jnput that her team had alre
· ated with the appropriate STATE
emails based oq
bureaus and inter-agency reviewing official . H wever
and her team did not work with the
re 'ular interaaency reviewers familiar toL------:--r------~~=:..:.:.:==~--"""1;!~--.,...---.....l
ffice of Information Managementt.:;;O.i.l....---,.__....,..______....,...~~---'
~M~a-n-ag-,e-m_e_n~t..,D~Ivision, FBI.
!believe
·
·
.____---'
the FBI.
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I

In or around March and ~[ii
internally from KENNEDY and

~Qi~J

~nd IPS felt pressure by both Congress and
Ito qwckly approve the 296 emails for release. Initially,
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~nd his team were told to do a .. light review with light redactions," but were later told by the
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I

Office of Legal Counsel to perform a regular FOIA review.
~pecial team of senior
reviewers, approximately 40 full-time equivalent reviewers, worked with the appropriate Bureaus on
possible classified information and sent the proper referrals to the United States Intelligence Community
(USIC) partners.

I

ldid not thinkl
~nd the Office of Legislative Affairs attorneys had the
appropnate trammg and experience to review, redact and produce emails responsiv~ to C;n:rerional
inquiries and especia11y not expert enough to respond to FOIA requests. For starters
nd her
team performed their entire review, redacted what they did, and then copied the 296 ema1 s o a .pdf file
on an unclassified network. If any information was later found to be classified, then they would have not
only corrupted every computer that touched that classified information, but they might have contributed to
a loss of classified data. IPS always pushed their material to the SIPRNET network and used their "F2"
enclave to oerform their FOIA review before disseminating their products. Also, the 296 emails provided
byl
]via .pdf included redactions done for CLINTON's privacy but unrelated to national security.

I

~elieved there was interference with the formal FOIA review process.

Specifica11y,
STATE's Near East Aflirs Bmeau upgraded several of CLINTON's emails to a classified level with a
)tong with J
!attorney, Office of Legal Counsel ca11ed
B( I) release exemption,!
STATE's Near East Affairs Bureau and told lnem they could use a B(S) exemption on an upgraded email
to protect it instead of the B(I) exemption. However, the use of the B(S) exemption, which is usually
used for executive privilege-related information, was incorrect as the information actually was classified
and related to national security, which would be a B(l) exemption.
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n orma ton ervtces, ~~'l"':"'""-.,..r-------------,~T""":~":""""1-r--,...-_J
Department of Justice D J , an
J, t at s e a coordinated the
review ofthe 296 emails with the appropriate STATE bureaus and inter-agencies. The emails "were
~viewed and there was nothing classified in them, so the FOIA review should go quickly."
L__Jwas unsure why the FOIA review was taking so long.

a

again stresse~
~eview and coordination were done with people unfamiliar
wanormal oints of contact that IPS used for other agencies. More
to
y,
gh
an
hought their quick initial review showed none of the 296
imp
' he
A review, one document had been upgraded to classified
emails were sensitiv
based on input from
nd
There were other documents IPS recommended for
upgrade, including one specifica11y related to the Department of Defense's United States Central
Command (CENTCOM), and others that were sti11 in the referral stage, including emails that have FBI
and CIA equities involved that originated from BLUMENTHAL.
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1
~id not know why he and IPS were not part of the initial Con~'l,,;;,lo,:w.~o.~~~'*'
296 Benghazi-related emails, like they had been for past Congressional inquiries.
as cut out
of the loop for the m~tialo Congress and had no idea what kind ofrevie
and
seemed to have been placed in their specific positions y top
her team performed. L_____Jand
STATE officials; they appeared to ave a very narrow focus on all CLINTON-related items, and were put
in positions that were not advertised.
In early May 2015, KENNEDY called an interagency meeting regarding the scheduled release of
all the CLINTON-related emails by the Januayv 15 2016 deadline and asked for quick turnarounds on any
}epresentatives from White House Counsel,
future requests. People in attendance include<L_
CIA, FBI, Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), Director of National Intelligence (DNI) and the
National Security Council (NSC).
wino that meetin ', KENNEDY held a closed-door meeting wit~
DOJ' s Office of Information Programs where K'~E~N~N,E""D~Yrr-_.
r---,t'l"""o-c-r--a--n_g_e""'l'tor---e.,...,..(I' s classification determination regarding one of CLINTON's
considered classified. The email was related to FBI counter-terrorism operations.
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NEDY calle~
~irectly on one occasion. The purpose of that call was to ask
questions regardmg pressure from the Office of the Inspector General of the Intelligence
y (ICIG) to complete the review of the approximately 30,000 emails. Specifically, KENNEDY
wanted t? know jftheie was precedent to have outside reviewers help STATE with the FOIA process. At
that timeL
jwas unaware of STATE IG' sand ICIG' s Jr1ne 19, 2015 joint recommendation to
land IPS extra
STATE regarding the F01A review processl
JIC1G, offered!
reviewers from the intelligence community to help review the 30,000 emails. However, many of those
reviewing officials arrived untrained to formally review items. After the initial training, those reviewers
became instrumental to the review process.
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Instead of pressure, it felt more like curiosity as to the raw numbers of emails
already reviewed, upgraded from unclassified to classified, referred to outside agencies, and/or released
publicly. To date, approximately 1,600 referrals were made to USIC partners. Many of those emails
discussed foreign governments and their leaders along with various sensitive telephone calls. Other
emails existed that would later be referred to the USIC. Those emails included emails from STATE
personnel discussing information lost as a result of the "Wikileaks" scandal.
Some material from the 30,000 emails, though unmarked as such, were definitely classified back
in 2009-20 I2 and still remained classified. On the other hand, it was true some material (in general, not
specific to the 30,000 emails) could have been previously classified, but were later downgraded. An
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example would be CLINTON's travel schedule or security-related information based on specific times
and places. It was a very large security concern for IPS when they heard some STATE employees
assumed all documents on unclassified system were unclassified, based on being on an unclassified
system and having no portion markings.
One email that was UP. 1raded from the 30 000 emails was an email exchange between CLINTON
an~
forme
hendividuals used their personal email
addresses to discuss matters reate to Russta. Desptte t is,
esponded to KENNEDY's request
for all STATE-related personal emails with a letter that state
ad no STATE-related emails in
his personal email account.

I
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STATE was normally able to complete classification upgrades very quickly. The upgrade would
happen after STATE bureaus and other agencies determined, 1) how the information was obtained; (2)
what the information was; (3) based on current global events/situations; or (4) because the information
was, initially, improperly marked as unclassified.

~~"""l""""~----l~heard the argument that some of CLINTON's emails were unclassified back in the

2009-2012 timeframe when they were initiated, but were later classified due to various circum stan~
was yery rare for sometbjna that was actually pnclassifi;d to become classified years after the fact.
_National Archives would be a good point o
contact for knowledge on the upgrading process in general.
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0
r----"wn""'o:...;clabout

August 10, 201sJ
from Office ofthe Secretary ofDefense (OSD) called
~:":"""!"::-:=~~pnd told her CENTCOIVI records showed approximately I ,000 work-related emails between
CLINTON's personal email and General David PETRAEUS, former Commander of CENTCOM and
former Director ofthe CIA. Most ofthose 1,000 emails were not believed to be included in the 30,000
emails that IPS was reviewing. Out of the 30,000 emails, IPS only had a few emails from or related to
PETRAEUS, as well as a few related to Leon PANETTA, former Secretary ofDefense. There were a lot
of emails to/from Denis MCDONOUGH, former Deputy National Security Advisor and current White
House Chief of Staff.

1.:-:-::=~--:-:--~~escribed

I

I

Jacob SULLIVAN and Cheryl MILLS as "gatekeepers" for sending
.
CLINTON emails/material; they would filter or r e t : : J· · ms that CLINTON would receive.
!recommended the FBI talk to his boss
specifically about individuals at STATE
who hold a weekly meeting about Congressional recor s pro uction and the FOIA process as well as
where!
llfelt pressure came from regarding upgrading any of the 296 Benghazi-related emails.
!fecommended the FBI should talk wit~
regarding the alleged 1,000 emails between
CLINTON and PETREAUS.
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(U//FOUO) On June 23,2016, MONICA HANLEY was interviewed ~Y Federal Byreay of
Inve tiaati n FBI
ecial A )entsl
Iandi
latl.._
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.
..__ _ _ ___,_ _ _ _....,....;W.:..;;:;as;.:.;hint,~on. DC 2000 I. Representing HANLEY, and also present for the
interview, were
n~
After being advised of the identities of the
interviewing agents, and the purpose of the interview, HANLEY provided the following information:
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I

(U/,'FOUO) HANLEY created an archive of HILLARY R. CLINTON's hdr22f<lidintonemail.corn
emails in March 2013 as a result of concerns related to a reported hack of SIDNEY BLUMENTHAL's
email account. HANLEY recalled participating in a conference call with HUMA ABEDIN and STIN
COOPER following the hack to discuss changing CLINTON's email address.
have also participated in the call. While the group ultimately decided togetherL.:t-o-c~an-t,-)e~~L""IN;::""!"l!1!T~
account, ABEDIN selected the new name of the email account, hrcdl7imciintonemail.com.
(U//FOUO) COOPER set up the email account and assisted HANLEY with the technical details
concerning creating a backup of hdr22(i"tdintonemail.com. COOPER provided HANLEY an Apple Mac
I
laptop from the Clinton Foundation, which HANLEY took home to her apartment inJ
HANLEY remotely signed on to CLINTON's email server from her apartment, as COOPER
telephonically walked her through the steps to transfer the emails from the server to the laptop and a
thumb drive. HANLEY used MacMail, a built in application on the laptop, to transfer the emails.
HANLEY initiated the process, and left the computer running, as the entire transfer process took a few
days.
(U//FOUO) CLINTON's email address was changed from

hdr22(c~clintonemaii.com

b6
b7C
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to

hrg.t:i..L!.'.@~~}j_D-.h!.D-.~m.E~i.L_l,~~,~!.E before the archive was created.

(U//:FOUO) While HANLEY could not recall the specific model of the aforementioned Apple
laptop provided by COOPER, she did recall the model was not an .. Air," but was likely a .. Pro" because it
had an ethernet port and a thumb drive portal. HANLEY further provided that the laptop she received
from COOPER was silver in color and seemed like a newer model. The thumb drive HANLEY used was
something she happened to have laying around the house. She could not recall any details concerning the
brand or appearance of the thumb drive.
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(U//FeUO) Although it never actually happened the way it was intended, the initial purpose for
creating two backups of hdr22/Zl!dintonemail.com (one on the laptop and the other on the thumb drive)
was so a backup was available at both CLINTON's New York and Washin 'ton DC residences. The
laptop remained at HANLEY's a artment i
until she
transitioned to a job in th
in early 2014. HANLEY thought the laptop was
stored in a drawer or on the desk in her bedroom. HANLEY did not use the laptop after the transfer of
emails, nor did she have knowledge of anybody else accessing the laptop. The laptop was also password
protected, so it would be impossible for anybody to access the laptop without HANLEY's assistance.
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(U//FOUO) HANLEY could not recall whatever came of the thumb drive she created, and
searched her apartment multiple times in attempts to locate it. HANLEY thought she might have given
as she provided ABEDIN with
the thumb drive to ABED IN when she transitioned tol
several items upon departure. However, HANLEY did not specifically recall providing ABEDIN with
said thumb drive.
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I

(U//FOUO) After the em ails were transferred from h~tr~~!.f~;J.Ln.t~?A1.~~!.!.HAi.!.s:m.n. to the laptop and
thumb drive, the intention was to delete the emails off the CLINTON email server. HANLEY would not
have been involved with deleting emails, and assessed COOPER would have been responsible for
deleting anything directly from the server.
(U//FOUO) In 2014, after she was no longer working for CLINTON, HANLEY realized she still
had possession of the Macbook containing CLINTON's archived emails. HANLEY subsequent!}
_
contacted Platte River Networks (PRN) on her own accord and spoke wit~
HANLEY initially tried to remotely send
hhe archive via the following application, which
provided HANLEY via email:
htt )5://broker gotoassistcom/h/citrixassist?( uestion===DROSI·-438-·752. HANLEY initially attempted to
transfer the archive to
remotely from CLINTON's New York residence via the
aforementioned website, however it did not work. HANLEY subsequently attem ted to send the archive
remotely from her own residence, and was also unsuccessful. HANLEY and
ltimately
decided HANLEY would ship the laptoP. containin' the archive t
and he would transfer
going to wipe the laptop and return it to
the archive to CLINTON's PRN server.
who was CLINTON'
at the time. HANLEY shipped the
laptop t~
las they discussed, but was not aware of what happened to the laptop thereafter.

I

I

I

I

I

(U//FOUO) CLINTON did not know her email login information, as HANLEY would generally
change the information in CLINTON's BlackBerry when necessary so CLINTON's email would
automatically populate. When CLINTON's password required changing, HANLEY would choose a new
password, update CLINTON's BlackBerry with the change, and notify ABEDIN, COOPER and BRYAN
PAGLIANO. HANLEY had CLINTON's email logon information and password, so she could check
CLINTON's email if needed. On occasion, CLINTON would ask HANLEY to research an old email that
CLINTON was unable to pull up on her BlackBerry. In order to respond said request, HANLEY would
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open up CLINTON's email account remotely from a computer and print the document for CLINTON.
HANLEY assumed ABEDIN also accessed CLINTON's email account on occasion.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY often purchased replacement BlackBerry devices for CLINTON when she
was Secretary of State. CLINTON preferred BlackBerry devices that contained a roller-ba11 rather than
the more modern touch pad. HANLEY recalled purchasing most of CLINTON's replacement BlackBerry
devices from a Washington, DC, AT&T Store in DuPont Circle. HANLEY also reca11ed purchasing one
BlackBerry from an AT&T store in the Pentagon City Ma11 in Arlington, VA. HANLEY also recalled
purchasing a replacement BlackBerry for CLINTON from either Ebay or Amazon, but stated this took
place after CLINTON's tenure at the Department of State.
(U//FOUO) HANLEY had little insight into the writing process of CLINTON's book/memoir.
She recalled CLINTON meeting with the writers regularly for multi hour meetings, where she assumed
CLINTON would share topics and anecdotes she wanted to cover in the book. HANLEY also printed out
chapters of the memoir as it was being written so CLINTON could make edits. HANLEY had no
knowledge of the writers having access to CLINTON's emails.
(U//FOUO) At the conclusion of the interview, HANLEY agreed to provide interviewing agents
copies of emails she exchanged wit~

I

(U/,'FOUO) A copy of the original interview notes are attached in a 1 A envelope.
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by CLiNTON. Under b~r knurl'. SULlVAN ~ruvdc-d wirh CLINTON on alnKJst ~very bu::.im:s::; !rip :siw
\ilnt\ and acted as a ~,;onduit to thi:' Nmional S~~;urity Council {NSC). SUI.I.lVAN pmdu(.,~d pn!i-.·y p~tpcrs
and pwposab with<\ goal ol' ~{<tying ah~;,td on regional issues .and thinl-\ing. "beyond <..iuy-:o-day. ·S! ~l.UVAN rl:'l'<tlkd ,·oordinuting his onkial writti.:'n products lo CLINTON through ;;t ''i..:kar~m.::..:
pws;i::;;;s" fih<.·rcd through t~an:er Fon:.:ign S<:rvif.:\! Ot1kcr5 ( FSO) and ~XI!t'tJti \ 't ' a-;:;~istnm~l
I
land
I_ SULLIVAN woulJ also \:'Hhlil ('LINTON din:ctiy rdated loa varldy
of \<..)pit.:s. Thll'sc cnmmuni~.:ation~ in;Jud~d cmaib wriut~n by SULLIVAN. as wdl a::; ~maih SULLI V:\N
wou!d li>rward to CLI NTON ba;;;~-.~d m: hi:-! judgl!mcm as w their n:lcvuncc. SULLIVAN abo pmtkipm~d
in Prind p~1l 's (\,mmittt.•c (PC) m~o'ding.') w!th CLINTON in th.:. Situation R1.lOm.
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tUi/l.:eee-) Every morning thi\)Ugh{ml her tt>nun.· a$ Secretary of Stmc-. CLINTON would h~aJ an
S:45am meding wi!h hcnii:puti~s tl.~ dbcu$~ a broad ran(!.c tlft()pi~s rdated 'to polit·y i(:~nuulation. The:-.~
dt't)lltks included SULLIVANJ
IWH.Ut\tvl BURNS. and
CLINTON\: legal advisor and Chh:f of Sta!T. C! !ERYI.. MILLS. SlJLUVAN d.;::>cribcd ~v1lLL~ <lS <>
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tradi tional ChkfufSt<trfan<.l a '"hand~ ·()n manager'· who '·rmptw.,:..:red" p(!opk. S U!. UVAN bd i~vcd
~HU. S was invu!vcd in
'\:nns~qu!!!ntiar· Jcdsions m.ade
C UNTC)N. SULLIVAN ~kscribcd
HI iMA AllEDfN a:-: CUNTON's Dcplll)' Chief of Staff f(x Operations. In this rok. A BFDrN handled <by
·t<.l-d~lY tlp~~ nHi\mS lo include sdwduling and trip plmming for CLINTON. SULLI V t\N J~:-;~:ri b,~d
ABEDlN ~~:-; ados~ c<m!it.hmt of CLINTON and as :::~nm\:'011<: \Vho had a ''trustt·d rl'l ~ttionship" ' wW1
CLINTON.

,,n

by

(U/:t 'OLO) SULU V1\N had I\YO com pul~r syst~ms in his oflke on the 7;'~- Hom· at DOS
l kaJ,}tl<.lrl¢rS (H(}): om.' lm ~he S~.:·cu rc lntt'rnct Protorol Rt:.1utcr 'Nd\,.,·ork (SfPRnd). ;wthorizC"d

f(\

tmnuk~

dlls<lk·d in!i.mnaiinn up !o th~ Secret kvd and (me on an unclassified nclwllrk. Sl.!i..UV AN had ~tll
(,fiki"tl DOS ~.~nwii ac\!mml nn bo~h o!' !l1~ l{m:-going nclW{lrb. Dw.:.' to ~ize re:>tricl kll~S {.m SULLIV !\N's
L·ma!i ~ll't:o untl>. he >:)!ten had to "archive" e-mails to cn:ak spact~ in his ermtil <lCl'OUnt. St i LLI VAN
rcc~d kd ~lr~;h i\'ing (~mail in ''big chunks'· hut e,llhcrwisc. ccJuld m.1l r~C<ll! any method<.J1ugy or :;ci en~: e he
Hpph:d \"!hen archiving ~.~maiL il \Va:> SU..LfV AN's pr<K:tice 1n ust' his si<lk.gov ~rnu il ut·cuun! i(Jr all
rd.llt'l.i bu!'incss. SLl.UVAN did n.'\.':al! I.JCcasionally using his pi:ISC>nal googk~ ..~mail {gnwil)

nos

<iE.'t'vtmt fnr DOS husin~~s~ when travding and on lht' w~ck~nds.
swk.g{H: t'Jn~lii<Kl':OUIH \Vhi k nway !'mm th~ otlkc. he us~:~d his

Although SUI .LIVAN ,:ould log~ in t(l hi~:
grnail ac<.:ount t(Jr DOS bu$i l1~5s b~~i.·aus~
it w<JS :mnK·time:s dillknlt to log~[n 10 h!:; s\al.(;'.gpv ~mail ac<.:(>Unl rwm his rcsidcm:c uri the W\!ck~ndl\ ami
whih.: rr.wding . SULLIVAN i.:Ould not recall any DOS gu itlaac~ im'\.llving the usr of pl'rsona! ~mail i(;r
work purpo~t·):;. SULUVN'>! <.:1mld not n.:call <UlY guid<.1n<:c from CLINTON rt~g.arding thr.: use ofp.l-'r:>onc:l!
cmnil h.1r W\Hk purposes. At s~.Jmt· p~)inl in his DOS tan::cr. SULLI VAN rt::ca!kd r;;l~t'iving some !\mn ~lf
IWtifit~;.t!i~m 1hat Chin~:>e ndon; w~ r~; l~1rgcting. lh'~ gmail ~tccounls of DOS emph)y~c~. SULLI V1\.N uid
not rceailwking any ~lclinn <!s il relat~>d w thb m)ti!icmi<.m. SUL LI VAN , MILLS. and t\B EDIN di\1 not
have ~l<:'Ct::>s to the .ltlint \Vorldwid~ lntelligi.~ncc: Communicalion System (JW!CS} <H th;;.' DOS.
S UU .IYAN recalled bei11g briet';.:-J on :he t•kments of inl·(:mnation st>cmity liJX)!l indoctrinutionto lhc'
DOS. SULLIVAN un~krstood tlw DOS ··urduss" prncc~s as m) lmdassified do<:um:.mt that at smm.' point.
;)r \vh:n cumhincJ \Vith other documents. \'I:Ottld beconK' cla~siti~d. SUL LIVAN could no\ pmvide un
<:xampk 10 !hi:> c!l~·ct.
(t )i!~}

SUU.!V i\ N lwd St'(.;un: lt.~kphone

t~qui pmcnl

in his ~)tlke on the

~~"~~nth

11oor al the

DOS. SUL LIVAN was is$OCd a Bla~..:ldkrry mobile d~:"\!kl: by the DOS <md did nm n:~:.aH rcc..:iving <'tn
um~
hv
,. nt~..kd handset d urin~! !1i.s tt'ntm~. SUU.l V/\N i:Ollld not t\~\.:i'lll hci n~
..... i:;sued a s~cure mobile nhom:
.
th~ DOS. SUI. UV i\N rt:._:al ll·d b~..·ing is:>ucd <I ::;ecure mobil~ phon\~ by the Whitt' House fi11· a Wt'C~t"nd.
bot {;nuld ll(l! rccallunything furth~.·r about this (kvke t!r his u:>~ of it.

.

-

tSi;~

~

When travding owrs~a:; fnr his work at the DOS. SULU VAN

rcc~tl kd b~:.~in g

brid'ed Qn
;nii)l'mation s\:·cority p~..:rt~tin ing w th~ lhn.'<'t in ~.·crtain l:Ollntri>::". Fur in~t~tnCl~- Sl)LUVAN n.:•calkd an
um:hssi fi~d briefing <H Joint Bast' Andr~ws whcrt· the Dipl()matk St'<:ltrily S~.!rvicc {DSS) warned <)I' a
h\.~i;J,hh'l
.
.
.
lSS i' . k ~all "\ ., )f thi~ threat SU LLlV A N
r~ca! kd
SULLJ VAN ab1

~~~------------~tr
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Sine~

SULUV.t\N
travt:h~d with :>I.!L'lHl' DOS c.onununic;:1iion !')'stem$ while tr::tveiing lW\.!rsea..'-'. SUl..UVAN would make a
S\:C Un.· '-ni.L c~mdtK't a seum.· vid~n tl'kt:t)ntcret_:..:.e. or usc._the sec~1re ~om puter':'l
•yjd;•si 1m the pjm)l; if a
~·tmvi..~rsallon n~:,~d~·d to fake olac~ at thr· \."lasstltt.~d levd. SUL UV AN r~calkd thq
\
1.....---:-:-----:------~---:--~-""':<'1-.-.....,.--._-........J s utuvAN had no menwry ohlbnom·wl
:>t·cw·ity ;;~:re~ning. i)l' tulusual functiolwlity of 11!> e ~ctromc evlct:s while tmvding ()V~rscns . SULLIVAN
did nnt .::ondu\:1 forei gn travd fi'a· persona! reas~>ns wh!k at thi:.' DOS.
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(U!/~)

SULLIVAN recalled CLINTON had a Secure Cmnpartmentcd fni(mlHition h1c.ility
(S('lF; i n her n:sidcn1.:e in Washington DC with secure phont: <tnd n1x equipment. CUNTON also
r~.:x:d reti infmmati<)H at h~r DC rt::~id~ltt<.:- via couri~r. SULLIVAN could not re~.:ali if Cl.lNTON !Md a
SIPRnd 1.\ntlpntt.~r t~mn ina! in her residenc\.', SUU.IVAN Vv1mld prim::lrily !.ransmit or ~·omnwni;.;aw
,:Jn:->si li..:J inltm11at!on <O C LINTON m hl.'r DC rcsiJenL'C through a secun: call. SUI..! JV/\ N t·ould rwl
rv(.;t!ll if CUNTON used a :it'<:urt: mobik phone. SULUV AN wus nol lltmilinr \.vi th th~ infn.tstructun.: in
CLINTON's hnm~ in (.'lmppaquu, bot <\ssumd it had thl.' ~a.me capabilities as hl.'r DC residcnc(:.
St:U.IVAN did not know if CLINTON had statrm her residences thm also hdd secmitv ckarances.
(U//FOUO) SULI J VAN recalled Ct.rNTON hud m1 ·\~ 1wrm ou~" amvunt (>f inf(}rmmion, w
indud:: dussi1'kd 1nform~ttion, hrid~d to her in·pCr!ion or provideJ hl her through pa.pl~r i1ow. CUNTON
would n .lttlinely Jige:it tht.! Pn~siJ~ntial Daily Brid' (PDB) in papc-r f(mll <lDd tt•nduct poiky mcdin~~
d;:ily. SUl.LlV AN recalkd littk to no d ussified inli.•rmation passed to CLINTON ekctronicalty. In mo:;t
ln:-.tunn:s. ir ini'lmmHi<.JO ne~tlcd to be S.:.'nt to CLINTON. it was routine that <l !>Cnior F$() in th\.' nos
1
Opcml.i()n C~ntt:~r ~m tb~ 7'·' ll\l<.Jr (..)f DOS HQ W\Htld fh~.·ili tate the tn:msmission. Ii' CUNTQN nei?ded tv b~
pr\.'St'nt t¢.) 1\~Ct~i \'\;~ the infl)nnat!on. as in the case of a ~l!'~ure call or !itx, conrdination W\H!lcl be- Jon\!
tlm.. ugh CLINTON':> ;.(ssist;mts.
{ l. :n 'OCO) SVLLJ VAN r<.:<;Hikd CLINTON used a pcr~onal -cn:wil address wh~~n sht~ work<:d in
tht~ .S~nak' and \'vhik ~he wa.'i. m tht' OOS. but WHS unaware email was hosted on n privals: \:mai l s~r\'0.t' in
her rt•sid.::n;.;c until il h~ce:~m<: public knowk~dge in ~.lurch :2015. Mori:over, SUU ..l VA.\' knew JUSTIN
COOPI~R and BR y,..\N PM.IU ANO, but never had tll\HWer;;;ation with th~m regardi ng any privnw emui!
;.;(·rv;;r. St ~LUVAN had 11~1 m~mory \.l f a ~onv~r~:.ttion rt'garding ihk~ra lt-e,·on.b rt~h:.·mion ()f FOI/\
implk,·tfion:; a~ it rdah:d w the ust• ;.,1f privak' ~mail. SULUV AN kn~w !he gencrul guiddini.'S at !h.;; DOS
rdatt·d io f~d eral r~cor~b rt·Wntion. For ~x<.~mpk . SU LLIVAN kn~\V not to dele-te l..'m,li! li·fll1l his DOS
~m<t.i l m:.o:nunts. Upon kaving DOS. SUU .. IVAN boxed up his ofndul DOS paper r~~.:nrds ~llld tum~d
them ¢,l\'er lL) the. DOS. SULLIVAN recalled the DOS h~ndkd the pn:~crvation ()(his email rt'c<.m.h; fn:.lnl
l)()S serycrs. SULUVAN rt~o:alkd one brid' t•otwcrsalion in tht~ summ~r nf 20i4 with tv1JLLS anJ
pertaining t~> the productim1 or federal rc.t~ord~, but C{lllid not re<:;ll i nwre d<i:t(lil.
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(lV/ffit"+e ) Tht~ email addr~ss SULUVAN rct:(dkd CLINTON using was
l:!~h;;.,~:.!P·:.U~.\!.m~.~:!.!~.\!.iL~w.u.. SULI..!VAN al~o recalled th~tt HUMA AHED!N had a ~<!~dinto n~mail addr~~:5~.
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hut ~~ould nm rememh~-r il spcc.iflcai!y. SULLIVAN wa::; never asked to have c:1 (i{}dinloncmuil addre:-;s and
m-v ~ r n.'q ucst~d thm on;;: b(..' issued to him. SUL U VAN wus unawaxl..' of 'tnY back.·ups, migntt ion. deletion
or wipinf., ol\·mail fmm the c.Jintonemuil.{:(ml domain. SULUVAN rer;.~al kd a conversation with
I!F:\TIIER SAMUE LSON in the ti!li1Jf2014 \vhcrt SAMUELSON told SULLIVAN he may nc~cd tv
!O\)k 1brough documtmts to :;.ec if thty 1: 1.msti1tnt.~ a iedcrul r..."<.:~wd. but this process n~ ver oc~.:urrcd.
(U/..TOUf.J) Upon initiation o f his employn1ent at DOS. SUL LIVAN n:(:eivcd et TOP SECRET
(f S) s~,n~i!i\'t' Compartmented [nform<Uion (SCIJ St'<:urity dcaram.:e. {n order to receih ' liK' 1\.ll'l'going
d<:<tnlll (~" · .SULL! V.AN recalled ~m \)ritmtmion and bri\!ling v~o·herc handli ng, lnm.sp{~rli.ng, and
dis:;;cmi1mting th1ssificd i n!~)rn1~tlklll wus di:'Kusscd . !\s fi•r ns he und~rs tood . SUU..IV t\ N had deri vo.tivc
t'h)ssifi.:~ttion authority and could dnssif).· inil:mnation based on t11c guidance of u das!)ification nusnual.
Olh.:r than C LIN TON. Sl H .lJ VAN wns unawm~: (lf anyone m DOS that had Original Ctas!>ilicution
:'\ullhldiy tOC;\ }. As pan ('fhisjub_ Sl.I LUV /\N \.Vns bridcd into a lu.rg~ numb'-'r of' SAP and coH.:rl
:)t:tion pn}grams. Thl' pro (:~S$ of tK·ing bri e f~xl into a SAP n.·quirl.!d <Ill individual lhml the DOS Burt.~ml of
!ntdlie,t..::Hce and Rcs~arch (!NR! !(l bri~:f tht' program and en.iit.m:"! th;;:' req uis itt.~ fmms \V(~r~ sigm:d D.nd
maintain<..:i.l. SUl.LIV AN did nm n:cal.l ~~ver handling, SAP mawrd on <1 TS \.~omput~r sysiem . but was
~1\\·ar(: INR had TS c~_)mpuwr sysl\:.ms.
bl
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{\.Ji/l l>UO ,l SUU.lYAN :)!ate.d a PC lll~\!ting w~mld be in ithttc-d by tht: NSC dmir and wvuid
t!w sWfl of !he go wmm~nt ag~ndcs invitt·d to prepare a package regarding wh ttt~v~r topic th~
NSC \Yntdd prl'St'ribl!. A::; a Swnd.;-mf Operating f.troc~durc {SOP). <1 PC \Vould initiatl' ;1 l.kputy'::>
Cl)mntith:·~ ([)(') mc1..'!ing where certain :::ubject mattel' experts in each agency would ddi b(~fale on th~ir
>1gt·r)(;y's co nciusiof~ pl;rtaining to the pres(:ribed topk.. For the DOS. "
"ll ~wercd th'~ top!~ \)f
the PC mi::eting v;-iHtld mtt.hor pockages and then runn.d ttwm tht\)Ug.h
an ·
(t,
CUNTON fix w;~ inlhc PC meeting. Sl.'LI .I VAN \Hlttid ~..)mctirm::s bt! mvo vt't.i m DC meeling:- if hi~
btm.:>tt.l had ;.! std.;~ in tht:: i :-1~ u..:. In thal immmcc. SULLIVAN would auth<ll' st:cli()ns of ~,. r.iHen pucl\ag.~s
lhat o;:uv;.·r~d tbi: i~~ uc. Sl'.J U ..lV AN \.\iOuld gain hi:s kno·wkdgc and ~ourc<: his dm:um4.'Ht !hnH1g.h a
t;.\mbinalion of things il\! r<.!ud. con vers~~t~<ms h.;: had and dassi:fied in{()rmation. W ht~n l hc PC OCt~urn:·d.
1:m:h :.lt~t:-n<:y ~:vmdd usud ly bring their Principal plus <.mL: tlt herreprc st~ntat ivc. For iht: DOS. it w~t s ofh.>n
CLiNTON and tb~.' r~spcz:ti ve Dcpoty that atwnded a PC meeting. SULI..IVAN altt:md.;:d PC meetings
··o~.:t~lsil.mnll y'' and could not r<.~c<dl a pr~ci:'-~ amount.
r:..~q uiJ\:
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{U/~) Aik'r f\~vi~:.·wlng an emailllnted Junt' 17. 2(H ! with subj~"C! line "'Plan l(u· PC

SULLI Vi\N stated he did not r\?m~nlb(~l' th<~ em•til sp~cifiL'<tlly. SULLIVAN s!at<:d !w ha~l
ulrcudy vi._~w\.'d this email when rdeHsed hy the DOS through a F!'L-=-~J{)m {.)f lnf()rnli.lti()ll A{.:l {FOI A1
r~.~4U~:-il. SU LLIVAN did n\H r<.'1:allthc sp.:l'ilk email or wh<.n the PC meeting w;;t~ ab~._wt. SUI.LIVAN
tnH.lrrstnod "nonpnpcr'· to mc-~m un UtH.:!assi'fkd document withmlt oHkii.l! markings giwn lt) <.1 1\:m:ig.n
gnv<:rnm~nl that <:>tates th~ liru:.t!Tkial positkm of lhe US govc.mmcnl. SULLIVAN \.ll'ld1.~rstood "nnnpaper"
to mean this bccm1sc he had created u ..B\lnpaper" dm.: umcnt l~w CLINTON bd()re. In tbe C\.ntt~Xl of ih~~
di:.playcd \!nwil. ;;md \vhik rcuding it in tht< momem. SULL!V AN thought CUNTON '·\'<.mld have want~d
him ~P mnJ..c an unda~~i lkd \•~!rsion of the do~umcnt. sununurizc lht:- conterlls. and then send it to }wr ~m a

11.)1l101TO\.Y,"

nonsecurt: fi'LX. SULU V ?\N stated that CL!NH)N took lh<.· prnt~;;ction of das:-;iti~d in formatkm v~ry
scrivu:-:! y .
{S.!:"NA :\lkr revi~wiug un t.'mail dm~d ()<;tober \3.2012. with suhit~''1 line .. l\v· This mn Green
on Bltle~" SUU..JV/\N sU!lCd l~e did rKJt rcmembt~r the email sp(:~i!icaHyJ

1

r--------,-~--~-~~-----------___JI~:s~t..:.!:a.~
.LI V AN Knmv~
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L-----___,.----Jiand lirst ~1 whik,..!l..__.,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--.J'l SULLlVAN
worh·d ns i.!l)llcagucs witbL__Jv.·hcnl.___ ___.hvas al the Pt:ntagon and CJi\.

(U!TOCD} Aft~' !. n·,·il!\\·ing. ~m ~:mail dated April 10. 1011.. with sub.i~o.~ct !illl' .. h~-: Stt·v~t1s Updm~
(lmport"nn:· SUI..IJV,,\N suted h~: ~.lid nut remt·mh~.-r tht· email spcdfical!y. SUU.I\iAN Jld not think
th-: cm<!i l w~1s U\1\l::>lml and wusn't -:;urprist>d AFRICOM infonnntion would b1.' l'i!i:d in ~Ill undassif!c:d
cm~til. SULI. IV.AN would rcgulurlv review :;itoali\m reports from nround the \vorkt in undassifkd i;.'trm.iL
SlHJ .!VAN knew
as a ..:iu~er FSO lhat '"'ork~..~<.l in the DOS Operation C\:nkr.
SU l. UV t\N smh..'
W()u\d r<:.'gutarly share events li't)ll1 around th1..· wur!J in undm;~ilk.d \~mail and
L---~judgcm~nl r~g;miing th~ proper handling of das~ilicd inf(mnatiun.

I
su\' eel line "FW: SHU
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IAfter revicv..-ing an email dated o~~ccmb~r 27 20! 1. with

: 'sULLivAN stated he did nnl remember lhe email s

eciti cally
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'UUJV /\N had m) reason to hdi<!'\'t.: any D);)
~~----~--~~~~----~------~
l.'mployecs hi: wor ·~..~ · wn 1 ever un.:nt1onu
t'(lu!d H) 1nake a sow1d 'ttLluemcnt \.vhen handling das.sifit·d irlf(wmution
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{Ut:I'OUO) After reviewing an email dated July 4, 2009, \Vit.h subject line "Fw: Follow Up:
Stmun<lrv of 1055 FDT D!>l~K C\mfcn:m:i.' CalL'' SULLIVAN staK>d he dklnot rcmemb~r lh\.' ~:m<lii
Sj.ll..~cificc:;liy. SULLiVAN did not spe(ifkally recall lhe
SULLIVAN
did nx:allthc namt>l
Iand knew h~r to bi.~ "' senim· \Vnh.:h Otlic"r in lht~
DOS Op\.'ntl!on Celller. \Vlwn asked about the- con~~:mt of tb\:" "rnail and if h(: bdkvt>d the pending military
U~liYities l)r a i{)rdgn military wu~ dassified, SULUVi\N replied the pcr!><.lil ut nos who :>en! tlw ~:'rnail
nwsi ha\..:.' hnd rc<~snn w bdit:.vc it could he ~cnt on an undas~ili::.."\1 system. SULLIVAN stated t.~v~ryone
he \vurk~d with m DOS worked lmrd whik under pressure and us~d tho;;· ocst judgt~mc-ut th\:y cnu!d to
m:t:~)lnplish th-: mi~~itm. Sl :t.LIVAN wa:;: tmsllrl! why
h()n-..·arded this prtrticular cmnilto hi:-;
gmai! u~c<.mm, hut re~:aih.:d h:ing in h.bho around thi:s timl! f(.)r <'1 bachelor purty. SULLlV AN stal('ti th<H
pn)c~.-'tlun::· was not mwirK· pmcticr..~ f;.}~
and could not recall ;:muthcr inst:.111ct: 'vitc:::n.' it oc~urred.

naml'l
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t UTHl:Ol i\lh:r r\!viewing an email dat;;:d April 27. 2012, '"·it.h ;.;uhjcc( line "I·\.\·: Day 2,"
SULl.lVAN 5talt·d ht.- did l!()lrcmt·mhcr th~..· mwi! specifically. SULUY J\N knew the "l/\ pr<.~<:t:s~" to
mean lntcraccncv prtlt:e$~. SULUVAN n:·calkct the gem:ml :::;ul~k~l mattt:r of the etm:til nnd remember!;
hrying. to open the Oroun.d Line:-; OfConnmmication (GLOCi hctwct.·n n'untric:> after
utta~ks invulving lhi.! lnl!.•mntional S~curity Assi:.tanct~ For~:;c tlSAF}.
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(S/~ ;\lh:r r~vie\'Ving an email dated August 25 . 2010, with ::>t;bjt:ctlim: "'Fw: NY
Tim~s <mid(." on S~llchi;· SU

not

r~cailthc name S;

'

·

· - ··· · •

.., I

\11. '

• ·:
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Sl'l.i lVAN.
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I

1.:\ftcr reviewing an email dated h:bruary 25 .. 20!2. with
subject !ine ·'Fw: Akri," SULLIVAN st~lled he did nut r!:.~m~mbi!r the email spedfH:a!h. but n:c~1lli:d
"'· ... ;"" 1hi...: • •dacted emuil in a FOll\ rck<l~c bv the DOSJ

~~-1~----------~~

I
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lin

l.'ln.~'li~l-::~=p-::c~::".iCr;-::
'i'1c::-,1: :-r:ll~y:.. 7S;-;1.71~"".,'..'TT"l;""'A:"':~:-:-~
:; t-.-at:-.:c..,.(r-:l:-r..l~a":"'t•..,.~Ja~s:-.-~:~o~!~1

.,.,
t ""'t""'
· ""'
st"I"',..,,
).JCC! I inc ~':"'"':":-:-:::-:-:---:-f--....1.~'
rcr~~rting in a manner lw bdi~:ved to be :;~nshivc hut unclassified. SULLIVAN :->tntt~d
may
hav~.-· sent this em<1il on an wu:h1s:;iticd system b~;~t·m.lst' the drone strikt.· (:ould have already hit OK· l.K'\\ s
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wm.·. SULUV ~ • : ' · l n ·,t bdicv~ reporting <.m a droni.:' strih· a!lcr th¢ lils;l m~tdl:.' it k.'.s :,.ensitiv\..', rna .v,ls
spt·ctdating <!I
·
• • •nt SULLIVAN bdiCVi:.'<.d
lrclhcncc \<.) n "$ccurc t·all'' in
the .:m<1il demonsmtt~d
attempt w delincut¢ tl¢twcen what could g~) in unclassifid and
dassilit•d l.:hamt¢h•. A<.klltwrm y, ... ..iLUV /\N sh1tcd this enwil was not out of step with h()W people
<!ppn.mdl~d similm· m<1tler<; at the timt'. Nothing slood oul to SULUVAN al \h~ tim~~ a~ mishundling
;.·.bssi!kd inf~mll<Hion .
(U/i~J /\tier revie,ving <\n email dat('.d May 16. 2011 , with sul~~~~t lint· "R~: Senator Kerry
has n :qucslcd lt> spcHk with St~crctary Clinton," SULUV AN stated h~ haJ <l ge-nl·ral rewlkctinn ofth..:
!..'Vent discu$s~.:·d in !lw ~mai L but did not recall the em~i l spc.cificully. SULUV AN tEd not n~call tht:
convcr:>ation withl
lrckrc.m:cJ In thl.! email.

IS) ~ Aikr n.~viewing m1 email ~iat.:d August 1.J , :?.0! L wilh ~ul~ji:'(l. li n~ '"Rc: R.asnmss!..'n
1 ,. ' ; .. • · d h\: did n~)l remember tht~ t.•mai! sp'-"Cilit·ally. SUU.JVA N !'i tat\:d he usual ly 1\)\mJ
en!!." Sl :
; .~~~ ab()U
hrough open sourC.(' r~port:->, DOS l!mailretkcling news <tccounts ;md mt)!\~ t<lrdy.
thmugh !KHnt·orl~· Ill t w D<:)S HQ hui!ding.

I

subj~d lind
sl l! I IV A )\J ,·!•sf!·•.!

I

!Ill> i'npj!

p\ftrr n.·viewing an em(lil d<nedl
1\\·ith
lSCLUVAN 3l<lt~d he did not remember 1h~ ..:mail sp~cif!cally.
wa:,; "l!!J!!SHj't!'' and he COU}d llOl UClt:rtnillC What h~; W<t~ reft~rring lO !1y the
~1..11 he wa~ not sure.
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r......____r.:-:-:-:-:--:-:-:-~~--':"'":"'-~.J'\ft('r rt·vkwing an cmuil datcor-l------~vith subject

SULIJ V l\N stated he dk \ll){ remcrnber th~~ email spc~ SULLIVAN stakd tlw
''<lli will
rt~garding the numimnion of a second strike was wi th L__JSUU.. lVAN stated h~·
inll.·~·qu:l~t!y (:~HHm\mi<:utcd wi~!Q am.L '<-vht-n he did, it "''tl.S through a mix of secun: c.alls,
tl!lt:l<lS:HI!ed e•tll:o~ and unckt$:<>t!td ~..~malls.

!in·

r......._----.,..~~~~~--.,..,..-JI\!kr reviewing nn en1~1il dntt:.:(~

lwilh

bl
b3

sut.~e<.:l

SULU VAN rtsucd be diu IWl rem~mbcr the email SJX:d lk uHy . SULUVAN did no!
t'l!<~nll huw 1~ communil.!ati:Ll \-Vith
land lf,Ul'SScd it wus n~>t by phone. and mo st likely.
·· ! ·
'· ·, ~ · • 1d pa~tc.:d from unmher um.:ia$~i l'icd email. SU U.. !VA N ditl n<!l r\:cal! speak ing ·with
•em:•rally. Whik workill!! at the DOS. SULLIVA N st~llt'd he c an't !\:~a!! <)He time ht' k lt
1....-----,-.---:--.--...1''
.
....
.
un~~~~y ~' 1nut Stlmt thing h~ read in an undassilic.:d l!l11<'!il. SULLIV AN could TK\t r~~"':all an instanc~ wh~-rc;,·
<tll)·um: >..::-{pr~:ss~::d a wm:~rn \Vith th;.· typl..' ~)!' inl()rnwt km c{mting <:.rver till.' un(:l~lssi lied ...:nwii syswn.1 1..!!'
tin

·~~~-------.1~
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\\:ith handling das~ificd inh.mnati~m in gen..·ral. St JLUV AN stated CLINTON n~ver e:-;prl!sscd (l com.·crn
ubn:.H tht· handling vr da:>~ifit:d in!(mnilti<.m. Whik c:1t the DOS. SULLIVAN fdt his co! k'<lgll~::i
JHdgt•ment \\-as good and th~lt thc:y h<:ld a good und~rstanding of lww to handk dus5ifkd infonnm}on.
Cil'nl.!'rul!v, while at Lhc DOS. SULUVAN ::>tat<:d he had to J'l av
an~:·nti~>n tv wh~l information i!.Ot'S on what
'
channel. Fvr instHm:c. h~· would convey wh<:t he c(luld on an undassili\.><.1 system and th.:.:n go to
\~quipH"I'-'Ill <Hllhorized to handk das~ilkd communk<ltiom; to comt·y m~H·e inl(mnarion.

.

~

q Y!'H)tAJl Alter rt·vi~.,..ving an {:mail dat~::d October 4, 2009. w·ith subjL-ct line ·'F\V : Cowr
SUI..U VAN's :'tltr.wrK')', BETH \VlLKINSON. asked l(rr the classification ~)(t he ~m.aiL A!kr
tx!ing <ldvi:~~d tht.· email \va~ pending dus-::.ification review and to trent lhc email as dussi!i~o.~ d ,
\\'lLKINSON stmt~d her diem \-Vm.tld not <mswer questi on~ related to the fon:·goin g email, 1.l r <my
zhJ\.:Hmrnts n:.~latcd to the ~mail.
!lK' m•.;."

i l.i!/ I'OUH SUI.UVAN sttttl'd S'r'DNE'r'' Bl..UMENT! lAl. \.liaS St)Jl'lt'One ('! .lNTON kn~.~w n·~)l'r'l
hu".;;l-. and vva~ ~<mwon~ who "liked to hdp th1..' ~.:am;.::· A~ SULLIVAN llll<krst(l(.l (! il.
BL U~v1 ENTll i\L had i.i VI.Jrlety of !'>Ottn::c,; or inli:mn<Hion. SULLIVA N '>V~l~ umnvare of the identiiies or
the ~tH!rcc::; used hy BU.JMENTHAL. SULLIVAN r~calkd Bl ..U!vlENTHA L would sometimes re!l:~r t~\
inf(mnati(>n IK· g:Hhcrcd from forrnt.~r imdligence 1)1licers. bt.lt SlJLUVAN understood t.h(.)~~ pcopie to b~o.·
retired with no a~n~ss to classified in f'(wmation. SULLIVAN \'l'ould occasionally ta.lk to BUJMENTHAL
through phone cmwersmions and maybe thrmtgh t'll'm il. In ihw;e convc rsali'm~. BLU.M .ENT~ 1/\L \Hmld
rd~l.Y inl(mnution about "big pict urt~ ·· topics HLU l\·1ENTHAL t.hou~ht \·VCt't' r~kvmlt aml SUU..lV:<\N
wnuid pHS~ il un tt> CLINTON ''r DOS ~~11kehold~rs to huvc them validaii: the inthrnwti()ll. SULUV !\ N
r1~v~r h~.:ard n fa \.:Om:ern that BL U~·tENTilAL h<ld acc<.:-ss w. or wa::; rdaying, dassilicd inhmrmtiun.
y~~u·s

{U!:'f()t.:()} Th~ ~'r!ginnl notes ufth<; intcrvit-w. :-~igncd <!l(m:m ~nl ionl!d non -disclosure
a~rct.'IH\.'111$. •.nld dtwuml'nl~ disphtyt:d lo SLUJ VAN will b'~ mair.t<-linco:d in u FD-340 t.·n vdopl.!' and !ibl
wi\h th~..· ~a ptior11:d itw~·:;:tig<Hion.
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ALL !'BI HT:r0Rl.!A1'IOH CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UHCLASSirH"C

DATE 08-19-LOH 3Y J37J85T94 USIC.G

FD-.)02a (RC\. 10-(•-95)

-IFEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription

12/21/2015

(U//FOUO) PATRICK FRANCIS KENNEDY, Under Secretary of State for Management, was
interviewed at his office at Department of State (DoS), Harry S. Truman Buildin]' 2201 C Street NW,
~nd
Washington. D.C., by Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agents (SA
Also present for the interview was FBI National Security Law Branch (NSLB) Attorney
I
~na Senior DoS Counsell
After being advised of the identity of the interviewing
agents, and the nature of the interview, KENNEDY provided the following information:

I

I
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(U/IfOUO) KENNEDY was aware Secretary of State HILLARY CLINTON used a personal
email account during her tenure as Secretary, but was unaware that she was using a personal server.
KENNEDY received an unclassified email from CLINTON approximately once a month and noted those
emails came from a clintonemail.com address.
(U//FOUO) The DoS "GO" system allows for DoS employees to remotely access their DoS
account from a non-DoS server. DoS policy does not support the routine use of private email accounts for
for DoS business. However it was understood that exceptions could be made in emergency situations, and
in doing so, the employee should carbon copy their DoS email account for matters of record.
(U//FOUO) KENNEDY mostly received emails from CLINTON after hours, and so infrequently
he was not aware ofthe volume of which she was using her personal account. KENNEDY was not aware
CLINTON was solely using a personal email account for communicating unclassified DoS business.
(U//FOUO) DoS policy does not support the use of private email servers for continued personal
use, nor the use of personal servers for DoS business, thus there is no approval process for their use. DoS
policy remains the same for the use of both personal emails and servers today as it was during
CLINTON's tenure.
(U//FOUO) KENNEDY recalled news stories implying a former DoS employee, BRYAN
PAGLIANO, set up CLINTON's private email and server "on the side" while working for DoS.
However, KENNEDY noted he was not aware ofPAGLIANO' s involvement until it hit the press. DoS is
refraining from direct inquiries into PAGLIANO' s involvement until the FBI completes its investigation.
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(U//FOUO) KENNEDY had no direct knowledge of any of CLINTON's predecessors [COLIN
POWELL and CONDOLEEZZA RICE] using private email accounts, but noted he was aware POWELL
publically mentioned he used a private email account during his tenure as Secretary of State in his most
recent publication.
(U//~OUO)

DoS has the responsibility of interfacing with foreign diplomats and political
representatives within the United States and overseas to help develop policy. Sometimes information
from these dignitaries is given in confidence and sometimes it is not. The classification of such
information is specific to the situation. KENNEDY explained that information given in confidence may
be initially transmitted as unclassified to report the information, but later "up-classified" when it is further
assessed the disclosure of such information might damage national security or diplomatic relationships.
Ultimately, the originator of a document or email is responsible for classifying the document.
(U//FOUO) KENNEDY explained the Intelligence Community (IC) "steals" information, and thus
has to classify said information to protect sources and methods. DoS may get the same information
through diplomatic channels and not classify that information because it was not received from a sensitive
source or a method. According to KENNEDY, the classification of a DoS document depends on the
content of the message and if it is important for the other party not to disclose the information.
(U//FOUO) If a DoS employee wanted to use classified information derived from IC sources in an
unclassified channel, they would need to submit a tearline request to do so. DoS cannot declassify a
document that was not originally classified by aDoS classification authority.
(U//FOUO) The Secretary of State is a declassification authority, as are the Secretary's Chief of
Staff and Deputy Chief of Staff. KENNEDY believed CHERYL MILLS, JAKE SULLIVAN, and
possibly HUMA ABED IN would have been classification authorities during CLINTON's tenure at DoS.
(U//FOU6) KENNEDY acknowledged DoS received their first request to produce emails related
to CLINTON's email sometime in 2014. The request was related to a Congressional inquiry concerning
documents related to the 2012 attack of the United States consulate in Benghazi. The initial request was
focused on specific emails, but was later expanded to include a broader production.
(U//F6U6) KENNEDY was not part of the initial dialo6'Ue with CLINTON concerning the
aforementioned request for emails. KENNEDY was only involved with interacting with Congress
concerning the status of the request, but was not involved in the process of deciding what was and was not
released in response. The DoS Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) team directly handled the request by
reaching out to the appropriate Bureau or Secretariat who maintained the information concerning
Benghazi. The Bureau of Near East Affairs would have been contacted b FOIA in re 1ards to 1eneral
The DoS
Benghazi information.
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FOIA team would have reached out to the records staff in the Executive Secretariat for specific
CLINTON communications concerning Benghazi.
(~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Services,
The DoS Bureau involves a
team of supervisors, processors an reviewers, a most a o w IC are retired foreign or civil service. The
supervisors assign the requests to processors who load the information into their FOIA management
system and send out requests to all the Bureaus who have a relevant relation to the request. The review ~~c
team collects the information received from the relevant Bureaus and determines what if any exemptions
should be considered and/or applied. The FOIA review team also determines if the information
responsive to the request contains any outside agency equities, and appropriately coordinates with those
agencies to respond to the request. Furthermore, the FOIA response goes through a review and
reconciliation process to ensure all responsive documents are marked and redacted appropriately.
Hn regards to the DoS FOIA process. However, there is an
appeals process which involves a FOIA review board managed out of the DoS Information Oversight
Office.

I

(UI/FOUO) Responsive documents to FOIA requests are also placed on the DoS FOIA website in
their releasable form to avoid redundant FOIA requests from other parties.
(U//FOUO) KENNEDY recalled discussions concerning CLINTON wanting to cu11 her emails
prior to producing emails related to the Congressional/FOIA requests. The purpose of the cull was to
remove emails related to personal communications between CLINTON and her family that were not
relevant to DoS matters. DoS was not involved in the cull, as it is the responsibility of the individual to
produce records of relevance for the record. KENNEDY did not reca11 who was involved in assisting
CLINTON cull her emails.
(U//FOUO) DoS employees identify their own files for the record and can genera11y archive them
in the State Messaging and Archival Retrieval Toolset (SMART) system, which allows for electronic
marking/tagging of emails for the record. However, SMART is not used by the Executive Secretariat,
thus CLINTON would have likely had to use a print and file system, or simply keep all of her emails for
the record. As a matter of personal preference, KENNEDY retains a11 of his electronic DoS
communications in an active file.
(U//:FOUO) When asked in retrospect if he had concerns over how DoS conducted its response to
the FOIA request regarding CLINTON's emails, KENNEDY responded "yes and no." KENNEDY did
not elaborate. KENNEDY further explained he contacted the FBI Deputy Director and requested an
electronic copy of all the CLINTON emails turned over to the FBI in regards to the FBI's investigation,
so DoS could make a better assessment in regards to evaluating their role/response.
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(U//FOUO) KENNEDY "categorically rejected" allegations he attempted influence FOIA
markings to protect and/or mask classified information. KENNEDYI._~~~--~---------l
and described her as someone who "says it like it is" and has "n~ fear of telling truth to power."
KENNEDY further explained he has full confidence!
jwould not allow undue influence to
effect her ability to properly carry out the FOIA process in accordance with the Presidents mandate to
both air on the side of transparency and national security.
(U//FOUO) KENNEDY was one of three people he was aware of at DoS who have the authority
lbeing the other two. A
to upgrade the classification of a document, the Secretary of State and
classification upgrade would be warranted in a situation where the change in a government may change
relationships, and information that would not have endangered the United States or sources before said
government change would then be considered a threat to national security or to the sources safety.
(U//fOUO) KENNEDY stated he was available for re-contact should interviewing agents have
additional questions to ask at a later date.
(U//fiOUO) Agent notes are maintained in a I A envelope.
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(U//FOUO)
n Information Resource Management
(IRM) for the Executive Secretariat (IRM/ES) and was in that position during Secretary HILLARY
CLINTON's time in office. Part o~
liob was to maintain and support the infrastructure for
the UNCLASSIFIED and SECRET networks for the Executive Secretariat. Every Department of State,
hereafter State, Secreta~
lhas interacted with, except for Secretary JOHN KERRY, has used
personal email during his or her time in office. For example, Secretary COLIN POWELL used America
Onllne. Secretary Clinton, however, was the first Secretary to use a privately maintained email server,
hereafter Server. I
did not agree with the decision, but it made sense to him because
Secretary CLINTON had used the Server for the previous two years. Secretary CLINTON did not have a
desktop computer in her office to access email while at State, but did have non-SCIF space near her office
where she could use her BlackBerry.!
!believed Secretary CLINTON received an
operational security briefing that involved the National Security Agency after being sworn in as Secretary
of State. I
Ifrom the Bureau Security Office would have coordinated the briefing.
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(U//FOUO)I
~ecame aware of Secretary CLINTON's Server at the time she was
sworn in as Secretary of State. She was offered a State email address, but decided to use the Server from
her 2008 presidential campaign. It was at this tim~
lnet BRYAN PAGLIANO.
~nteracted with
PAGLIA NO was the administrator for Secretary CLINTON's Server, sol
him to keep it communicating with State systems. For example, there were approximately 5-6 instances
where emails sent by Secretary CLINTON to State employees, or vice-versa, were not received by the end
user. In these instances,!
land PAGLIANO worked together to modify settings so the emails
would make it through. Additionally, the two worked to establish transport layer security (TLS) between
State systems and the Server as a security measure.
(U//FOUO) Since PAGLIANO was an IRM Schedule C employee of StateJ
~nvited
him to various briefings regarding security and system vulnerabillties. PAGLIANO' s job at State was
policy development related to mobile computing, so these briefings were also relevant to his role in that
capacity.!
!specifically recalled discussions about Bluetooth vulnerabilities and blue jacking,
because
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those vulnerabilities werel
!primary concern due to Secretary CLINTON's BlackBerry use.
Although!
lmade an effort to keep PAGLIANO informed of security matters, he was not
~now if the Server was hacked or
involved in decisions regarding Server securit nor doe~
actively monitored for intrusions.
did not believe it was possible for PAGLIANO to secure
the Server as well as State servers, w tc are monitored and hardened by a team of full time employees.
Additionally, he did not know how the Server was paid for or where it was physically located.
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(U//FOUO) In approximately February 201 1, several State employees were the victims of a gmail
and yahoo hack where users received an email with a !jnk directina them to change their email password.
The link took users to a fraudulent site that allowed!
Ito obtain the user's gmail/yahoo
password. The hackers then used the password to modify the users gmail/yahoo account to auto-forward
to al
lgroup sent a security alert to POEMS users regarding thebl per nos
hack, but since PAGLIANO was not a POEMS user, he would not have received the alert.
b
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(U//FOUO)
lwas asked to delete approximately two emails related to the publlc
release of Secretary CLINTON's em ails. The request was in relation to cleaning unclassified State
~ad not deleted any
systems, however, due to an FBI preservation requesd
communications. He recalled one of the emails beinf from an Ambassador and began with a phrase
similar to "My classnet is down, so I'll start here ... "
lcould not recall any other details, but
offered to provide a copy of the em ails if requested. There were no spills of classified information on
Secretary CLINTON's email account while she was at State insofar a~
lwas aware.
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(U//FOUO) Secretary CLINTON received classified information in a paper briefing book that
was maintained by her special assistant. When outside of Washington, DC, State travel teams turned
hotel rooms into classified information processing areas where personnel, including the Secretary, could
communicate securely.
(U//FOUO) Only Secretary CLINTON's inner circle could email her directly. This group
consisted of JAKE SYJLLI~AN CHfRYL MILLS, and HUMA ABEDIN for State Department purposes.
For this reason, whert_
__
~mailed ABED IN's BlackBerry, he considered it the equivalent of
emaillng Secretary CLINT N.

I

(U//FOUO)I
~tated the FBI's investigation would be incomplete without talking to
PAGLIANO. PAGLIANO is a very sharp and technically savvy individual who likely took action based
on the securitl information and briefings provided byl
bnd others. Furthermore,
bell eves additional information could exist on the accounts of MILLS because she served
as a proxy for Secretary CLINTON.
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STEVE A. LINICK, Inspector General, United States Department of State, Office of Inspector
General <STATE IG), 2121 ViPinia Avenue, NW, Suite 8100, SA-3, Washington, DC 20037, telephone
lmobile hone
email
ilistate.gm; was interviewed in person by
FBI Special Agents
and
After being advised of the identity of the
interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, LINICK provided the following information:

I
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On or about March I2, 20 I 5, STATE IG received a letter from U.S. Senators Bob Corker, Richard
Burr and Ron Johnson. The letter requested a review of State Department employees' usage of personal
email for official purposes and coordination with relevant agencies to determine whether classified
information was transmitted or received by State Department employees over personal systems. On April
I6, 2015, pursuant to this letter, STATE IG initiated a review of the use of personal communications
hardware and software by five Secretaries of State and their immediate staffs. The review covered current
Secretary of State John Kerry all the way back to former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright. STATE
IG' s review was further broken down into three categories 1) On-boarding Process (which looked into the
approval process for the use of personal networks)~ 2) Preservation of Records (how records were
maintained/preserved)~ and 3) the FOIA response.
LINICK believed STATE IG' s office was not qualified to determine whether classified
information was transmitted and referred that portion of the review to the Office of the Inspector General
of the Intelli ,ence Communit ICIG . Se aratel STATE IG had the Benohazi review and
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Department of State was also conducting a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) review of fifty five
thousand pages of emails belonging to Secretary Clinton pursuant to a court order. In December 2014, the
Department of State received hard copies of those documents from Secretary Clinton's Counsel.
LINICK initially believed Department of State received electronic copies of Secretary Clinton's
email from her private server. During a July I, 20I 5 meeting with STATE IG. Patrick KENNEDY, Under
Secretary for Management, U.S. Department of State andl
!advised STATE IG the
Department of State had obtained an electronic copy of Secretary Clinton's email. On July I 0, 201 5,
STATE IG requested two copies of the .PST files for use by STATE IG and ICIG. Later, KENNEDY
advised STATE IG that the Department of State only had hard copies of the documents, which were
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scanned and uploaded to Class Net. LINICK obtained preserved Department of State email records for
MILLS and ABEDIN.
On May 26, 20 I 5 ICIG and STATE IG sent a joint preservation letter to Williams & Connolly for
the @clinontonemail.com account records in their possession. Although, LINICK was generally aware of
the status ofiCIG' s ongoing review to identify classified information, which consisted of jointly working
with the Department of State FOIA staff, LINICK was not heavily involved in that process. LINICK
recommended the FBI interview Department of State employees!
!Office of Information
Programs and Services andl
loffice of Global Information Services. Bot~
land

b6
b7C

I
lwere involved in the FOIA review ,[QS;!:ii~ aDd jlleged there were potentiall~ bunda:d~ cf
classified emails found during their review.
further alleged that twcf
I
I
Icurrently working at State Department were meddling with the FOIA review process.
On or about June 19, 2015 STATE IG and ICIG jointly made four recommendations to the State
Department related to the FOIA review process. The recommendations were as follows:

I. Recommend State Department FOIA office request staff support from IC FOIA offices to assist in
the identification of intelligence community equities;
2. Recommend IC FOIA officers review the emails to ensure that ClassNet use is appropriate before
transmitting to the State Bureaus for review;
3. Recommend State Department FOIA seek classification expertise from the interagency to act as a
final arbiter if there is a question regarding potentially classified materials; and
4. Recommend State Department FOIA Office incorporate the Department of Justice into the FOIA
process to ensure the legal sufficiency review of the FOIA exemptions and redactions.
Based on a later response from KENNEDY, the Department of State had accepted
recommendations number one and three. LINICK suggested the FBI talk tol
land
I
!who both worked at STATE IG.j
land
lwould be able to give more insight into the FOIA review process, and STATE IG' s
interaction with Secretary Clinton's counsel, Williams & Connolly. LINICK believed0_had sent
emails back and forth with David KENDALL, Secretary Clinton's attorney.
LINICK surmised the Department of State Foreign Affairs Manual that was in use during
Secretary Clinton's tenure as Secretary of State did not give clear and specific guidance regarding the use
of private email, although it was highly discouraged. If employees used private email to conduct official
State Department business, that email had to be forwarded to an @state.gov email within twenty days
after being sent. The Department of State had no process for approving the use of private networks. There
were no rules in place that specifically denied Secretary Clinton the use of her private network.
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LINICK did not believe he was qualified to explain the Department of State's retroactive
classification process. LINICK did not know whether the Department of State had provided a safe to
Williams & Connolly, nor did LINICK know if the Department of State had the authority to certify a nongovernment facility as secure storage for classified information.
LINICK advised Secretary Clinton had brought Bryan PAGLIANO into the Department of State
to set up her private network. PAGLIANO was still a Department of State employee who worked in the
Department of State's information technology department. However, PAGLIA NO refused to be
interviewed by STATE IG. PAGLIANO informed STATE IG he was represented by counsel from Akin
Gump Straus Hauer & Feld, LLP. LINICK recommended the FBI interview PAGLIANO.
LINICK did not intend on directly contacting Secretary Clinton to request electronic copies of her
private network email. Since there was a spillage of classified information, for which STATE IG is not
equipped to handle, the referral was made to the FBI.
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Assistant United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia.
After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents, and
the nature of the interview, COOPER provided the following
information:

I

Before commencing the interview, COOPER's attorney!
~--~--~!stated the offices ofl
lwere in possession of two (2)
Apple MacBooks and one (1) Seagate external hard drive belonging to
COOPER. COOPER used one of the MacBooks from approximately 2009 to
2013 and transferred his files to the second MacBook in approximately
2013. The Seagate external hard drive contained back-up files
belonging to COOPER. On the foregoing digital media existed files
related to the upgrade of former Secretary of State HILLARY CLINTON's
BlackBerry, incurred while COOPER upgraded HILLARY CLINTON's
BlackBerry device in 2009 and 2011. These files were separate,
segregated and labeled in folders on each of COOPER's digital media as
described above. Additionally, each of COOPER's digital media items
contained email exchanged with an email address belonging to HILLARY
CLINTON, HDR22@cJin~onemail.com.l
!indicated COOPER is willing
to discuss providing the FBI the folder containing BlackBerry files
relating to the upgrade of HILLARY CLINTON's device, and all email
inv o 1 vi n g the ema i 1 address .~:~L:!:~??.~.;~·.L~:D:.S.~?.:~~:.~:n.:~:~.~);..:.S.~:~~: . Add i tiona 11 y,
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~----~~~indicated COOPER did not have the right to provide consent to
search the foregoing BlackBerry files and to gain consent to search,
!believed the FBI would need to consult HILLARY CLINTON's
~l~a~w-y_e_r_s~at WILLIAMS AND CONNOLLY.
COOPER stated he worked for former President BILL CLINTON
for approximately 16 years as an aide serving many capacities. In
2007, COOPER and other aides debated using a private server for the
sole purpose of email exchange and as a result, a contract with Apple
was signed for the set-up and administration of an OS X server
(hereafter, Apple server). The foregoing Apple server was installed at
the CLINTON residence located in Chappaqua, New York and was online in
and around June 2008 and confi ured for a handful of users. COOPER
recalled
having email
~----~----~--~~~~~------~~~~~~--------~~
accounts using the domain presidentclinton.com. The domain
wjcoffice.com was another domain used for BILL CLINTON related staff
and email, but COOPER referred to it as a legacy domain that had
mostly forwarded email. BILL CLINTON did not have an email account on
the Apple server and did not use email as far as COOPER understood. In
January 2009, HILLARY CLINTON was looking to move away from a
BlackBerry with AT&T service, and decided to register the domain
clintonemail.com and host it on the Apple server. COOPER had no
specific memory, but believed he could have been the individual to
register the domain because he handled financial issues for the
CLINTONs. In or around January 2009, the users determined the Apple
server was not robust enough and based this assessment on unreliable
BlackBerry connectivity. At that time, the Apple server was not run in
conjunction with a BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES).
In or around March 2009, BRYAN PAGLIANO, an Information
Technology (IT) professional used by HILLARY CLINTON, took full
control of setting up a Windows Small Business Server (hereafter,
Windows server) as well as a BES, at the CLINTON residence in
Chappaqua, New York. PAGLIANO built the server from equipment used in
HILLARY CLINTON's campaign for the democratic nomination to run for
President of the United States. COOPER did not know where PAGLIANO
built the server, but knew it was in place and running at the
Chappaqua residence in or around March 2009. COOPER was aware that
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PAGLIANO set-up firewalls, spam filters and possibly Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA) software, but only PAGLIANO would know the
configuration of the set-up. PAGLIANO managed the porting of users
from the Apple server to the Windows server, as well as handled all
software upgrades and general maintenance. COOPER believed there was a
back-up drive as part of the Windows server and wasn't aware of any
additional back-ups, although he recalled many boxes around the
Windows server and reiterated PAGLIANO would know the exact
configuration. Concerning the various avenues of connectivity to the
server for user devices, COOPER referred Agents to PAGLIANO.
Cablevision provided internet service to the CLINTON residence in
Chappaqua, and that internet service was used to connect the Windows
server. COOPER believed no outside spam service provider was retained
for the Windows server. COOPER believed in instances where the Windows
server went down, like in the event of a power outage, emails were redirected to a gmail account as a back-up. COOPER was aware of two (2)
power outages, based on storms or natural disasters, occurring during
the lifecycle of the Windows server, but was not aware of any specific
users or corresponding gmail accounts that had email forwarded.
Contintk1tion of FD-302 of

COOPER was granted administrator rights, along with
PAGLIANO, to the Windows server and described his role as the customer
service face. As part of this role, COOPER could add a user or reset a
password. COOPER also continued in his role of acquisition or
purchasing for the CLINTONs, and this extended to server related
items. For instance, COOPER recalled using both Network Solutions and
GoDaddy to register domains, but would only have used these companies
because he was directed to, either by Apple or PAGLIANO. COOPER read
in the press about the Windows server being associated with a company
called Perfect Privacy, and would not be surprised if it was accurate,
but had no specific memory of using the company. COOPER registered a
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) at PAGLIANO's direction and recalled it
being used for more security when users accessed their email from
various computers, and eventually, iOS devices. Additionally, COOPER
vaguely recalled the Windows server using a Microsoft software product
called Forefront.
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COOPER stated there was no official security policy given to
users of the Windows server. Generally, when users received
suspicious emails and forwarded them to COOPER, he would forward them
to PAGLIANO. As an administrator of the Windows server, COOPER would
get emails indicating brute force attacks (BFA) . COOPER would also
forward those to PAGLIANO and recalled PAGLIANO installing Internet
Protocol (IP) blocking software in an attempt to thwart the BFA. On at
least two (2) occasions, COOPER remembers makingl
Special
Agent in Charge, United States Secret Service, aware of suspicious
email received on the Windows server.

I

COOPER recalled conversations between CHERYL MILLS and BRYAN
PAGLIANO in or about June 2013 pertaining to the decommissioning of
the Windows server and the next phase of communication infrastructure
for HILLARY CLINTON, after her tenure as Secretary of State in 2013.
Although COOPER wasn't involved and doesn't recall how they were
selected, PLATTE RIVER NETWORKS (PRN) was chosen to maintain a server
for the CLINTONs. COOPER did recall some communication with PRN
regarding the transfer of user names and accounts from the Windows
server to PRN. An individual employed by PRN namedl
ILast Name
Unknown (LNU) was granted administrator rights on the Windows server
in order to effect the transition to PRN's control. At this point,
Interviewing Agents displayed a document to COOPER identifying
administrator accounts on the Windows server. COOPER identified the
administrator account
as most likely being the user name
fori
I LNU from PRN. In or around July 2013, COOPER received
instructions for his email account that indicated PRN was in control
of the Windows server email data. Due to COOPER's transition in
employment, his email account was off the server in or around November
2013. COOPER does not know when the Windows server was shut down and
how or where it was transported.

1

I'

COOPER had no knowledge of the process HILLARY CLINTON
undertook when acquiring her emails from the clintonemail.com domain
and providing them to the Department of State as part of a Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) request. COOPER speculated that PRN was
involved in the acquisition of the entire content of her account and
DAVID KENDALL was consulted when determining which specific emails
would be turned over.
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COOPER believed the Windows server had three domains:
wjcoffice.com, presidentclinton.com and clintonemail.com. To the
of COOPER's memor , he recalled
Contintk1tion of FD-302 of

~----~having

email accounts using the domain presidentclinton.com or
wjcoffice.com, as part of their work for BILL CLINTON. COOPER believed
HILLARY CLINTON,!
and HUMA ABEDIN had email accounts
under the domain clintonemail.com as part of their association or work
for HILLARY CLINTON. COOPER believed the Windows server was used
exclusively for the exchange of email.

I

COOPER has never stored or transmitted classified
information over an unclassified network and was unaware of any
discussions regarding the transmittal of classified information on an
unclassified network by others.
Notes of this interview, as well as the document displayed
to COOPER, will be maintained in a FD-340 envelope and filed with the
captioned investigation.
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resent for the interview wer
attorneys
and
1---------,l as well as U.S. Department of Justice attorneys~....._ _ _ _ _.....
L - - - - - - 1 After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents, and the nature of the
interview, COOPER provided the following information:
(U//FOUO) After reviewing an email referencing a new laptop for HILLARY CLINTON,
COOPER recalled a Macbook Air purchased for CLINTON in the 2008 timeframe, but did not believe

she ever used it. He did not recall the backup driJa: a:(ea:c'l:d iD the ewail I~e Maf,ook was likely
purchased with a credit card because COOPERl
to CLINTON's
accounts and, therefore, had credit cardsl
COOPER was not
involved in the setup of the Macbook, but believed it was setup to access CLINTON's email. The intent
was for CLINTON to use the Macbook in addition to her BlackBerry. In addition to COOPER, HUMA
ABEDINJ
I and, later, MONICA HANLEY frequently assisted CLINTON with
setting up any new technology devices.
(U//FOUO) COOPER was aware CLINTON had Sensitive Compartmented Information Facilities
(SCIFs) in both her New York residence as well as her residence in the District of Columbia (DC). The
SCIF at the DC residence!
I COOPER knew CLINTON to have access to the SCIF
and knew ABEDIN was frequently there, but did not know if ABEDIN could access the SCIF when it
was secured. COOPER did not have the combination to open the SCIF. The SCIF doors at both
residences were not always secured, including times when CLINTON was not at the residences. When
CLINTON became the Secretary of State, COOPER assisted the team from the United States Department
of State (State) with questions regarding the communications infrastructure at the New York residence.
Both residences had safes, home computers, secure Cisco phones, secure and non-secure fax, and secure
video capabilities inside of the SCIF. COOPER was unaware of who would receive secure faxes when
they were transmitted. The only individual at either residence COOPER believed to have a clearance was
possibly!
las a result of his time in the military.
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(U//FOUO) Leading up to the installation of the Apple Server, COOPER, for several reasons,
identified a need to setup a private email server located at the CLINTON residence. Those reasons
included:
•

segregating different aspects of WILLIAM CLINTON's post-presidency activities

•
President CLINTON's office and might attempt to gain physical access to the server if it
was located in the office
•

b6
b7C

An outside vendor might not report a hack attempt

(U//ret:Je) After a series of phone calls with Apple, COOPER contracted with Apple Business
Services to setup a server, hereafter Apple Server, for handling email for a sma11 number of users working
in the office of President CLINTON. COOPER did not reca11 how he paid for the Apple Server, but he
likely used a credit card. Apple installed the Apple Server in the basement of the New York residence,
however, COOPER did not recall if he was present for the setup. The CLINTON family and the staff at
the New York residence were the only individuals with physical access to the Apple Server. The Apple
Server design included a backup to an internal RAID drive. Apple assisted COOPER with the setup of
the wjcoffice domain on the Apple Server, but Apple did not have ongoing access to the Apple Server or
its contents. COOPER was the only one with administrative access to the Apple Server initia11y~ later,
BRYAN PAGLIANO was given access to effect the transfer of data on the Apple Server to a Microsoft
Exchange server, hereafter Exchange Server. COOPER did not assist in exporting any of the data or files
to the Exchange Server, nor did he create any archives of clintonemail.com data. The decision was made
to move to the Exchange Server because the Apple Server did not keep up with changing developments in
technology and, eventua11y, users experienced problems with email delivery on their BlackBerry devices.
(U//F{)U{)) COOPER believed HILLARY CLINTON had an email account on the Apple server;
however, ABEDIN did not have an account. CLINTON either came up with or approved the username
HDR22 for her email address.
(U/t'fi'{)UO) After reviewing an email fragment referencing a potential hack of the Apple Server,
COOPER stated he could not reca11 any details and did not believe the hack was ever confirmed.

(U//FOUO) CLINTON obtained a new BlackBerry device whenever she had an issue with her
device, such as a trackball failure, cracked screen, or the device was too heavy. When one of these issues
occurred, whoever was working in close proximity to CLINTON would obtain a new device for her.
COOPER believed HANLEY,I
and
ho be the individuals who procured new devices
for CLINTON. He did not recall obtaining devices on eBay or similar outlets. COOPER sometimes

I
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assisted others with completing the switch to a new device by leading them through the process of
backing up data from the old device and transferring it to the new device. After these steps were
complete, COOPER would activate the new device on the Apple Server or, later, the Exchange Server.
The two BlackBerry backups previously provided to the FBI by COOPER were likely from situations
where COOPER directly handled the transition between devices. In these cases, COOPER destroyed the
old devices by breaking them in half or hitting them with a hammer.
(U//FOUO) After reviewing an email referencing the replacement of CLINTON and ABED IN's
SIM cards, COOPER stated he did not recall a process whereby users would reb'Uiarly switch SIM cards
in their mobile devices, nor did he recall why CLINTON and ABEDIN received new SIM cards in the
specific situation referenced in the email.
(U//FOUO) After reviewing an email dated May 30, 2009, COOPER stated he could not recall
any details regarding a new BlackBerry for CLINTON in that timeframe.
(U//FOUO) After reviewing an email regarding new security policies, COOPER stated Research
in Motion (RIM), provided new tools on a reb'Uiar basis to increase the security of BlackBerry devices.
Typically, when a user switched to a new device, COOPER would implement an updated security policy
on the device. As an example of a feature he would add to a security policy, COOPER stated he required
users to enter a more complex password. Users on older devices would have the old security policy.

n WFOlb) The iPads used by CLINTON were for reviewing email and other content. COOPER
stated ldvocated for CLINTON's use of an iPad. Regarding specific iPads, COOPER recalled
an iPad mini and at least one iPad having a cellular data connection in addition to a wireless network
connection. COOPER never set up any of the iPads and, therefore, had no information on Apple IDs,
iC!oud accounts, or device passwords. One of the iPads locked out CLINTON's email account on one of
the servers when it attempted to connect using an old password. COOPER could not recall on which
server this event occurred.
(U//FOUO) After reviewin 1 an email dated July 26, 2010, with the subject line "Re: CC for
hPad," COOPER confirmed
urchased an iPad for CLINTON on or about that date.
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(U/,'FOUO) After reviewing a chart with the heading "2021
COOPER stated he
recognized the phone number as CLINTON's second phone number. CLINTON usually carried a flip
phone with her BlackBerry because it was more comfortable to talk on. Additionally, CLINTON could
use her BlackBerry while talking on the flip phone. COOPER did not recognize any of the specific
phones displayed in the chart.
(U//FOUO) COOPER stated
and he utilized Google
hosting services for email when there was a problem with the Apple Server or Exchange Server. To
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effect this change, COOPER would alter the settings on a user's device to check Google for new
messages. COOPER could not recall if CLINTON or ABED IN utilized Google hosting services during
Hurricane Sandy or other outages. If they had used Google, it would have been a team effort to set up
their devices because COOPER was traveling at the time.
(U//FOUO) After reviewing emails regarding the transfer of an archive of HILLARY
CLINTON's emails, COOPER stated he did not recall providing a laptop to HANLEY for this purpose,
but it was conceivable he could have repurposed a laptop from President CLINTON's office and assisted
in the transfer of the email files. COOPER did not recall a USB flash drive containing the email files. He
also did not recall HANLEY returning the laptop in early 2014; however, he became a consultant to
President CLINTON in the fall of2013 and was no longer involved in day-to-day business by 2014.
(U//fOUO) COOPER had minimal contact with Platte River Networks (PRN). He recalled one
interaction wit~
Ito pass along passwords, but did not have any other involvement
with PRN. COOPER did not have an email account with President CLINTON's office after he became a
consultant.
(U//FOUO) COOPER had no knowledge of Freedom oflnformation Act production or the cull
down process, as it related to CLINTON's emails from her time as Secretary of State.
(U//FOUO) Notes of this interview, as well as the documents displayed to COOPER, are
maintained in a FD-340 envelope and filed with the captioned investigation.
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On June 21

2016, JUSTIN GREGORY COOPER, date of
birth
and social security account number
(SSAN)
was interviewed telephpnically by Federal Bureau
~~~~~~-~-~~~-~-~-~~~-~---~~F~BI) Special Agents (SA)L
and
Also on the yall for the interview were
r---------~~~~~sl
Jandl
as well as attorney
U.S. Department of Justice. After being advised of
the identity of the interviewing Agents, and the nature of the
interview, COOPER provided the following information:
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(U//FOUO) COOPER recalled a personally-owned iMac computer
in the Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) of both the
Washington, DC and Chappaqua, NY residence of HILLARY CLINTON. Despite
not knowing the exact model, COOPER described them as being identical
models with a one inch thick monitor.
(U//~) COOPER stated an Apple server was set-up for email
exchange for aides working for former President WILLIAM CLINTON.
COOPER did not recall a specific person deciding to set-up the server,
but more a consensus among aides.

(U//~) In or around December 2008, COOPER recalled having
conversations with HUMA ABEDIN pertaining to HILLARY CLINTON moving
away from an AT&T provided email account and establishing an email
domain on the Apple server. COOPER and ABEDIN discussed a covert email
domain versus a domain including the CLINTON name. ABEDIN "blessed
off" on the @clintonemail domain name and COOPER registered the domain
in January 2009. COOPER could not recall who created the handle of
HILLARY CLINTON's email account ~~:~~:~~??.~.;~·.L~;D:.S.~?.:~~:;§;n.:::~.~);..:.S.~;~~:' but thought
she typically approved her email account names. COOPER did not know if
anyone else had HILLARY CLINTON's email account password, but stated
if anyone would, it would be ABEDIN.
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(U//~)

COOPER did not have a specific memory of
registering HILLARY CLINTON's email domain and setting up her
clintonemail.com account on the Apple server. Most likely, COOPER
believed he registered the domain, and added HILLARY CLINTON's email
account to the Apple server, because he could think of no one else
that would have performed that task. COOPER stated he most likely
initially set HILLARY CLINTON's JJcir.?2(~c.lJ.ntc,rJem.?-LL.cGrr: account to
forward to her BlackBerry. When HILLARY CLINTON would reply from her
BlackBerry, her email address would represent as
~~-~!E:~X~LS~.L.~:.~:~.~~~~~~~-~~~:~!!..Ll..:..S:.~?.~~> With that configuration, HILLARY CLINTON's
incoming email content would have resided on the Apple server for a
period of time, but not her sent messages. Again, COOPER stated this
was "all a blur" to him and he was relaying the most likely scenario.
(U//?eee) In early 2009, COOPER recalled conversations with
ABEDIN regarding moving to another email server system, but could not
recall specifics. COOPER recalled ABEDIN knew BRYAN PAGLIANO from his
work on CLINTON's 2008 presidential campaign and held him in high
regard. PAGLIANO began building a new email server system in early
2009. PAGLIANO had to have been given access to the Apple server in
order to migrate email accounts and content to the new server he
built. COOPER did not recall giving PAGLIANO administrator access to
the Apple Server.

COOPER did not specifically recall acquiring an
Apple computer for HILLARY CLINTON to use in April 2009. In general,
COOPER recalled multiple attempts to get CLINTON to use Apple
products.
(U//POUO) Around January 2011, COOPER recalled receiving
numerous alerts in his email indicating email account users of
PAGLIANO's server were entering the wrong log-in credentials. PAGLIANO
had set-up the server so that COOPER would receive failed log-in
notifications. COOPER thought this to be a brute force attack on the
server and contacted PAGLIANO. COOPER recalled nothing else regarding
this incident.
(U//~)

COOPER recalled HILLARY CLINTON's email account
was changed to }~ES~~:?.:L!..~.;~·.L~:D:.S.~?.:~~::§:n.:~:~LJ;..:.S.~;~~: after SIDNEY BLUMENTHAL's email
account was hacked around March 2013. Although COOPER could not be
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certain, COOPER thought he could have been the one to change the email
address for CLINTON.
(U//~) COOPER thought PAGLIANO had disabled the built-in
Administrator account on the server PAGLIANO built. COOPER had his own
system administrator account on PAGLIANO's server.

In order for Platte River Networks (PRN) to be~
administering an email server for the CLINTONs, PAGLIANO gaveL___J
laccess to PAGLIANO's server. COOPER was unsure when this took
place, but thought it was in May or June of 2013. COOPER did not know
ifl
!removed COOPER's administrator account.
(U//¥eee)

I
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COOPER could not recall when he last logged into
PAGLIANO's server. COOPER did not know what "IP scanning tools" were.
(U//~)

(U//~) In the spring of 2013, COOPER recalled giving MONICA
HANLEY a MacBook laptop and walking her through downloading CLINTON's
email from the PAGLIANO server to the MacBook. COOPER did not recall a
specific purpose for this other than maintaining a back-up copy of
CLINTON's email. COOPER was unaware of a USB Flash Drive containing
CLINTON's email. COOPER was unaware of the location of the MacBook
containing CLINTON's email.

(U//~) COOPER stated~~----------~~did not have access to the
Apple server in anyway.
(U//~) Notes of this interview will be maintained in a FD340
envelope and filed with the captioned investigation.
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was interviewed by
at the law
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------~~~~~--~~
offices o
Washint,>ton DC. Also
present for the interview was BOSWELL's attorney
After being advised of the identities
of the interviewing agents, and the purpose of the interview, BOSWELL provided the following
information:
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(U//FOUO) BOSWELL served as the United States Assistant Secretary for State for Diplomatic
Security (DS) from June 2008 until December 2012, however, BOSWELL did not resign from DoS until
the Fall of2013. Following his resignation from Department of State (DoS), BOSWELL went into
"When Actually Employed" (W AE) status with DoS, which essentially means he still works for and is
paid by DoS on an as needed basis.
(U//fOUO) As the Assistant Secretary of State for Diplomatic Security, BOSWELL was
responsible for overseeing the security ofDoS communications, personnel, and programs.
(U/fFOUO) BOSWELL did not directly oversee the security of the Executive Secretariat, to
include former Secretary of State HILLARY R. CLINTON. A Security Officer who reported further
down in BOSWELL's chain of command had direct oversight over the Executive Secretariat on the
seventh floor offices commonly referred to as "Mahogany Row." BOSWELL could not recall the names
of any of the Security Officers who were assigned to Mahogany Row during his tenure.
(U//FOUO) BOSWELL had no knowledge CLINTON was using a personal email, nor that she
was operating said email off of a personal server while she was Secretary of State. He first learned of the
private server and personal email use when it was reported in the Press. BOSWELL further stated he
found former Secretary CLINTON to be "very responsive to security issues."
(U//FOUO? Agents asked BOSWELL to review a redacted memo titled "Use of Blackberries in
Mahogany Row." The memo was redacted by DoS in response to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
inquiry. After reviewing the memo, BOSWELL stated the memo was drafted early in the Administration,
and shortly after CLINTON began her tenure at DoS.
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(U//FOUO) BOSWELL recalled CLINTON's DoS executive staff initially inquiring about the
possibility of acquiring Blackberries that could be configured for classified material. BOSWELL, tasked
his staff to research the request and possibilities. BOSWELL staff notified him that such a
device/confib>uration was not possible, which was relayed to CLINTON's executive team via the memo.
(U//FOUO) Furthermore, BOSWELL stated that he recalled there was general concern around the
same time regarding the possibility that CLINTON's staff might use their Blackberries on Mahogany
Row, which is a Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF). According to BOSWELL there
was no specific instance or report that any specific person/people were using Blackberries on Mahogany
Row at the time. However, there was some general concern within DoS security personnel that
CLINTON's executive staff may try to use their Blackberries in the SCIF as they were almost all brought
on to DoS from CLINTON's campaign team, and thus were very accustom to using their Blackberries.
Although BOSWELL could not recall a specific report of the use of Blackberries on Mahogany Row, he
stated that "they were told to stop (using their Blackberries in the SCIF) and they did." DS never
sanctioned the use of Blackberries on Mahogany Row.
(U//FOUO) Agents also asked BOSWELL to review a redacted email dated 1/24/2009 with the
subject line "Series of questions." The email exchange, which BOSWELL was not copied on, related to
the set up of a "stand-alone separate network PC" for CLINTON. In response, BOSWELL stated the
email was written three days after CLINTON began her tenure as Secretary of State. LEWIS "Lou"
LUKINS who was included in the referenced email exchange, was the former Chief Administrative
Officer of the Executive Secretariat. BOSWELL explained that a "stand alone" work station does not
necessarily mean a workstation that was not connected to the DoS network, and it just referred to a
normal computer workstation. BOSWELL was unsure if CLINTON ever used a workstation at DoS, and
did not recall ever seeing a workstation in her office.

(UI/FOUO) A copy of the original interview notes and the referenced memo are attached in a 1A
envelope.
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(U/IFOUO) On June 15,2016, LEWIS LUKENS, Date ofBirthl
lw;.:.;a~s:..,.._....,
~wed by Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agentsl
Iandi
L___jat his residence,
I San Fran cisco, CA. After being advised of the identities of
the interviewing agents, and the purpose of the interview, LUKENS provided the following infonnation:

I

I
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(U/IFOUO) LUKENS is currently the Diplomat in Residence for the Pacific Northwest region of
the US, for the US Department of State (DOS). LUKENS, a career DOS employee, was most recently the
US Ambassador to Senegal, before which he was the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for the
Executive Secretariat. As the Deputy Assistant Secretary, from the summer of2008 until June of201 1,
LUKENS reported to the Executive Secretariat, who was initially DAN SMITH until he was succeeded
by STEPHEN MULL. LUKENS was responsible for providing operational and logistical support to
approximately 800 individuals at the DOS, which included the Secretary of State, senior leadership and
their staff. LUKENS responsibilities were broken into five main areas: Human Resources, Budget,
General Services, Diplomatic Security (DS), and Information Resource Management (S/ES- IRM).
(U//FOUO) S/ES- IRM was responsible for ensuring that the senior leadership of DOS had the
Infonnation Technology (IT) tools and systems they needed to do their jobs. The group was led by JOHN
BENTEL and was comprised of approximately 25 to 30 individuals who were a mix of DOS personnel
and contractors. LUKENS interacted with BENTEL on a daily basis. He described BENT ALas having
"decent [technical] skills" despite not being a "tech b>uy" and added that he was more technically
proficient than LUKENS was. LUKENS was not aware of the statements that had been attributed to
BENTEL in the recent OIG report, but thought they were out of character for BENTEL.
(U//FOUO) LUKENS worked with CHERYL MILLS and HUMA ABEDIN before and during
HILLARY CLINTON's transition to DOS to coordinate CLINTON's office space and human resource
needs. LUKENS explained that the previous Secretary only had one Deputy Secretary but CLINTON
planned to have two Deputies, so LUKENS had to reorganize the offices on the i 11 floor to accommodate
the second Deputy. LUKENS worked with DAN SMITH and Under Secretary PATRICK KENNEDY at
DOS to ensure that CLINTON's needs were met during the transition. LUKENS stated there was not a
computer in CLINTON's office at DOS because CONDOLEEZZA RICE did not have one, and one was
not installed for CLINTON.
(U//FOUO) LUKENS and representatives from DS and S/ES-IRM visited CLINTON's residence
in Washington, DC during the transition to assess what equipment was present and what needed to be
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installed. LUKENS provided that both secure and unsecure telephone and facsimile systems were
installed at the residence. LUKENS did not recall if there was a computer in the pashjngton residence
LUKENS did not visit CLINTON's residence in Chappaqua, NY and instead senrl'--~-~~----'
in his place. LUKENS was not aware of what equipment was installed in
Chappaqua. LUKENS stated that the DS representative for these visits was mostly likel~
who was later replaced byl
!in the summer of 2009.
L--------1

I

I

(U//FeHe) LUKENS was shown an email with the subject "State Department Telephone Services
at Secretary Clinton's Residence" that was sent from
~o LUKENS and ABEDIN on
January 27, 2009. After reviewing the email, LUKENS explained that "1ST/Red Switch" refers to the
direct phones to the White House, "Business Lines" refers to unclassified phone lines, and "Ops
Dedicated Drop" refers to a phone line that connected directly to the DOS operations center. LUKENS
was not sure what "CMS YoiP" referred to but thought it was related to DOS Crisis Management
Support. LUKENS noted that equipment was installed both in a SCIF and in an office area located near
I
I LUKENS stated that he oversaw the installation of the telephone lines in a very
broad sense but the actual work was very technical and beyond his expertise.

I
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(U//FOUO) LUKENS was shown an email with the subject "Secretary Residential Installation
Hotwash" that was sent from D o BENTELJ
Iandl
Ion March
I 7, 2009. LUKENS was not immediately familiar with the email or the attachment but believed that
"Server: Basement Telephone Closet" referred to a telephone server. LUKENS noted the installation
processes was unique because there was pre-existing equipment in the residences that had previously been
installed for President WILLIAM CLINTON.
(U//rOUO) LUKENS was not aware that CLINTON was using a private email server until it was
released in the papers. Upon learning about the server, LUKENS had some general concerns about how
the server had been protected from hackers. LUKENS did not know if the setup was a violation of any
existing DOS policy at that time. LUKENS never had any conversations with CLINTON's staff or other
department officials about the server.
(U/f.fOUe) LUKENS was shown an email with the subject "HRC blackberry" that was sent from
MONICA HANLEY to ABEDIN on August 30, 201 1. After reviewing the email, LUKENS provided that
he was unaware of the email and that BENTEL never relayed any information to him about the server or
it being nonfunctional.
(U//FeUO) LUKENS was shown an email with the subject "S Communications" that was sent
from ABED IN to MULL on AU6'USt 30, 201 I. LUKENS was familiar with the email and provided the
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context that the technology at DOS was not very user friendly and that matters were further complicated
because CLINTON was not very technology savvy and had llttle patience for technology issues.
(U//FOUO) LUKENS was shown an email with the subject "Re: Series of questions" that he sent
to KENNEDY on January 24, 2009. LUKENS was famillar with the email and explained that CLINTON
could not have her BlackBerry in the SCIF so his idea was to set up a llving room area outside of the
SCIF where CLINTON could check her emails on her BlackBerry. CLINTON did not have a computer in
her office and did not want one because she preferred to use her BlackBerry for checking her emails.
While DOS users can check personal email accounts via the unclassified DOS computer systems the
proposed 'stand alone' system would have streamllned the process for CLINTON and would have been
similar to the setup used by former Secretary of State COLIN POWELL.
(U//FOUO) LUKENS was aware that no DOS email account was assigned to CLINTON, aside
from a generic account that was used for sending mass emails to DOS employees on behalf of the
Secretary. LUKENS was not aware that CLINTON was using a personal email for official business. He
was told by MILLS that CLINTON was using her personal account to keep in touch with friends and
family. LUKENS did not email with CLINTON directly and typically communicated with ABEDIN, who
he described as CLINTON's gatekeeper.

I

(U//fi'OUO) LUKENS was shown an email with the subject "Re: E-mail test" that was sent from
HUMA to "H" on February 27, 2010. LUKENS was unaware ofthe issues discussed in the email
exchange at that time, but he had since seen the email exchange. LUKENS stated that.
lwho worked in BENTEL' s group.

. . _ l_ _ _ _ __ _ _ .

(U//FOUO) LUKENS was shown an email with the subject "Re: S berry" that was sent from
HANLEY to ABEDIN on August 30, 201 I. After reviewing the email LUKENS provided that he had not
seen the email before and did not know the circumstances in which it was sent. LUKENS did not know
why BENTEL made the statement regarding FOIA searches in the email.
(U//FOUO) LUKENS had heard of the State Messaging and Archive Retrieval Toolset (SMART)
but was not aware of any specifics about the program. LUKENS believed that SMART had been rolled
out to all departments at DOS and was not aware that it wasn't used by S/ES- IRM.
(U//fiOUO) Once CLINTON's transition to DOS was completed LUKENS' primary responsibillty
became coordinating the travel logistics for CLINTON and her team. This included handling matters
related to passports, customs I immigration requirements, baggage, and hotel arrangements. LUKENS
travel on all of the trips with CLINTON.
(U//FOUO) LUKENS was shown an email with the subject "Communications Guidance for
Moscow" the he sent to several individuals on CLINTON's staff on March 15, 2010. LUKENS did not
recall receiving country specific threat briefs prior to each trip. However, LUKENS recounted that on one
trip to Russia they received guidance from the Embassy that they should leave their phones on the plane.
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However, this conflicted with the guidance from DS so they ultimately elected to take their phones off of
the plane. LUKENS explained that the one.state.gov system referenced in the email was used for
accessing the DOS OpenNet system remotely using a user specific pin and token.
(U//FOUO) A copy of the original interview notes and referenced documents are attached in a I A
envelope.
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(U//FOUO) On April 5, 2016, HUMA ABEQIN poBI
lwas interviewed by Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) S~ecial Agentsl
landl
!at the FBI
11
Washinb>ton Field Office, 601 4 Street NW, Washinb>ton DC. Present for the interview was ABEDIN' s
counsel, MIGUEL RODRIGUEZ, Partner at Bryan Cave LLP, KAREN DUNN, Partner at Boies, Schiller
& Flexner LLP andl
l Associate at Boies. Schiller & Flexner LLP. Also present
IAssistant U.S. Attorney- Eastern
was FBI Section Chief Peter Strzok, as well a~
District of Virginia, and David LaufmanJ
jan~
Ifrom the Department of
Justice (DoJ Counterintelligence and Export Control Section. Prior to the interview RODRIGUEZ,
DUNN and
agreed to sign a non-disclosure agreement in anticipation of viewing classified
documents during the interview. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing agents, and the
purpose of the interview ABEDIN provided the following information:
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(U//FOUO) ABEDIN first met HILLARY R. CLINTON in 1996 when she was an intern in the
Office of the First Lady. She then worked on CLINTON's Senate campaign and her 2008 Presidential
campaign, as the traveling Chief of Staff. When CLINTON became the Secretary of State, at the
Department of State (DoS), ABEDIN became her Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations where she was
primarily responsible for coordinating logistics for CLINTON. ABED IN worked with JAKE
SULLIVAN. CHERYL MILLS. JOE MACMANUS. as well as three Special Assistants, a Scheduler, and
a Personal Assistant while she was in the Office of the Secretary.

Transition to Department of State
(U//FOUO) ABEDIN and CLINTON met with DoS on a few occasions prior to CLINTON being
sworn into office to discuss her transition. During these instances CLINTON and ABEDIN met with
Secretary Rice and her staffto discuss the logistics of the transition. ABEDIN worked with PATRICK
KENNEDY and MILLS to fill the available spots on CLINTON's staff. ABED IN was directly
responsible for identifying and interviewing individuals for the roles of Personal Assistant, Scheduler and
Personal Correspondent.
(U//FOUO) ABED IN provided that KENNEDY was their main point of contact for setting up
CLINTON's office and that LEWIS LUKENS, MACMANUS andl
lwere responsible for
coordinating the technical aspects of the transition. ABEDIN did not know that CLINTON had a private
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server until about a year and a half ago when it became public knowledge and did not recall any
discussion about it during the transition. ABEDIN did not recall any discussions during the transition
about whether using a private email account for DoS business was permissible. However, she did recall
that they were advised that they could not have personal emails linked to aDoS device. As a result
CLINTON elected to use a personal device only because she did not want to carry two devices.

(U//FOUO) ABEDIN had never held a security clearance prior to working at DoS. She received a
Top Secret security clearance at DoS but did not remember being read into any Special Access Programs
(SAPs) or compartments. When ABEDIN was on boarded at DoS she received a security briefing that
detailed the different levels of classified information and the proper handling procedures. ABEDIN did
not recall ever receiving any training on the preservation of federal records but noted that she took a lot of
training courses when she on boarded so she may have had training on the topic. ABEDIN provided that
she was not an Original Classification Authority (OCA) at DoS.

ABEDIN's Devices and Communication Practices
(U//FOUO) ABED IN's office was located in a Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility
(SCIF) at DoS. At her desk she had both an unclassified and classified computer system. ABEDIN was
not sure if the classified computer system was a Secret or Top Secret (TS) system, and she was unfamiliar
with the term JWICS. ABEDIN did not receive any formal guidance on what system she should use for
the different aspects of her work. She did the majority of her work on the unclassified system and would
often go several days, or weeks, at a time without logging into her classified system. She would only use
the classified system if she was notified that somebody had sent her a message on that system. In addition
to the computer systems, ABEDIN had an open line phone and a yellow TS Cisco phone that she typically
used for talking with the National Security Council.

(U//FOUO) ABEDIN provided that she was issued an official DoS email account,
abedinh@state.gov, which she used for DoS related work. She also had an email account that was
provided by CLINTON, huma@clintonemail.com, which she used for matters related to CLINTON's
personal affairs and to communicate with CLINTON's personal staff and friends. ABED IN also had a
personal Yahoo email accound
I ABED IN could access her clintonemail.com
account and her Yahoo account via the internet on the unclassified DoS computer system. She would use
these accounts if her DoS account was down or if she needed to print an email or document. ABED IN
further explained that it was difficult to print from the DoS system so she routinely forwarded emails to
her non-DoS accounts so she could more easily print. ABED IN also had another email account that she
had previously used to support her husband's campaign activities,!

I

(U//FOUO) ABED IN had no knowledge of her accounts ever being targeted by hackers and was
not aware of any intrusion attempts. ABEDIN recalled that some people at DoS had issues with their
Gmail accounts but she never had a Gmail account.
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(U//fOUO) ABED IN was shown an email dated September I, 201 I, with the subject .. Fwd:
Calls", which she forwarded from her huma@clintonemail.com account to her DoS email account.
ABEDIN did not recall the specific email or why she would have forwarded it. However, she noted that
based on the date stamp she knew that she was not in the office when it occurred.
(U//fi'OU&) ABED IN was shown an email dated October 4. 2009. with the subject .. Fwd: U.S.
interest in Pak Paper 10-04", which ABEDIN received froml
land then forwarded to her
Yahoo email account. ABEDIN was not familiar with the document but was not surprised that she
forwarded it to her Yahoo account. She explained that she routinely forwarded emails from her state.gov
account to either her clintonemail.com or her yahoo.com account so that she could print them. ABED IN
stated that she would typically print the documents without reading them. At the time of the email,
!worked for RICHARD HOLBROOKE who was the Special Representative for Afghanistan and
Pakistan (SRAP). ABEDIN was unaware of the classification of the document and stated that she did not
make judgments on the classification of material that she received. Instead, she relied on the sender to
make that assessment and to properly mark and transmit the document.
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(U//FeUO) ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated August 16,2010, with the subject .. Re:
your yahoo acct''. ABEDIN did not recall the email and provided that despite the content of the email she
I
was not sure that her email account had ever been compromised. She further provided that the I
referenced in the email referred tol
lan older campaign volunteer in Westchester, NY.
(U//FOUO) ABED IN was provided with aDoS Blackberry and believed that all of CLINTON's
top aides at DoS were issued Blackberries as well. The team would sometime use secure cell phones when
they were traveling but they were not used on every trip. Secure phones were only used when traveling in
hostile operational environments. The secure phones were maintained by Diplomatic Security (DS) and
would be provided to the team byD ABED IN provided that DS routinely provided country specific
security briefings prior to international trips. During these briefings the team would receive instructions
on how to handle their communications once in country. For example the team might be told to leave their
phones on the plane or to take the batteries out of their phones. ABED IN noted that the guidance changed
based on the specific location and that it wasn't uncommon to receive different instructions on separate
trips to a given country. For example, the communication plan for Moscow could be different than the
plan in St. Petersburg.
(U//FOUO) ABED IN was shown an email chain dated October 6, 2009, with the subject "IT
security in Moscow" and an email chain dated October 12, 2009, with the subject ..Re: Communications".
ABEDIN stated that the content of these emails was typical of the guidance that was provided by DS prior
to a trip and that the instructions were closely followed by the traveling team. If CLINTON was not able
to attend the DS briefing prior to the team's departure she would be briefed by DS on the plane. ABED IN
stated that they used computers that were set up and controlled by the Mobile Communications Team to
access their DoS and personal emails accounts when they were in Russia.
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(U/t'fi'OUO) ABED IN did not recall any potential security issues occurring while the team was
traveling overseas aside from one instance in Egypt. Prior to a meeting at President Mubarak' s residence,
the team was unexpectedly asked to leave their phones. ABEDIN could not provide any more details on
what had occurred but noted that DS was with the team and was aware of the incident.

The Secretary's Devices and Practices
(U//FOUO) CLINTON's office at DoS was located in a SCIF on the seventh floor that was
commonly referred to as Mahogany Row. Her office had an unclassified telephone and a TS Cisco phone
for contacting other agencies. Initia11y, she also had a secure 'white phone' and a STEin her office but
they were later removed. CLINTON did not have a computer in her office and conducted the majority of
her work in person or on paper. ABEDIN explained that CLINTON could not use a computer and that she
primarily used her Blackberry or iPad for checking emails. If CLINTON needed to check her emails
during the course of the day she would leave the SCIF to check her Blackberry, often going to the eighth
floor balcony. CLINTON's email address was not widely known but a11 of her senior staff had the address
and would share it with other government officials if they needed it. ABEDIN stated that CLINTON's
senior staff was not specifically instructed to filter her email but they understood what was relevant to
CLINTON and would only share information with her as appropriate.
(U//f'OUO) ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated September 30, 2010, with the subject "Re:
HbJ on moratorium". After reviewing the email, ABEDIN could not reca11 the email exchange or the
context of the email. ABED IN stated that, in general, she would be told by either CLINTON or the
requesting party if the ca11 needed to be secure or not. It would be unusual for ABEDIN to read the
content and then make her own judgment as to whether the ca11 should be secure or not. ABEDIN stated
that she was likely with CLINTON when she sent the email and she was relaying Juidance from
CLINTON. ABEDIN provided thai
landj
were assistants to
CLINTON.
(U//FOUO) ABED IN was shown an email chain dated August 30, 201 I, with the subject "Re: S
Communications". ABEDIN reca11ed the email exchange and provided that CLINTON was not issued a
DoS Blackberry and that she only used her personal Blackberry because she did not want to carry
multiple devices. The email exchange occurred when CLINTON was in the Hamptons and was having
communication issues fo11owing Hurricane Irene. At that time, ABED IN felt that it did not make sense to
temporarily issue CLINTON aDoS Blackberry because it would require significant effort to transfer a11
of her emails and contacts to a device that she would only use for a few days. ABEDIN did not know
what STEPHEN MULL meant when he wrote that the account could be set up to mask CLINTON's
identity. ABED IN's counsel noted that a longer version of this email chain had been released via the
FOIA process (DoS case F-2015-12685, document C05905671).
(U//FOUO) ABEDIN was shown a memorandum from DS regarding the use of Blackberries in
Mahogany Row. ABEDIN recalled seeing the memorandum in the news recently but did not reca11 when
it was originally released. ABEDIN stated that she did not need her Blackberry when she was in the SCIF
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so she was not affected by the recommendations in the memorandum. ABED IN did not remember
receiving a specific briefing from DS on Blackberry vulnerabilities but stated that it was possible that she
received one because DS frequently briefed CLINTON's team on security topics.
(U//fiOUO) CLINTON did not have a secure Blackberry and ABED IN did not know if secure
Blackberries were even available at that time. ABEDIN stated that CLINTON had several different
standard Blackberry phones during her tenure. It wasn't uncommon for CLINTON to use a new
Blackberry for a few days and then immediately switch it out for an older version that she was more
familiar with. The phones were typically purchased by somebody on her staff and would be activated by
"whoever was around". ABEDIN recalled tha~
land MONICA HANLEY helped to
setup new Blackberries on different occasions. ABEDIN did not know what was done with the old
Blackberries after CLINTON transitioned to a new one. ABED IN was shown an email chain dated April
I 5, 2009, with the subject "Re: Won't get to huma today". ABED IN did not recall why they were
activating new SIM cards for CLINTON. ABED IN provided tha~
![LAST NAME UNKNOWN]
wa~
President Clinton's office that may have worked for JUSTIN COOPER.
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(U//FOUO) ABEDIN confirmed that CLINTON's Blackberry phone number was 212L..I_ _____.
She was not aware of CLINTON ever using a second cell phone and was not familiar with the phone
[It is noted that a 202 area code was erroneously used when ABED IN was asked
number 2021
about the aforementioned telephone. The correct number is 2121
While ABEDIN noted that it
would be odd for CLINTON to have a D.C. area code, she ultimately stated that no part of the number
was familiar to her].

I
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(U//FOUO) ABEDIN stated that CLINTON had at least one, or possibly two, iPads during her
tenure. She believed that one of them might have been a gift. CLINTON used the iPad for reading news
articles but ABEDIN rarely saw CLINTON carrying or using the iPad. CLINTON was trained on how to
use the iPad byl
lwhile they were on traveling on a plane. ABED IN stated that the iPad was
briefly used to send and receive emails following Hurricane Irene when CLINTON's other email systems
were down. Although this was only intended as a temporary solution, this capability may have remained
after CLINTON' s other systems were restored. ABED IN noted that she was in Europe when Irene struck
and that HANLEY was responsible for handling the communication issues following the storm. ABEDIN
confirmed that CLINTON's email was also down for an extended period of time following Hurricane
Sandy. However, ABEDIN was in New York City, with her infant child, at the time and was not sure
what efforts were taken to restore or establish temporary email for CLINTON. ABED IN was unaware of
any email accounts, Apple IDs, or cloud storage accounts associated with the iPads.

Email System During Tenure
(U//FOUO) ABEDIN contacted COOPER about getting a Blackberry for CLINTON while
CLINTON was still in the Senate. CLINTON then used the Blackberry when she transitioned to DoS. At
that time, her primary email address was hrl 5@att.blackberry.net. Shortly after CLINTON became the
Secretary of State COOPER established the @clintonemail.com domain and CLINTON began using
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hdr22@clintonemail.com as her primary email. The only other person at DoS to receive an email account
on the domain was ABED IN. Later in CLINTON's tenure she changed her email address to
hrodi 7@clintonemail.com. ABEDIN was not familiar with the email address
hri S@mycingular.blackberry.net or withl
~gmail.com.
(U//fOUO) Initially COOPER was the primary point of contact for anything related to the setup
and maintenance of the email system. ABEDIN was shown three separate email chains with COOPER
regarding the operation of the server during CLINTON's tenure. The first was sent on January 9, 2011
and had the subject .. Re:", the second was sent January I0, 20 I I and had the subject .. Don't email hrc
anything sensitive. I can explain more in person" and the third was sent October 20 201 land had the
subject "Re:". ABED IN provided that she did not recall any details surround these email exchanges but
noted that she trusted COOPER to fix any issues with the server. She did not recall the system ever being
hacked but assumed that she would have notified CLINTON of any current issues that they were
expenencmg.
(U/!fOUO) ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated March 17, 2011 with the subject
.. Re:School". Upon reviewing the email she provided that she was not familiar with the email or the
topics discussed within it. ABED IN noted that her email address was misspelled on the chain and
therefore she would not have received the email. However, she was not aware of the @clintonemail.com
system ever being hacked.
(U//FOUO) ABEDIN provided that BRYAN PAGLIANO had worked on the Information
Technology (IT) team for CLINTON's 2008 Presidential campaign and was hired at DoS after CLINTON
took office. Thereafter, BRYAN PAGLIANO became the new point of contact for issues with the email
system. ABED IN did not specify when this occurred but stated that there was a transition period during
which she would contact COOPER and he would direct her to contact PAGLIANO.
(U/It'OUO) ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated December 24, 2012, with the subject "Fw:
Thank You". After reviewing the emails ABED IN provided that she did not recognize the
SMSGS@state.gov email address and was not aware of any other generic email accounts used by
CLINTON for DoS wide email communications.
(U/t'FOUO) ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated August 30, 201 I, with the subject .. Re: S
berry". ABED IN stated that she did not like the SSHRC@state.gov email address because it was too
obvious of an email address. She noted that the email appeared to be related to discussions that occurred
when they were working to restore CLINTON's communications after Hurricane Irene. ABED IN did not
know who JOHN A. BENT AL was but assumed that he worked in the IT department at DoS. When asked
about BENTAL' s statement that SSHRC@state.gov would be subject to FOIA searches, ABEDIN stated
that she always assumed that all of CLINTON's communications, regardless of the account, were subject
to FOIA if they contained related material. ABEDIN did not recall ever having conversations with
CLINTON, or any other staff members, about the Federal Records Act and preserving relevant emails.
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ABED IN provided that at the time, they believed relevant em ails would be captured and preserved by
DoS if any of the senders or recipients were using an official DoS email account.
(U//FOUO) ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated December 16, 2010, with the subject "RE:
mail from clintonemail". ABEDIN recalled that there had been a problem with emails from the
@clintonemail.com system being filtered out by the DoS email system, but she did not recali the specific
email exchange. ABEDIN noted that it appeared that it was SULLIVAN's emails that were affected and
that it would otherwise be uncommon for him to be involved in discussions about email issues.

Email System Post Tenure
(U//FOUO) Following CLINTON's tenure at DoS she established a personal office in New York
City for the purpose of writing her book and pursing other interests. Several members of CLINTON's
staff from DoS ·oined CLINTON's team in New York. The included: ABED IN HANLEY

(U/ffOUO) When CLINTON's team was formedJ
!established temporary Gmail
accounts for members of the team using the naming convention hrco@gmail.comJ
lhad been
CLINTON'~
at DoS and ABED IN described him as being good with technology. He set
up the email accounts for the team so that they would have something more formal than their personal
emails accounts.
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(U/t'fi'OUO) When CLINTON left DoS she stopped using the clintonemail.com system and started
using hrcoffice.com to formalize her transition. During this same time period, an outside IT company,
PLATTE RIVER NETWORKS (PRN), was hired to maintain CLINTON's email system. ABED IN stated
that PRN was initially hired to manage President CLINTON andl
lemails. It was
then later decided that PRN should also manage CLINTON's email as well.
(U//FOUO) Once the hrcoffice.com system was established CLINTON's staff was provided email
addresses on the new system. ABEDIN stated that
from PRN, assisted with setting
up new accounts for CLINTON's staff.
rovided ouidance on how to use the Microsoft
Outlook based email system. ABEDIN did not know
orl

I

(U//FOUO) Prior to the transition to hrcoffice.com, ABEDIN was advised that the
clintonemail.com system was "going away". ABEDIN stated that she lost most of her old emails as a
result of the transition. She had only accessed clintonemail.com through a web portal and did not have a
method for archiving her old emails prior to the transition. ABEDIN did not know if the system
administrator had archived the mailboxes before the system was taken down.
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(U//FeUO) ABED IN remembered having discussions with HANLEY about creating an archive of
CLINTON's emails. ABED IN belleved that the archive was placed on a laptop so that it could be
referenced while CLINTON worked on her book. ABED IN did not know that the laptop was sent to PRN,
nor did she know what ultimately happened to the laptop. ABED IN was not aware that a copy of the
email archive may have been placed on a thumb drive.

Review and Production of ABEDIN Emails
(U//FOUO) ABED IN provided that she learned that DoS was seeking her emails after she read
about it in the newspaper. DoS wanted ABED IN's emails as part of an effort to ensure that DoS had a
complete record of documents from CLINTON's tenure. ABED IN contacted DoS and confirmed that it
was seeking her emails. She noted that DoS' prior attempts to contact her were unsuccessful because DoS
had an old email account and an old mailing address on file. ABEDIN then turned over her laptop and
Blackberry to her attorneys so that they could conduct the review. ABED IN was not directly involved in
the review and relied on the judgment ofher attorneys. RODRIGUEZ and DUNN stated that they sought
additional guidance from DoS on how the review should be conducted but they never received a response.
RODRIGUEZ and DUNN therefore erred on the side of caution and opted to include anything that they
were unsure about. It was also noted that ABED IN had previously responded to a similar request from the
Benghazi Committee.
(U//FOUO) ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated April 2, 2012, with the subject "MayAsia". ABEDIN confirmed that the email was related to her activities while at DoS and that it would be
considered a relevant record with respect to the DoS request. ABED IN explained that this email was not
produced by her team during the review because she did not have access to her clintonemail.com account
when the review was conducted. RODRIGUEZ and DUNN stated that the request from DoS only sought
records currently in ABED IN's possession so they did not contact PRN to request other relevant records.
(U//FOUO) ABEDIN was not involved in the review and production of CLINTON's email, in
response to a similar request that CLINTON received from DoS. ABEDIN stated that the review was
conducted by CLINTON's attorneys and that she was not consulted during the process.

Private Residences
(U//FOUO) CLINTON's residence in Washington, DC (Whitehaven) had a small office on the
third floor that was converted to a SCIF by DoS. DoS removed the original door and replaced it with a
metal door with a key code lock during the conversion. Inside the SCIF there was a desk where
CLINTON worked and a computer, printer, facsimile machine and a television. DoS also installed a STE,
a "yellow phone" and a video teleconference (VTC) system. ABEDIN provided that the door to the SCIF
was not always locked and that ABEDIN, HANLEY and thel
had
access to the SCIF.

I
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(U/ffOUO) CLINTON's residence in Chappaqua, NY, was also outfitted with a small SCIF that
had the same equipment as the Whitehaven SCIF, less the television set. ABED IN provided that
CLINTON was the only person to use the SCIF and that she routinely used the Cisco telephone to make
calls from Chappaqua because the cellular coverage was not very good there. ABED IN, HANLEY and
all had access to the SCIF.

I

I

(U//fi'OUO) CLINTON received diplomatic pouches each night that contained the briefing
material for the next day's meetings. When CLINTON was in Washington, she would be given the pouch
prior to 1eaving DoS. If the pouch was not ready when she left, or if she was in New York, the pouch
would be delivered to her residence by DS. The pouch would be received by the DS agent stationed at the
house and would then be placed on a bench inside the residence. In Whitehaven, the bench was located
outside of CLINTON's bedroom and in Chappaqua the bench was located near the main entrance.
ABED IN stated that it was less common for the diplomatic pouch to be delivered to Chappaqua because
CLINTON would typically take the pouch with her when she was traveling. ABED IN did not know if
lever received or transported the diplomatic pouch when it was delivered to the residence in
ldid not handle the diplomatic pouch at the Whitehaven
Chappaqua. ABEDIN stated thatl
residence because her shift ended before the pouch was delivered at 5PM.

I
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(U//FOUO) CLINTON typically received the Presidential Daily Briefing (PDB) in person at the
office. When she was not in the office the PDB would be delivered with the pouch or sent via secure
facsimile. If the content was particularly sensitive she might be briefed in person by a CIA officer.
(U//FOUO) CLINTON would periodically receive both secure and unsecure facsimiles at her
residence in Chappaqua. In order to receive a secure facsimile somebody would have to answer the phone
and then wait several minutes for the documents to arrive. Since it was a time consuming process,
would sometimes assist CLINTON by answering or hanging up the facsimile system but he
would leave the documents on the machine for CLINTON or her staff to collect. ABED IN provided that
lwould pick up documents from the non-secure facsimile machine, which was located in a
separate part of the residence. ABED IN stated that they had numerous issues with the secure facsimile
system in the Whitehaven residence and that it was often quicker to have the documents couriered to the
house from DoS.

I
I

I

(U//FOUO) ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated March 20, 2009, with the subject .. Re:
Tomorrow". After reviewing the email ABED IN stated that she knew for a fact that there were times
when
!assisted with the facsimile machine and may have collected documents from the secure
facsimile machine for CLINTON. ABED IN stated that the intention was to have CLINTON do it herself,
but she wasn't very tech savvy and would get frustrated with the process. ABEDIN provided that the team
would also occasionally email things t~
p~
Ito print for CLINTON.

I

Miscellaneous
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(U//FOUJ) ABEDIN provided that when CLINTON needed to contact the President she would
havel
_ caii the oval office to coordinate the meeting or call. ABED IN believed that CLINTON
had the President's email address but ABEDIN did not know what it was. ABEDIN noted that the
President could only receive emails from approved addresses. She recounted that when CLINTON
changed her primary email address they had to notify the White House so that CLINTON's emails would
not be rejected by the server. ABED IN was not sure how often CLINTON emailed the President.
ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated June 28, 2012, with the subject "Re: Congratulations!"
ABEDIN did not recognize the name of the sender. Once informed that the sender's name is believed to
be a pseudonym used by the President, ABEDIN exclaimed "How is this not classified?" ABEDIN then
expressed her amazement at the President's use of a pseudonym and asked if she could have a copy of the
email. ABEDIN provided that she did not go on the trip to St. Petersburg and noted that security protocols
in St. Petersburg were not necessarily the same as they were in Moscow, where they were not allowed use
to their Blackberries.
(U//ffit1t)) ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated January 8, 2011, with the subject "Re: AG
points fromD After reviewing the email, ABEDIN provided that she vaguely recalled the email
exchange and that the original email was sent in preparation for a ca11 between the Attorney General and
CLINTON. ABEDIN stated that she did not have concerns with the content because she was only a
conveyor of the information and that she relied on the sender to properly mark any sensitive information.
ABEDIN reiterated that she did not take it upon herself to question the sender's judgment on how a
document should be marked. ABED IN stated that people at DoS took the handling of classified
information very seriously. She never had any concerns with how classified material was handled by
individuals at DoS. Nor did she ever recall CLINTON expressing concerns over how classified
information was handled.
(U/IFOUO) ABED IN first met SYDNEY BLUMENTHAL in 1996 when she was a junior staffer
at the White House and BLUMENTHAL was a senior official. ABEDIN never worked directly with
BLUMENTHAL but when CLINTON was in the Senate he would send emails for ABEDIN to pass to
CLINTON. ABEDIN did not always forward the messages to CLINTON and BLUMENTHAL eventuaiiy
stopped emailing ABED IN when he realized this. When ABED IN was at DoS, CLINTON would
sometimes send ABED IN emails from BLUMENTHAL for her to print. ABEDIN provided that she did
not read the content of the emails from BLUMENTHAL and had no knowledge of his sources.
(U/t'FOUO) ABED IN provided that she was not involved in drafting talking points while at DoS.
The authors of the talking points depended on the content and were the responsibility of the appropriate
bureau.
(U//FOUO) ABEDIN was shown an email chain dated September 20, 2012, with the subject
"Re:". After reviewing the email ABEDIN stated that it was not common to stash the diplomatic pouch in
the limousine but that it would have been secured by the DS or Secret Service (SS) agents that were with
the car. ABED IN noted that if they were in CLINTON's car there would be two DS agents present and if
they took President CLINTON's car there would be one DS agent and one SS agent.
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(U//FO{JQ) A cofcy of the original interview notes and the NDAs signed by RODRIGUEZ,

DUNN andl

are enclosed in a I A envelope.
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Date of transcription

11/25/2015
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(U//FOUS On November 20, 2015
date ofbirthl
was
interviewed at the~r--------~~----~-iFederal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Special Agents (SA)
After being advised of the identity of the
provided the following
interviewing agents, and the nature of the interview,
information:
(U//FOUO) ....
1 ~----~Goined the U.S. Department of State in ....
l _ _ _ _ ____.land has

held the following positions:
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•
(U//FeUS)I
!described the OpsCenter as the .. eyes and ears" for the Secretary of
State. The Ops Center is staffed 24 hours a day and constantly monitors reporting from Department of
State cables, other government agencies and open source news outlets for information of interest to
Department of State leadership. The Ops Center is also responsible for coordinating communications
between senior leadership and foreign dignitaries. As a Senior Watch Officer (SWO)J'--=-~--=-~-.....1
was the most senior person in the Ops Center and was responsible for overseeing the activities of the
other personnel as they worked to identify and disseminate critical information to the Secretary of State
and Department of State leadership.
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(U//FOUO) There are approximately seven or eight individuals staffed in the Ops Center during a
normal day shift. In addition to the SWO, there are the following positions:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Watch Officer (WO)- The WO is typically a junior civil servant who is responsible for
gathering important information and disseminating it to Department of State leadership as
necessary. They are responsible for answering incoming calls, monitoring cable traffic and
scheduling phone calls for senior Department of State personnel as necessary.
Emergency Action Officer (EAO)- The EAO is responsible for monitoring international
hot spots and other current items of interest for the Department of State. They usually
work with the Crisis Management Support team, which is collocated in the Ops Center.
Ops Specialist- The Ops Specialist primarily performs clerical work for personnel in the
Ops Center. This may include sending and receiving facsimiles or arranging the logistics
of meetings or calls for Department of State leadership.
Consular Affairs Officer- The Consular Affairs Officer is responsible for addressing any
matters relevant to standard consular duties at foreign U.S. establishments.
Diplomatic Security (DS) Officer- The DS Officer is a liaison between the Ops Center
and the U.S. establishments and Regional Security Officers abroad.
Swing Station- The swing station is an extra body that provides support to the SWO and
the watch team as necessary.
Bureau of Intelligence and Research (INR) Representative- The INR Rep is responsible
for acting on behalf of the INR and for liaising with the broader Intelligence Community as
necessary.

(U//FOUO) When urgent information or breaking news, which requires the immediate attention
of senior Department of State personnel, is identified during normal working hours, the Director of the
Ops Center is notified by the SWO. The Director communicates the information up the chain of
command as appropriate. If such information is identified afterhours, the SWO notifies the Deputy
Assistant Secretary (DAS) directly. The DAS will then provide the SWO with b>uidance on how the
information should be transmitted.
tenure as a SWO there were two different Directors for
~-;.;.....""""""'-----""""1"'-a"""s the Director for the majority orl
ltime
~....-_ _ ____.departure,!
became the Director.
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(U//FOUO~

ldid not recall ever emailing the Secretary directly and had no
lonly
knowledge of the Secretary's personal email account or private email server.
recalled receiving a few emails from the Secretary, such as mass emails at the holidays, which she

I
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presumed were sent from a Department of State email account. In instances where she needed to relay
information to the Secretary she would send the information to the Secretary's Chief of Staff (CoS), or to
HUMA ABEDIN.
(U//FOUO)I
lwas shown a copy of the email that she sent on July 3, 2009, with
the subject "Summary of 1055 EDT DPRK Conference Call'', which was flagged by the ICIG as possibly
containing classified information.
!recalled the events surrounding the email and
provided that she was the SWOon duty that day and had been directed to convene a ca11 for key
Department of State officials to discuss the DPRK missile launches. The discussion was based on
afterhours reportin~ from the Intelligence Community that was at least confidential if not classified.
I
_ould not definitively recall what agency owned the source reporting but believed that
it likely came from the Central Inte11igence Agency. I
lwas on the conference ca11 for the
purpose of taking notes but she was not an active participant in the discussion. I
lcould
not recall if the call was on a secure line but noted that it was common for such calls to be held on
unclassified phone lines because not all of the key participants would have access to a secure phone if
they were at home or traveling.
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I

(U//FOU&) Following the call ,I
!was responsible for summarizing the discussion
in the referenced email and then forwarding it to individuals within the Department of State who needed
to be aware of the situation. The email was sent on the unclassified system because not a11 of the intended
recipients had immediate access to classified email accounts.!
lnoted that it was not
uncommon for the Ops Center to send such emails on the unclassified system. The specific content of the
email was based onl
lnotes and her judgment on what should be included in the
summary. There was no formal review of the email, for either its content or for the presence of classified
material, prior to it being sent.
lnoted that the Deputy Executive Secretary was an
Original Classification Authority (OCA) who would on occasion review material for the Ops Center.
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I

(U//FOUO) The email recipients were based on an established ca11 sheet that indicated who should
receive reporting on various topics. Also included were individuals added by the senior leadership.
!identified the email recipients on the above cited email and provided the following
information about their roles at that time:

I

•

'-----------___.was stationed in New York at the time. L..l- - - - - - - '
could not recall her specific position but provided that she held a high ranking function
within the United Nations.

•

I

•

I
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___.bould not recall her

specific position or title.
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• r----------------------~--------------~1
"-·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . l l w e r e staffers for other bureaus within
the Department of State.

n J//EOl JQ) I

Ireviewed the subsequent
em ails in the chain and noted that
111

Iwas the SWOon duty on July 4

Based on the time difference between when the
jbelieved that there may have
been another SWO, or two, on duty between her shift andj
lshift.
lcould
not recall who relieved her at the end of her shift but stated that she would have briefed the incoming
SWOon the conference call and any necessary follow up items that the incoming SWO would need to
address during their shift.

"-c-o-nD-=-e-re_n_c_e_c_a~ll-o_c_c_u_rr...led and when the emails were send

•

I

I

(U//FOUO)
Jprovided that the Ops Center maintains a Watch Log where the
details of any call arranged by the Ops Center are recorded. The log contains basic information about the
call to include the date, time, participants, and in some cases a brief synopsis of the subject of the call.
The Ops Center will log any calls that are facilitated by the Ops Center, which involve the Secretary of
State, or any Deputy Secretaries, Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, or foreign dignitaries. The Ops
Center does not maintain a log for emails sent to, or from, the Ops Center.
(U//EOU01 ,_l_ _ _ _ _ _..,llwas amenable to recontact if necessary.
(U/IFOUO) Agent notes are included in an attached I A.
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(U//FOUO) On May 28, 2016, CHERYL MILLS, date ofbirthl
I
interviewed by Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SA~
and SA
~~-=------=~-=----llat the law offices ofWilkinson Walsh+ Eskovitz, 1900 M Street NW, Suite 800,
Washin,b>ton, DC. Present for the interview was SAMUELSON's counsel, Beth Wilkinson, Partner,
Alexandra Walsh, Partner, and Hal Brewster, Associate. Also present was FBI Section Chief Peter Strzok,
as well as David LaufmanJ
Iandi
lfrom the Department of Justice (DoJ)
Counterintelligence and Export Control Section. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing
agents and the purpose of the interview, MILLS provided the following information:
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(U//fOUO) Immediately after completing her service at the United States Department of State
(State) in 2013, MILLS became personal counsel for HILLARY CLINTON. HEATHER SAMUELSON
joined MILLS' firm, located in Chevy Chase, MD, sometime in 2014.

Transition to Platte River Networks Server

I

(U//FOUO) When the respective offices of WILLIAM and HILLARY CLINTON began a search
for a company to operate and maintain an email server, the CLINTON's financial manager recommended
as a technology broker. There were no security concerns with the CLINTON's thencurrent email server operated by BRYAN PAGLIANO (Pagliano server). The CLINTON's wanted an
outsourced company accountable for the operation of the server. MILLS coordinated the needs for the
serv~ by
ding non-technical ,b>uidance to
which was focused on the end user experience.
Afte
identified several companies as options, the Office of President CLINTON reviewed the
recommendations and selected Platte River Networks (PRN). After PRN was selected to procure,
operate, and maintain the server (PRN server), MILLS negotiated the final cost and addressed privacy
concerns with PRN. Throughout the negotiation process, MILLS consulted with PAGLIANO to ensure
the recommendations of PRN would meet the end user experience guidance she had provided to PRN.

I

prot

I
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I

(U//FOUO) When PRN completed the transition from the Pagliano server, MILLS did not know
ifPRN transferred any email to the PRN Server. Additionally, MILLS did not know what PRN planned
to do with the Pagliano server after the transition was complete.
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Department of State Request
(U//:FOUO) In the Summer of2014, State was in the process of producing materials for the House
Select Committee on Benghazi and raised concerns with MILLS regarding the lack of email for
CLINTON. MILLS met with State personnel!
andl
who told MILLS State had no electronic records for CLINTON, other former Secretaries of State,
and some other State personnel. MILLS understood the issue to be that State's computer systems taped
over backup records after a period of time for all users not on the seventh floor and some users on the
seventh floor. MILLS suggested to State they search State systems for CLINTON's clintonemail.com
address, while State requested MILLS produce CLINTON's email. State provided no initial deadline in
the first meeting and followed up with a letter documenting the request. MILLS understood State's
request to be in relation to the Benghazi Committee and not a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
request.

I

I

I

I

(U//FOUO) CLINTON asked MILLS and DAVID KENDALL to oversee the process of
State CLINTON's em ails from her tenure as Secretary of State. As the process was developed,
L__jadvised MILLS it was CLINTON or MILLS' obligation to filter out personal emails from what
was provided to State. Additionally, if State received all CLINTON's emails involving .gov accounts,
State would not filter out personal emails.
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Collection of Relevant Email

I

(U//FOUO) Late in the Summer of2014, MILLS contacted!
at PRN and
requested all CLINTON's email involving a .gov account from her tenure as Secretary of State. MILLS
bellevedl
search for .gov email encompassed email headers, the body of emails, and any
forwarded ematls. She was not aware of which mailboxes or other potentiallocationsl
searched for email responsive to her request. However, MILLS did not believe!
lwas asked
to search or searched HUMA ABED IN's clintonemail.com account. After preparing a .pst file of the .gov
emails (July Export) based on MILLS' request.!
!discussed different options on the transfer
ofthe July Export with MILLS. to include shipping DYDs, bud
recommended a secure
remote transfer. Based o~
advice, MILLS neither requested nor received DVDs
containing the July Export.

I
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I

I

(U//FOUO) After deciding on the remote transfed
provided MILLS with a link
which provided!
Iremote access to MILLS' computer. MILLS clicked on the initial link,
then clicked an additional acknowledgement givingl
!permission to remotely access her
then transferred the July Export to MILLS' com uter and imported it into
computer. I
Outlook. Once the process was complete, MILLS re
permission and the remote
session was terminated. MILLS did not know where
saved the .pst file on her computer or
if it was encrypted, however, MILLS did recall the .pst file was password protected. Sometime after

I
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MILLS received the transfer, HEATHER SAMUELSON received a similar transfer from PRN. MILLS
never made copies of the .pst file or transferred it to external media.
(U//FOUO) MILLS' Dell laptop (Dell) was the computer that received the transfer described
above. The Dell was primarily used for work, but was sometimes used for personal reasons. It was
connected to the Internet and had up-to-date antivirus software installed. The Dell was not wiped, other
than PRN actions described later, or reset to a factory state. MILLS continued to use the Dell until it was
turned over to her attorney BETH WILKINSON. The Dell is currently in WILKINSON's possession.
(U//FOUO) Shortly after SAMUELSON began reviewing the July Export from PRN, she noticed
there was no email from approximately January 2009- March 2009 in the data rovided by PRN.
MILLS likely reached out tol
regarding this matter. I
told MILLS PRN did not
have any email for CLINTON from the timeframe in question. Since CLINTON was using AT&T for
BlackBerry service during that time, MILLS recalled learning AT&T did not keep email records, but did
not recall when she became aware of that fact. MILLS did not contact any other email service providers,
such as Gmail, because she did not have knowledge of CLINTON using another email service.
Additionally, MILLS did not recall attempting to access an Apple server that was once in operation at the
CLINTON residence in Chappaqua, NY.

I

(U/fF()TIQ) After reviewing a document dated July 28, 2014 referencing a conference call
and PAGLIA NO regarding archived email options, MILLS stated she did
between MILLSJ
not recall the specific conversation. Other than the conversation described above, MILLS did not recall
about the request for CLINTON's email involving .gov
any other conversations withl
accounts.

I
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(U//FOUO) After SAMUELSON began the review of the July Export, but before her review was
complete, MILLS contacted!
land requested a .pst file containing all of CLINTON's email
from her tenure a ecretary to review it for non .gov work related email (September Export). MILLS did
not instruct
to search ABED IN's email and did not know which mailboxes or email
addresses
searched to produce the .pst file responsive to her request. PRN remotely
transferred the .pst file to SAMUELSON, however, MILLS did not recall if the .pst file was transferred to
MILLS' Dell. Other than the July Export and, possibly, the September Export, MILLS did not receive
any other .pst file transfers from PRN. However, SAMUELSON, as the one conducting the review,
sometimes contacted!
directly and received smaller transfers when she identified gaps in .pst
files froml
MILLS never had direct access to CLINTON's mailbox on the PRN server.

I

I

Cull and Review of Email
(U//FOUO) The review methodology employed by SAMUELSON was developed by
SAMUELSON, MILLS and KENDALL, but was executed by SAMUELSON. They did not consider
using any commercially available e-discovery tools for the review and did not consult any individuals
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who were not agents of Clinton during the review process. They also did not discuss how to handle
potentially classified emails during the review because they had no reason to believe any classified
material was contained in the emails. Additionally, no emails were identified as containing potentially
classified or sensitive information, therefore, no emails were removed during the review process.
(U//FOUO) The review process called for all email from CLINTON's tenure to be filtered for
.gov email addresses, relevant keywords, and the names of government officials. The review took
SAMUELSON several months and occurred at MILLS' office in Chevy Chase, MD. SAMUELSON
used her own computer for the review and, as questions arose, SAUMELSON would print any email in
question and ask for guidance from MILLS. Emails that contained a mix of work-related and personal
content were treated as work related. Once the review was complete, SAMUELSON printed the
approximately 30,000 work-related emails identified in the review. The printed copies were then provided
to State in December 2014. SAMUELSON produced an electronic copy of the work-related emails which
was later provided to KENDALL at Wil11ams and Connolly. MILLS was not aware of who produced the
electronic copy provided to the FBI or what the file was named. Other than emails where SAMUELSON
requested MILLS' guidance, MILLS did not review the emails identified by SAMUELSON as workrelated.
(U//FOUO) MILLS was unsure if SAMUELSON encountered duplicate emails during her
review. If she did, MILLS was not involved in any efforts to remove duplicates from the collection
provided to State. Regarding ABED IN's account on clintonemail.com, MILLS did not know why no
email between ABED IN's account and CLINTON's account was part of the production to State. There
was no distinction between the treatment of email to or from ABEDIN's clintonemail.com account and
ABEDIN's state.gov account.
(U//fOUO) After State began reviewing the emails printed by SAMUELSON, Stated advised
MILLS when specific emails were determined to be classified and instructed her to delete the emails in
her electronic copy, then empty her deleted items folder.
(U//FeUe) After reviewing an email dated November 24,2014 referencinr an "urgent call" with
"CESC," MILLS stated she did not recall participating in a call withl
MILLS also did not
recall SAMUELSON having trouble with her connection to the .pst files in the same approximate
timeframe.
(U//FOUO) MILLS recalled a discussion with PRN where PRN explained, because of the way
Outlook functions, it displayed CLINTON's current email address instead of the email address CLINTON
used at the time each email was transmitted. This issue was not resolved and no emails produced to State
were altered.

Deletion of Email
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(U/fFOUO) In late 2014 or early 2015, MILLS contacted!
land requested he remove
all .pst files from her computer. She was unsure if she discussed with PAGLIA NO the software proposed
byl
Ito effect the deletion. In January 2015J
lsent MILLS a link and, in a
process similar to the file transfer process described above, took control of her computer in a remote
session. I
!checked the computer for the requested files and removed them using software
that permanently deleted the files. MILLS did not know if BleachBit was the software used by
After he completed the process, MILLS looked witH
Ito verify the files were
deleted. MILLS did not discuss wiping or deletion software with anyone who was not an agent of
CLINTON at the time, nor did anyone other thanl
I remove files from her computer.
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(U//FOUO) In December 2014 or January 2015, CLINTON decided she did not want to retain
email beyond a 30 or 60 day retention policy, to include access to any historical content. MILLS
contacted!
land conveyed this change, but did not specifically instruct him to remove any .pst
files or archived mailboxes.
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(U//FOUO) In March 2015, after notifying PRN of obligations to preserve materials relevant to
CLINTON's email, MILLS contacted PRN to determine if any backups of CLINTON's email existed
and, if so, where those backups were located. After discussing the matter with PRN, she instructed PRN
to visit the datacenter where the Pagliano server was housed and review it to confirm no records existed
on the old system. PRN could not locate any backup data on the Pagliano server or any of the associated
equipment, however, MILLS instructed PRN to maintain the equipment. MILLS was not aware of PRN
deleting any data related to CLINTON's email in March 2015, nor did she request PRN delete any data, to
include .pst files or Datto backup files. Furthermore, MILLS did not instruct PRN to delete any data
using BleachBit on March 31,2015.
(U//FOUO) MILLS had no knowledge regarding the following topics:
•
•

At the time it was created, an email archive of CLINTON's email, including content from her
tenure as Secretary of State, created by MONICA HANLEY.
lin early 2014.
HANLEY providing the computer she created the archive on tol
!returning the above computer containing the archive in 2014.
Any transfer of clintonemail.com content to hrcoffice.com.
CLINTON's access, or lack thereof, to her clintonemail.com content after CLINTON's
hrcoffice.com email address was created.
HUMA ABEDIN's method for accessing email.
A master copy containing all of CLINTON's email from her tenure as Secretary of State.
PRN email exports from September 2015.

• I
•
•
•
•
•

(U//FOUO) A copy of the original interview notes are enclosed in a I A envelope.
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!U//ftmt1l On t\pril9. ::!016. CHERYL MILLS. was intcrvkwed by Spcciall\gcn! {SJ\}
'---------'l<~nd SAl
lin:;idc the FBI Washington Field Onic~::. 601 ~·!• Street N\V.
Washin!;ton. DC' 205}5. Prcsl.'nt fm·thc interview were MILLS' attorneys lkth Wilkinson. t\lcxanJra M.
Walsh. and I lal Brewster from Wilkinson. Walsh & Eskovitz l.l.P Alsp present was FBI Sec1jqo C!~kf
P~.·tl'l" P. Str;.ok. as wdl us D<tviu Laufillan.l
!from
the: lkpartmcnl of Ju:;ticc (DOJ). Prior to the imervit!w. Wilkinson. Walsh. and Brewster <~greed to sign a
thm-Jisdo~urc agreement in anticipation of vkwing dot.:umcnts during the intcrvil'W th;tt \\ere.· dassilil..'d
<ts pari of a Special :\<.:cess Progntm (S;\PJ.
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(U!/~} Pri~,r to the interview. ag~nts <H.Iviscd MILLS that \\-"hilc it ""as umk-rsloml that the
imcrvkw was hcing limited to the p~rim.l of her Dcpm1mcnt or Stute ( DoS) employment. the.· FBI bdkvcd

ill'Ssctuial to the: inve-stigation to un<.lcrstunJ thl' sort process and the computers uscJ in that proct'ss.
Furthermore. MILLS w~1s advised tht' FBI expected to continue th~o.· interview ulkr the (ktuil:; wcn.:
rcsol n:d hy the annrncys. Afh:r being adv iscd of the identitie-s
the inh.:rvit.·wing agents and thc purposc
tlf tht· intcrvic". Mll.l.S provi<.kd the- lollowing inloml<tlion:

or

(U//~) From 19()2 to 1999. MILLS served in the Whik Houst: as Associate Counsd to the
Prcsidt·nt. From 2002 to 2009. MILLS served as the Senior Vice President and (icncral Counsd at No..'\\
York University. MILLS nlso .served as a consultant to HILLARY R. CLINTON'::; ~008 Prcsidl'llli<tl
Cwnpuign. In 2009. MII.I.S transition<:d wilh CLINTON from the campaign to the Dc.'partm~nt of State
<D~lS). Initially. from January 2009 until May 2009. MILLS servd in a part-time capacity as Acting
Chid' Swn: Sh~ converted to li.rll-tim<: Chief of Staff and Cmmsdor lor Policy rd.ucd 10 Food Sl!curity
•md ll<1iti thereafter. MILLS n:sign~::d from DoS in F~bnwry 201~.

or

tU!/~UOllll!.M:'\ ABHJIN and JACOB SULLIVAN were
l!XL:l'llliv~

•1lso part oi'CLINTON's DoS
· · atT lor Opcratk)ns and Sl il.f.l V 1\N scrwd a~
W' s also assirn~d to Cl.lNTON's ~.::-:ccutin· st~tll ;~s
....JI
!position was s~:paratt: from that of the

staff. .'\BED! N served ·
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1111/~)

MILLS hdd <1 'hlp Sc~n:t/Scnsitive Compurtmcntcu Information (Sl'll ~karann·
\\hilc al DoS. IVIJI.LS bdk·,·cd shl·likdy had .security twining from Diplom<~til· Sl·curity (DS) upon
ri,:cch·ing her ckaranc~. out didn't n:call any spccilk training. MILLS wus not uwurc. llllr was shl..' I..'Yc:r
told. slw was a DoS original dassillcation authority.
(ll//~) MILLS did not recall receiving any spedlk training or guidance wnccrning Fclkral
Rc:l:onls n:kntiun polic~' or procedure during her DoS tenure. hut explained it could h;,tve happened.

(II//~) MILLS' unck.tssilkd DoS email account was \1ilbCD'a 1statc.gm·. This uccmmt was
linkeJ tl• her DoS is~m.·d Blackberry and could also be accessed !'rom her um:lassilicd DoS t:omptltt:r or

rcmotc:ly via n l(lb syskm. MILLS further stated that the DoS f
s not always rdiablt•. and
sometimes "m.:nt down." MILLS mniutain<.:!d a Gmail account.
(i·umail.cum. that she would
usc wh~n she could nol <.ICCl'SS ht•r DoS unclassili\!d m.:count. Said Gmail account wus the only pcrsomtl
<u.:couut nscd by MILLS dming her DoS h:nurc.

b6
b7C

lll//ffillO) MILLS "vas abk 10 switch over to a classified network in her DoS orticc. Sh~: was
tmsurc as to wh3t level of dassilic:ltion said nc:twork wuld handle. but knew that it cou!J <ll kast hanJk

material dcdnn:J as Secret.
1Ui/I'OL!~) When Ml LLS n~l.'dcd tn review Top Secret materials. int(mnation was provided to her
in rcrs{lll and taken ;tway alkr she n:vkwcd the mutcrials. MILLS was nut l~unili<tr with the .I \~'I('S
S\ sh.·m. and \\'US IK>I sun: who may han.: had a JWl('S <.K'l'Ollll! at l>oS.
{U!/~) MILLS was askcJ to revi~w an email datl:d 6!--V20ll and with the su~j~d linc"Googk ~lll<lil hacking ;md woeful stale: ol\:iviliantcchn,llogy." In rcspons~o· to tht:~:mail. MILLS stated
she did not recall the ~mail. hut the contclll was not unltuniliar to ht:r. MILLS remembered hl!aring that

hackers may have been targeting Gmail accounts. and furthcr recalled somebody suggt:sting her account
mav have bl!t'n targctl!d. but she wns unsure of who provid~d her with this inlormatinn.l
lthc originator of said r.:mail. trnvdcd a lot and had frc.:qucnt diflkultics signing into the
DoS w:twork. so it was common l(lr her to usc personal email.

l

I
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(li/!I"OL'O} Agents asked MILLS to review aDoS cablL' dated 6/28/2011 with thl! su~jl..'ctlinc
1\cc\llmts." Ml Ll.S did not recall the cabk hut stated that it '"'·as probably
wnnt:ct~o·d to the 6/4/20 II t:mail she previously reviewed. MILLS did not hdicvl' th~.· rcl~n:nc\!d cabk
rcsult..:d in ~~ "perfect"· change of behavior in regards ll> the us~ ol' personal email a(;counts by DoS
"Sc~uring Pt!rsonal !!-mail

cmploy~.·cs.

(ll!i~> MILLS was ash·J to review an cmail uut~d 7i~2!20 II with the suhjl.!ct line "Dr<lft
lligh-l.t·vd Nurralivc anJ \V()f'k Plan fNulc Usc of Pcr.sonai/Gmailj." MILLS sl<ltL·r.l.sh~.· ..did not recall
wluu she me•mt by (\\-Tiling.) 'Note l lsc l)f Pcrsonui/Gmail.'.. in the su~jcct lin.:.
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(U//~)

The only mobile DoS dc:vk:c MILLS was issued was a Blackbl!rry. Most. but not •1ll.
p\!opk at DnS w~rc assigned a Blackbc:ITy_ MILLS was not assigned a mobik secure plwne. out she was
al'll~ to dw~k unc out tl·om the: DoS communication tc:am il/when nel!dcd.
(LI//POU6) MILLS diJ not travd with CLINTON as oli~n as /\8 EDIN m1Uft,r Sll LLI V1\ N.
MJ 1.1 .S only travt.•lcJ with ('LINTON on occasion when she ,·isit~d Carihhcan. African. or South
American countries. When CLINTON tr~wdcd. MILLS ordinarily stayed b~ck in Washington. DC. w
manage DoS in hl.'r absence:. MILLS rcc.:alkd rccdving trawl bridings from [)S prior to her DoS n:l<lll:d
IT<In:l.
IUI/~J MILLS was involn:d "vith the tc<tm that helped CLINTON transition\{) OtlS. MILlS
rnlc was to hdp CLINTON idl!ntil)· the priorities sh~ wnntl!d to address as s..·crctary. MILLS also
id~.:lllilh:d individuals li1r CLINTON's stall~ MILLS ti.1rthcr SCI\\ her r<.>k as hdping CLINTON "balunc._,
her lili: in regards t<.> the transitkm:· Mll.I.S had no recollection hdng invoJV~.·d with Jiscussions
concl..'ming the slrm:tun: of Cl.lNTON's lnt(>rmation Technology 1rn plall~>rm during ~~r ali..·r th~
mmsition.

or

(U//ffit:t'e") /\gents asked MILLS to review two emails ti·om Fl!'brumy 2009 with the suhjcct lines
"l 1pdak•'' und '"Rccap ·- Mc~:ting rc:Biackberrics.'' While MILLS did not recall the :>pcdlk cmails. she
stm..·d she n:callcd th\.' is::mc tho.: cmails rd~rcnccJ. MILLS explained CLINTON used <1 Blm;kbcn·y to
cmnmunicutc prior to coming h.l DoS. CLINTON was not computer savvy and thus was not accustomed
It) using a computer. so d'lorts were made to try to figure out a system thai would allow CLINTON w
opt•ratl.' as sh..- diJ bd~xe DoS. CI.INTON Jid not have a l:omputcr in her DoS otlicc. MILLS rc(:alkd
hearing thm the N~ttional Sl'curity Agency (NSAJ hud s~;"curc Bia(.:kbcn)' t~dmology that wuukl nllow l~>r
th..- usc of such tkviccs in :t SCI F. MILLS rct)Uestcd DoS communication und security pl'rsonnd ro.:st'<~rch
the possibility of impl~mcnting ::mid l~chnology at DoS. Ultimately it was decided that although tht.·
tt.•chnolog.y l.'xistcd. it was not lcusiblc to imph:mcnt the same tcduwlogy at DoS.

( U!'~) Whc:n asked what her understanding w~1s in n.·gurds to who the six propos..:d sccun.:
ust•rs Wl'r~o' at DuS, as n.:l~renccd in the email. Mll.I .S explained thm the goal was lO obtain the
tcdmulog~· ll.>r CLINTON bccuusc ::;hi.' did not hav~ 3 computer. MfLLS w<.~s not nwan: of' who ds..· ut
DtlS may h;.~v..- rcct.·ivcJ a s.:curc Bluckb..:rry had the technology been approwd li.1r us~ at DoS.
Blackb~rry

{U/1~) Th~ cxc~utin: suite ut DoS was termed .. Mahogany Row:· b..:causc ofth.: wood
JXtnding throughout the space. Mahogany Row was a SCI F. so the use ol' Blackberrks was not
amhorizt•d. MILLS wus not t:uniliar with waivers issut:d to previous Secretaries oi"Slalc. whi~h allmwd
li:lr usc ot' Blackberries in aDoS SCI F.

( l.I//I'OU<~ !'vtl Ll.S was <tskcd to review a March 200l) lJoS M~mo with the ::;ubj~ct lint: .. lis<.' of
l~k1ckberrics in M•1hogany Row." The mt:mo, from FRIC J. 130SWELL. was <.~ddrcsscJ to MILLS.
~·lll.l.S st•ttcd she "did mll recall th..: mt.:mo. hut it wos not unl~uniliar." MILLS bdievcd the memo was in
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rt·sponSt' to imtuirics and discussions hdd ~arly on in CLINTON's OoS tcnur~ concerning tht: possible liSt.'
of Bl•tckbcrrics in st.•nsitiw DnS spac~:s. However. MILLS fi.trthl'r ~xplaincd that CLINTON ~nd hcr
c:xccutiw staff did not usc Blackbc:rrics on Mahogany Row bccall:>c they w~n: tWYcr mnhorizcd to do so.

l'ullliuualu•u vf FU-3U2 nl'

( ll//~) When CLINTON \V<lllted to emaiL she would have t(.l lcaw Mahogany Ruw to
rc:tri\.'\'C and usc hl:.'r Blth.:kbc:rry. Wht:n CI.JNTON was inside of DoS llcadquarters. most inlormation
wus rd<~ycd to hl'r litcc tu l~tct.• or on the phone. CLINTON also liked to rccl!ivt! uno read <1 lot nr
in!\1rmation in paper documents. which is why she would often Ji.,rward cmuils to her ext·<.:ut iw stan· with
instructions to print. Mil .I.S was not aware of anyone other than CLINTON who hmi ~u.·c~.·ss to
('LINTON\ email accounl.

{li//I'OUO) MiLLS was not aware ofCl.INTON ~:vcrbcing issued aDoS Bh1ckb~rry.non:oukl
she re<:~tll ~my oflicial rcqucst made lor CI.INTON to receive on~!. Agents asked MII.I.S to rcvil·w an
email datl.'d 800/2011 with the sul~icct line "Communications." Aft~r vic-wing the email. MILLS .stated
thut slw bdicvcu the exchange was in rclcrcnce to conv~rsutions about communication issu~s during
llurricunc Irene. MILLS rccalkd CLINTON's l'tnail was down during that time. Agents asked MiLLS
wlmt wus meum in the email by discul>sing the creation of a OoS email account that could "mask her
idl·ntity. hut whkh would als(• be subject to FOlA n:quests." MILLS explained sht: <.tssumcd "masking
her identity" was in rdcrcncc to the ability to give CLINTON u pseudonym so her <.lcct•unt wa') not
l)bvious to outside parties. MILLS ulso cxpluin~:d she thought that the FOIA n:l~n:nc\.' meant that
<.'I.INTON's cmails from the potential account would be subjc:ct to fOIA it' the filing pa11y knc_w the
pscudvnym.
( li!/I'Oll(?o} Agents <tskcJ MILLS to review an email dilled l/:!4/2009 with the subject line "Scri~s
ofQuL·stions... MILLS slated she rccalkd the context ofth~ cmuil. As M£1.LS prcYiously mentioned.
CLINTON did not know how to us~ a computl.!r. so the suggestion of a stand <lion~: computer for
CLINTON wus not <tn uppmpriate s~)lution.
(l!//~)

CLINTON's ollkc was connected to MILLS' oflicc. so she Wlmld gl..'ncmlly walk into
CLINTON's ollicc to share information MILLS recdved Ji·otn relevant cmails. MILI.S wanted to t:rc<ttC
the bL·st llow
information to the Secretary possibk. MILLS stated she had no g~neral concerns on how

or

DoS business was handled on unclassified systems.

(U//I'OUO) When CLINTON lirst came to DoS. she was using an email account •1ssociat~d with
hc.:r /\ r&T Blm:kbcrry (hrl)'u:<ttt.blackbi.'ITV.IlL'I}. and a lew months later. CLI~TON transitiunl'd owr to
th~ '£i;dintonc:mail domain. MILLS Ji(lll()t know why CLINTON transitioncd. hut was uwarc oftlw
transition bccausl.' shc was nutiticu of the.: change in CLINTON's \.'mail address. M ll.l.S further slat._.i.J sill·
W<~s not uwun: ofmtyon.: at the time. from DoS or otherwise. who \\:IS rc.:sponsihh..· fur the c.:mail transition.
( l ::J~) It was Mll.l.S' pra~til:t.• to use her Statc.g.ov ~!mail when conducting DoS business.

-~~~L...-------'+
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(U//~1

MILLS was twt uwnr~ o!'any dTorts to archivt: cmails l(lr l~dcral r\.·cords n:ll•nlivn
n:quir~m..-ms or ()thcnvist· whik she was at DoS. MJLl.S m<ty have had conversations with BR Y;\N
PAGI.I:\NO concl!rning the Fc<.kral Records /\ct. but she was not sur\!. MILL~ met with PA<.iLI/\NO
l'rcqtK'ntly. MILLS did not r~call any conversations withl
lconl""pllo.l·ru.nwinw'IO.'---..,
CLINTON's usc of a private Sl"rvcr and/or the Fcd~:ml R~:cord:> Act. MILLS slated that...
name was l(tmiliar. but she did not recall any interactions she may lutvc had wirh him.

j-------'
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(ll//~) MILLS n:calkd C:Lil\:TON using an iJ>ad to review news <lrtides. MILLS did nol
kn{)\\' if ('J.INTON used her iPad to email. MII.I.S wus not aware of how many iPads CLINTON may
han.· hud during her DoS tenure. MILLS did not recall CLINTON using a "tlip phone ... MILLS was on I~
<1\\Hn..' ol'om! mohih: plmnc numbt:r f(,r CLINTON.

tU//1'0\.10) MILLS did not n:call any t~mp~)rary ~mail ac<:ounts or phone numb~rs b.:ing sr:t up
liH· CJ.INTON during llurricanc Sandy.
(l.l/1~) MILLS did not kam CLINTON was using <1 private server until atkr ("1.1!'\TON's
DoS t~nun:. MILLS stat.:tl she was not even sur!! sh~ knew what u server was at the tim..:. MILLS had llll
in!iight as tu who came up with th4..' idea or using the private server. nor was sht• aware
wh(.l madt' the
!ina! decision to us..: said server. llowcwr. MILLS bdicvcd the idea was to "'piggyback.. on the already
existing server being utilized by President WILLIAM J. CLINTON. MILLS stated tlmtthcre may have
bccn tcchniciil people at DoS who wen: aware the Secretary was using a private server. but MILLS wa~
only specul;1ting. MILl .S was not aware of any DoS procedures to approve th~ setup and USL' of a prh·ah:
scrvt·r hy CLINTON.

or

why

( Ui/rOUO) ABE DIN ulso had <tn account on the dintoncmail.wm donmin. Mil .I.S wa~ not sure
wus not on~rcd an ;.tccounl on th~ clintoncmail.com d(.lJn<tin. but stated that she was now ··glad

sh~o·

(shd did not have one."

Slah:d

( l'i/~) Mll.l.S was not Hunili:rr with the email address hr15·,t:o.ttl.~inl!ubr.n~t. MILLS alsu
gmaii.Clllll whik at

sh~: W~IS ..nut <m·an: or the email ae~ountl

ttl

Oos:·
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(lii.'J'OlJO) It was MILLS' bdidthut th~o• front ollkc at DoS had a strong undl.!rstanding ol'th~
n\!cd 10 maintain lc<.kral records. Agents asked Mll.l.S to review an email dated 11111 !20 12 with the
subject ..Signi ficnnt FOI :\ Rt•port." A ftcr reviewing the cmai I. MILLS stated shL· W<IS not sun.· if she wa~
involvcu in the FOIA request tiled by Citizl!ns lor Responsibility ;.md Ethics in Washington (CREW) as
discussed in the emaiL MILLS further l!xplaineJ th~rl" was a largl.! volum~ of FOil\ re4ur:sts while she:.·
was at DoS. DoS Executiv~s were made :.swore ofsignilicant FOIA requests. but it was not typical tor
Mll.I.S to r~:spond to FO!A becnus~ ··it wus not in h~.:r r~o·alm:· MILLS also statc.-J she "'couldn't say wlw
(at DoSJ FOIA rcspons..:s tell on ...
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or

( U//~) MILLS did not haw kn\.w.:lcdgc of any backups or migrations
clinton('mail.com
uccounts. nor was sh~ aware of who migh1 have knowledge of such ewnts. MILLS w~L<; nnt aware of :my
~mails being deleted or wiped from CLINTON's priYntc email scrwr prior to CLINTON le<.~ving DoS.
( U/II"OLIW Agents askt!d MILLS to review an email dated 10/13/2012 with th~o: subject line "'This
am <!rcen on_ Blu~.-- A.tt~r reviewing the ~maj!_ MI,JL_S stated s~c rcmcmbcn.-d the eY~n~. but no_t the
nught haw forwarded her the cmmltn question. but
spec! lie ~mUll. MILLS dtd not know why
m;sunK'(.I it was "b~causc ht.> wanted hcr to read it:· MILLS also noted the <.·mail was sent on <l S<iturdaY. so
she was probably not in the office to r~ccivl! the information din:ctly
MH .I S further ·
.statl.'J .she Jid not haw any concerns over the classification of tlw content of the email. nor that il was sent
\'ia <Ill undaxsi lied '-"mai I.

froml

I

( U//fflt:i6) Agents <lskcd MILLS to review an email dated 2/20/:!0 II with the subject line
"j:oiJow Up to Davutol.!lu Call.'' Aller reviewing the cmail. MILLS stat<:d shl' did not rc:callthc: •.:mail. nor
could she spt:ak as tul
lrc:ason for drafting the email and sending it t\> her. Mll.I.S
t'unher '-·xpl<tincd if the media was interested in a story tdatcd to
vmuld haw notili\.·J
:vllLLS n;gardlcss ol' the sensitivity.

DoS.I

(ll/ff'OUO~
"r<.~diatiun-

w

I

w .•1

w.·~·oil.·..LiolO~.IoLI.li~~..L..---------IL.,

she··.

MlLLS stated
wlmt she meant when sh<: typed ··sending lor info not for forwarding" bdore sharing
wilh CLINTON. MILLS had no conc\:ms over hC'r decbion to forward the email on to
STEPHEN MULL. or CLINTON.

I
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/\gents <lsked MILLS to review an email dated 3/1~1:2011 wi\U-J~J..~~,;_;j,JJJ.W.OJ.;.L.LLI.I!.:....--,

fyi." After n.·vicwi 1 • he en· il. MILLS st<.ttcd she

l
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II
email

l

I

JMILLS recalled bdng read into Special Access Programs
IS.'\Pl <lunm.! ller lJo:S tenure. but <ltu not recall the soecitics concemin2. the S/\Ps or read-on oroccss.
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\U) ~)MILLS was asked to r~vicw an email date~"""""'"'"'"""""""'.........~~.~.....,_~o~o~o~o....o~.~oo*'
n:m.lin• thc cnutil MILLS slated the! .:mail ori9,f.l.·!!:ia!l:te~..t..L!.W.II----,....-:---;-..I...ll:~:.~.&~..l..ll~...l.l.l~
r-------"'1-:"":T'Ir-:-"r."""~~.....,..--~-.--.----tan later.....__~~-.~-~~-.-.--~~-·
MILLS stated s w was "not surpnsed to sec an email like this.'' She ti.1rthcr stated thut
.__m_}t~h~il-lg-,~it-l~lh_c_c...~·mail concerned her in regards to its <:lassilication. MILLS was not sure whyL.J_""T"":'T:"""''""l'o:-'
would h:.1vc sent the c:muil string to MILLS' Gmail account rather than to MII.I.S' DoS account. MILLS
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further stated she did not recall if it was common to receive emails similar to the email in question in her
Gmail account. MILLS was not aware of a formal process for providing notification of concurrence
related to a High Value Target (HVT) to DoS Headquarters.

(U//fOUO) Agents asked M£LLS to review an email dated 12/27/2011 with the subject "(SBU)."
After reading the email, MILLS stated that she had no concerns regarding the classification of the email
and her decision to forward CLINTON the email she received from
MILLS explained the
goal was to observe what was going on in local media at the time, and she believed the email was related
to that purpose.

I

I
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1

!Agents asked MILLS to revie'1' an email datedJ
with the titleI
Iand another dated I
Iwith the title[
rThe first
the two emails was sent on the DoS Secret netwo k wherea t e latter o t e two d
ents was sent via
unclassified DoS email. Both emails pertained to
MILLS
stated that she did not recall the originator of the document
~--~~~~--~--J
remember the email, nor how the information contained in the email would have been relayed to
CLINTON. At the prompting of her counsel, MILLS also stated she received between 400 and 700
emails a day while at DoS, and thus could not remember specific emails. MILLS stated she could not
confim1 if the information contained in the email a ents asked her to review would have been rela ed to
C JNTON.
MILLS did not have
~----------~--------~~~--~--~~--~~~----------~~
any concern over the content of the information in the email being sent on an unclassified system.

ot

(U//f?OUO) MILLS was involved in the development and draft process of some DoS policy
memos, but it depended on the topic. Agents asked MILLS to review two of the same email dated
l 0/4/2009 with the subject "Draft Holbrooke Team" and an attachment titled "Pak Paper I 003dcjjs.docx." One of the two emai1s was redacted by DoS in response to FOIA production, whereas the
other was shown in an non-redacted format. MILLS stated she did not recall the infonnation contained
in the email she reviewed. MILLS did not know who would have drafted the memo. MILLS stated she
was not fan1iliar with the
!Report."

1
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(U//FOUO) According to MILLS, something might start in an unclassified format at DoS, but later
be reclassified at a higher level when that information related to po)icy matters. MILLS was not sure who
at DoS made the detennination to change the classification.
(U//FOUO) MILLS did not recall any instances wherein she had concern over the way sensitive or
classified information was handled at DoS. MILLS also did not recall any instances wherein CLINTON
shared (with MILLS) any concerns over the way sensitive or classified information was handled at DoS.
(U//fOUO~ A

copy of the original interview notes is enclosed in a !A envelope.
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HEREIH IS U}!CLASSE'IED
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription

2/2/20 I(,

(U//FOUO) On February 1, 2016, STEPHEN D. MULL, DOBJ
Iwas interviewed by
landl
Hn his office
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent~
at the United States Department of State (DoS), 320 21 51 Street NW, Washington, DC, Room 3417A.
After being advised of the identities of the interviewing agents, and the purpose of the interview, MULL
provided the following infonnation:
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(U//FOUO? MULL is a career DoS Foreign Service Officer. From 2009 until June of201 0, MULL
served as a Senior Advisor to the Secretary of State on Political Affairs. In June 2010, MULL was
appointed DoS Executive Secretary, a position in which he served until October 2012.
(U//FOUO) MULL later served as the United States Ambassador to Poland from November 2012
until September 2015. Thereafter, MULL was appointed to his current position, Coordinator for Iran
Nuclear Implementation.
(U//FOUO) As Executive Secretary, MULL oversaw the entire DoS Executive Secretariat in
regards to infonnation processing, crisis management, travel support, and Information Technology (IT).
MULL was more specifically tasked with overseeing the formal processing of information to and from the
Secretary of State, HILLARY CLINTON, and her executive staff, to include the DoS Operations Center.
This also included providing both mobile and in office IT support to the Secretariat.
(U//FOUO) While serving as Executive Secretary, MULL had very little direct interaction with the
Secretary of State. MULL mostly interacted with the Secretary's Chief of Staff (COS) CHERYL MILLS.
(U//FOUO) Everybody in CLINTON's front office, except CLINTON herself, was on the
Principal Officer Electronic Messaging System (POEMS) system. MULL communicated with
CLINTON's executive staff via POEMS. MULL was not aware how messages sent to CLINTON's
executive staff were relayed to CLINTON, but assumed they were orally briefed.
(U//FOUO) MULL was aware CLINTON was using a personal email account while at DoS.
However, MULL had no role in setting up or maintaining CLINTON's personal account. MULL stated
he did not know if the use of personal email accounts was common practice for previous Secretaries of
State. MULL was not aware of a DOS policy at the time prohibiting the use of personal email accounts or
servers. MULL further explained as Executive Secretary, he was responsible for overseeing the formal
communications of the Executive Secretariat, but would not have been involved with providing and/or
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maintaining information communication platforms. MULL did not know who assisted CLINTON in
setting up the private email account and server she utilized at DoS. MULL did not know who was
responsible for maintaining CLINTON's personal mobile communications devices, nor who was
responsible for making sure the installation and use of said devices were within DoS policy.
(UI/FOUO) Early into CLINTON's tenure as Secretary, MULL recalled being contacted by either
MILLS or HUMA ABED IN who asked about the possibility of the Secretary using an iPad to receive
communications in her office. MULL recalled following up on their iPad inquiry, but explained he
believed it was ultimately decided that CLINTON could not have the iPad in her office because of
restrictions associated with her office being a Sensitive Compartment Information Facility (SCIF).
(U//FOUO? MULL never observed CLINTON using a mobile device in her office, but recalled
seeing a picture of CLINTON using her Blackberry device on her DoS plane. MULL was unaware if
there was any prohibition concerning the use of a Blackberry on the DoS plane.
(U//FOUO) MULL assumed Bluetooth capabilities were disabled on DoS issued mobile devices.
MULL was not sure if CLINTON's private devices were confib'Ured the same way.
(U//FOUO) Agents asked MULL to review an email titled "S Communications," dated 8/30/2011,
wherein it appears MILLS and ABEDIN ask MULL about the possibility of the Executive Secretariat
issuing CLINTON aDoS Blackberry to use while her personal Blackberry was malfunctioning. MULL
recalled informing ABEDIN and MILLS that while the Executive Secretariat could issue a DoS device,
the DoS issued Blackberry would be subject to FOIA requests. MULL further recalled it was eventually
decided CLINTON no longer needed the DoS device, and thus her request for a DOS Blackberry was
never fulfilled.
(U//FOUO) MULL recalled receiving information from DoS Security~..!_ _~-~-----'
sometime in 2011, indicating there was concern over the possibility that some personal email accounts of
DoS employees were hacked. MULL specifically recalled hearing CLINTON's Deputy Chief of Staff
(COS) JACOB SULLIVAN's personal email account was amongst those compromised.
~s
currently assigned to the U.S. Embassy inl
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(U/t'FOUO) MULL also provided the following names of individuals at DoS who had knowledge
of CLINTON's IT setup during her tenure as Secretary of State:

~//f'OUO~

Iwho worked under MULL was the~...l- - - - - - - - - '

L______Jfor the Secretary and her executive staff.

(U//FeYO) TULINABO (TULI) MUSHING! was the DoS Deputy Director for Administrative
Support and supervised the DoS Mobile Communications Team. MUSHING I is now the United States
Ambassador to Burkina Faso.
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(U//Fet:Je) JOHN BENTEL managed the DoS POEMS system.

(U//FOUO) A copy of the original interview notes are attached in a 1A envelope.
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was interviewed at his office at The
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Washington, D.C
mobile telephone numbe...,·_ _ _ _ _""by Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) Special Agents (SA~
lan
After being advised of the identity of
the interviewing agents, and the nature of the interview
provided the following information:
(U//FOUO)I
berved as the
at the U.S.
Department of State, under the former Secretary of State HILLARY CLINTON froml
luntil
'
lis a self described "CI intonista., His
the end of CLINTON's term in February of2013. I
relationship with the CLINTONS dates back tol
Iunder President Clinton. In 2009.1

(U//fOUO) As t.l"""he..;.&. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....&......;.....;;....;.;....~
and was responsible for
ny current
to generate unclassified
Department of State matters. Eac mornm
talking points and responses to
This process often required the team
to reference classified reporting to ensure that they had the proper context when formulating the response.
The talking points were generated on the low side and were often based on reporting from the relevant
country desk officer. Desk officers were responsible for coordinating information with external agencies
as necessary, and were knowledgeable in how to protect sensitive sources and methods within their
reporting.
(U//FOUO) Composing unclassified talking points required a continuous and conscious effort to
evaluate if a given piece of information was derived from a classified or unclassified source. =--~--_.
described this process as an ongoing dilemma that they had to work through- How do you talk about
diplomatic conversations in the public sphere without getting into details that may be confidential or
protected? However, he noted that, they had grown up in this environment and knew how to separate
classified information from unclassified statements.
~rovided that he and his team had
received training on the handling of classified information.
'='I
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worked ver

with CLINTON and would meet with her four or
five times a day to ensure that
ere consistent with
initially traveled with CLINTON and then when
the thoughts and statements of CLINTON.
she became comfortable with the position he stopped traveling to manage his team in Washington D.C.
would typicaiiy communicate with CLINTON via the Ops Center when she was traveling.
described CLINTON as a "paper person" noting that she preferred paper documents over
e ect o c communications but he would email CLINTON when necessary. In these instances he would
usuaiiy send the email to CHERYL MILLS who would either forward the message to CLINTON or
respond on her behalf. On occasion he would email CLINTON directly.
ldid not receive any
formal guidance on what, or when, to email CLINTON directly. This dectsiOn was based on his
judgment.
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(U//FOUO)
in the recent CLINTON
email releases, many of which were related to the posting of diplomatic cables by Wikileaks in 2010. In
April of 201
~rst began to get a sense of Wikileaks as it beoan to post Denartment of
Defense information. Then in November of201 0 he was notified byl
~hat the New York Times was preparing to publish a large num'-:-be_r_o~f:=-d"!":'i-pl=-o-m_a_t":"'"ic_c_a-=-b-=-le-s~i-n_ ____.
~on with a Wikileaks release. Over the next several monthsl
~ad regular contact with
L_____J as well as
to discuss cables that there about to be
released. Upon receiving a media inquiry or a notification of an upcoming release,(
c=Jwould review the cable(s) in question and then make requests to the media outlet(s) to omit or redact
specific information that was deemed sensitive for operational or diplomatic reasons. These requests
were not always honored an~
estimated that they had a .250 or .300 batting average. The
Department of State had a rule by which they would not discuss any classified information in the cables
but in instances where the cable was being incorrectly portrayed, or could easily be misconstrued by the
reader,l
lwould provide additional unclassified background information to set the proper
~outinely worked with MILLS, and any agency that had an equity in
context for the cable.
the specific cable, to formulate the response to the media outlet.

oJ
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(U//FOUO) Wikileaks, and other media leaks, posed a difficult problem for the Department of
State because the information was already outside of the control of the Department of State and was often
about to be published. While the Department of State could say nothing in response to a media
notification or inquiry, the stance of the Department of State was to play defense and try to limit the
potential damage by engaging the media outlet and providing a justification for why sensitive information
should be omitted or redacted.

I

I

(U//FOUO)
first became aware of CLINTON's private email account when he
received an email where "H" was the sender. He initially thought the email was spam but upon reading
the message quickly realized that it was from CLINTON. Aside from the ambib'Uous username,
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lwas not surprised that CLINTON was using a personal email account because it is a common
practice within the Department of State.l
had no knowledge about the setup of CLINTON's
private server but assumed that Under Secretary PATRICK KENNEDY and MILLS would have been
involved in that process.

I

I

(U//FOUO)
lhad no concerns about how CLINTON handled her communications
during her tenure as Secretary of State. Nor did
have security concerns about anybody on
CLINTON's team. He did not recall any instances where classified information was intentionally sent to,
or from, CLINTON's email account. However, with respect to the emails on Benghazi, he noted that in
hindsight some of the content should have been classified even though they did not believe it was
classified at the time it was sent.
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(lJ//FOUO) Due to the sensitivity of the matter, the interviewing agents verbally re:uested that
~....-_ _ __.lkeep the interview and the nature of the discussion confidential.
yerbally
agreed that he would not discuss the interview with other parties.
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(U//Fei*>)._l_ _ _ __.jwas amenable to recontact regarding this matter, if necessary.
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(U//FOUO) Agent notes are included in an attached I A.
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L__j w:.ts intl!rvicwc<.l by Spc:ciul Ag~m (SA) J
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ol}kc: ~n N~~ Yll!'b: NY A
being a<.lvis~d of th\! identities of the intervkwing agents und the purpose
ol the tntc:rv1cw ..
.Provid~d the lollowing inlormution:

(Uilf1m;oJ

Iwas thd
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Prior to his tenure!
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I
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l;nlhl~in1•

bis [£.. 1ir,~nlS.::IH I

II

~~rvl.!d

as a v: ~itino • Ptnff..:..,ml

s currently I

,__________________.(a non-government orgamzahon (NGO) .
.,:.:.:.:::..:.;:;.:;,j=.:.:.:..=~~=~~=~~=::.&...-.,__....Jhad very limitt.·d interaction
with thl' Scactary of State.
assessed h~ likdy unly met
Sccn:tary llli.Li\R Y R. CI.INTON in person on six occasions. These contacts oc:curn:d whcnl
travch:d huck to Washington. DC li.)r various meetings. or wh~n the Secretary visitcdl
l'urthc:r asscssl.'d that during the same time: period he: only spoke with Secretary CI.lNTOI" via tt'lcphom:
also participated in monthly Secure: Vi<ko T._·kconl\!r~·nccs (S\'TC)
on two to tlul!c occ:asions.J
with the Sc~o:r\!tmy.
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(ti//I'Ot.!O)I
I was never in direct cmaj! contact with Sccrt!tary CLINTON ;md did not
kno\\' Sc:crc.•t;u·y CLINTON's cmuil <.tddr~ss. Whcnl
n~edcd to rday a quick message b<tck to
DoS llcudquartcrs. he would generally email direct with Deputy Secreta 'of Stat\! JACOB SULLIVAN
or th\.' Spl!cial Rcpn:scntat i w to i\lghjio·....,.I.Woil......o~.~~o~""""--~ilolllol..ill,l,l;~w.~o~~.....,.~'""'"'-ll.........__ _ _....,.~.o.~.~o~........Ool.ollw.~o~......,.......,
incluJcd RICIIARD IIOLBROOKE.
und
lso sent a regular Secre-t ~.:able to Secretary CLINTON once a
Wt>c:k. On run: occasions.
mnv how .~mailed the SRAP office or SULLIVAN via und<~ssili.:J
.:mail to akrt them to a dnstfis..d
Jwas not sure how intormation he provided was bri\.'lcd
h> Sc<:rctary CLINTON. bu _
_-·assum~d the SRAP would brief at the kvd they saw fit ...
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lht.' •lunun.:-nl ,·uman1s n.-ilh\'r r.:,mnmo:ndaliuus nur ,·,m.:lusiuns ul'llt\' FBI. II is lh\' pmp<'rly uf the FHI ;ulllts l•l;m.:tlw ~ llllf :O!!""'~. i1
au,lrl~ .:unto:nb an: nu11u "'-' di,;t:·ihutl.'tluubiJc ~ uur ag.:m:~.

~~·l,___ _ _ _ _____.itrbl
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(l.l/li'OLIO) There

w~rl! tim:~ main ways ....l ___.....~lcould report intormation buck to DoS
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ll~o:<~<h.jtl\lrtcrs:

I. Cable
2. Classilicd c:nHtil - ustwlly t<>r lats:ral information to other Amhas:mdors or 10 the: National
s~curily Counci I and
3. Undassilictl c:mail - for day to day interaction

I

(s,ttttJ

lwhjls: bel

srwrja[ accc:ss tJrogram~ {SAPs)l

~--~1

I

lrlid llld ···•II bill'iD• """''"" 10

I

jnlo

~
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or a Top s'""" networljL--------1
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IW;);) read
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--·----·--···On Jl3110/2_lli.!!_. l':o!(.: ___ .1 _ _
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r--...L.l.J/J.Ill:II:I:ftlL_ _,__Jw~•s asked t<) review mi'"t.;:.c:.:.m.:.:a:.:.i~l'-""T'"----":""""------:-Iwilh the subject

line

.lpon reviewing thl! email.
to .S~'t'

it nnd

pr~lcr

commented "wow... I don't recall this

no! to comment."

I

r----..!<.1.1J.J.l :t:j'l~-fC:Il~l~!E:::!l:l.>Ll_ _ _....JI.l!w~as subS<:(.[Uently asked to review "f'wral other <.:maitsl
Upon reviewing each document:
again indil.:atcd he diu not

'---~---~--------l'

I

want to comment.

(\1//I'Ol.lO)I
lstatcd that the reference ~o ..talkers·· in relt!rcnccd documcnJ
ln:kltl'd
to ..talking poims" lor foreign gowrnmcnt discussions.
also explained the ..SBU"' caveat in th~..·
~·mail meum ··sensitive but l.lndassilkd" was a selected dassilkation option in bis undas.silicd ~.·mail.
Other dHssilkation options included "lJ" lor unclassilied. or '"LUISBU'' Limited Usc/Sensitive but
l.! n~.:I ;l~si lkd _··

I

( LI//I'OUO 1 While being ~scortcd to the d~vator by
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sAl

btatcd h~o.· n.:cl'ntly
n:ud u 11\.'w:-> article about the in\'I..'Stigation into s~crctnry CLil\iTON'f ps;rsona! cm"il .scrwr that opined
that mos1 of th~: clnssilicd documents were lWCr classi lieu. 1-lc.lWC\'<..'r.
stated that <tiler s~o.·~ing
1he ;~IW\ e rdi!rcnccd documents. lw now understood why p~o.·oplc \Wn: concerned about this nmll~·r.

I

( l.i//rOl.lO} !\ copy
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or the original intt..·r,·icw notes is cncl<~s~d in a I A envelope.
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<.lo.;ill/i'I'OL:()} On /\pril :!5. 201<>J
~~~_.~vas intt:rviewcd by Srx:cial Agent (SA)

r - - -......

lj>rm~rl

I

I
I

I

Hn

land SA
th~ FBl
\\';lshington Fj'elt! <>nis:c 1 WFO}. 6
"' · ·•· • '· Washin9ton. DC 20535. Also present for the
int~rvicw was_
lcounsd.
us well asJ
andl
Ifrom
the D.;pilrtpl\.'llt of Justic~ <D
· m cn'tew was conducted as a lollow up to an imcrvh:w of
Jconductcd by SA
nd SAl
March 10.2016. Prior to the inh:rvic\\.0
agreed to :>ign n non-disdosurc ug.rccm~:nt in anticipation (lf vic,\ing documents during the intcn·i~o''' rha!
wen: d;tssi lied as pan
a Special :\cccss Program (S1\Pl. Aller being a~h'is~d ol"thc identities of tlil·
intcr,·icwing agents and the purpose of the intcr\'i'-'w.l
lrrovidcd the li:>llowing inl<mtmtion
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I

lAs a matter of nr: .,· .• I
·
• · J

llrit><l

lo n,< • •I

th, • no• •rl· · nf

I )nS •-.: • 'tlflv,• tnHn:tv •tn••nl hv n: ~.:in•• r.-l••vanf ·

lonly relayed mtonmttlon to mdtnJu;~b
.
al DoS llc:.ld~juurl~rs at lugh kvds --on thl.! 711 ' floor" (a rckr~·ncc to tlK• DoS l'~~'X:llllV\: sun~ rl!lcrn.-J to as
Mahogany Row). As an aftcrnatiVl' to undurjtjed mm1jl.l
lstatcd he has ac~css l<l hoth DoS
dassilied email and coblc system. llowcvcr._
_the! process r ·· · , · · · ·
· ··
.
.
. . ..
, . . . ..
~

I
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b3

~.

bl

Pakistanis were seeking an apology for a November 201 I event \\!herein U.S. Special Op(.'nttinns ~rcsscd
the P~1kistuni border und killed Pakistani border ,
·
· J. •. militar · forces.

b3

also C!xplain....d th~· ''(SBU)" rd-;.:renc~ in the subject line ofthl.' email
avajl·rblc in the undassilicd DoS syswm: l lndassifi~d or

~~~~----~------~----~
n: atCl to Oil\! ol !WO S<:llSIIIVIlY 0.: wiecs

Sc:nsiti n.· But Unclussi lied ( S lnj), l

som~.•thing

was

undu~silkd.

_used SBU when h~· ··wnntcd to point out th"t while

it should still be: tr~at..:d as sensitive."
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_.......:..:;ln.,_,h:"-n,_,_•io:,_,·\c:...V_,.ut'-l.j_ _ _ _.....Jt--------· On ().l/25/21llfl. l'ag.,; _ _3_ _

Iwma II y rmrmlll1l.l·.:r.·~·~·..w...\:.~V~·W..:oo:.t.t;::..:r.<w.t.~o.loU.~Ir.LLI""""-'U....Iolol~.l.iioiW.U..LW.IroliU.I..6ioiU.W. >~·kistan (s 10\ p ).

L

1

...

. and

!-h.-·t-v~.:-·-a';"'ls-·o_\_\'-.a-n-tc-·d,..-to~SUI. Lm""""'.~t~o~-n~o~w~·-.a~·s=-r:1~c~n~o~c~..,..,.,...,."'r"l"!'"lr"'r'l"'~~~~'r"":'l~~

assum~<.l SULLIVAN

W(lU!d rday informatiot~
~o "anyone at DoS who 1\r..'cdcd to know: .. the
Secretary of State. Deputy s~cn.·t;.try oi'St~ttcs. ~:tc SULLIVAN was not given guid;m~;l.' tm how Ill rda~
such informution back tu DoS 1-kad~u•trtcrs. but stat~d the cmuil in question wus sent at a timr..· whc:r·:in it
was impm1ant h) report.
was nt)l sure why he chose to s~nd the em<Jil in question on a
classified network.

I

bl
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I

I

IAgr..•nls ask~dl
l1p rrvi~w ;m email dated
I ~/::!7!20 II with I he sTkrt •·tsmC." After rcvicwin¥ the cmaiJ.I_
}xpluincd he ~~id not recall
·tatcd that the prcvtously I.!Xplam\!d "cross b
• •·•
· · ·· ·
the context. llowcvcr.
'

.

')

. .

.

.

bl
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{l !fd ·ouo 1 A copy of the original interview notes i:s enclosed in '' I A ~..-nvdopc.
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of Investigation (FBI) Special Agents
an "-----.......--........-~
ofthe identities of the interviewing agents, and the purpose ofthe interview,
"----..1·
following infonnation:
(U//FOU0-.1

lfor the U.S. De artment of State from

r-------_....,...lwhere she was responsible fo..&r-----~~--~------------~--'
rr-----1--""""="'-=-----JI She assumed the role whe
left the position. On a typical day
L------:----'lwould meet with the then Secretary of State HILLARY CLINTON at the daily 8:30A.M.
meeting to discuss key issues
Durino the meeting CLINTON
would provide guidance on what should be communicated
Prior to finalizing
lwould then work with the relevant Department of State components to
the briefing materials!
verify the message and to add any necessary details.
did not deal with the U.S. Intelliaence
Communit USIC aside from a dail intera ,enc
traveled with
~~~~--~~-~~-~--=---=---~~--------~-~
CLINTON on all of her foreign trips, during which
were handled by one of
!deputies.

I
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L...-------.....1

(U/fFOUO~
lstated that she saw CLINTON frequently throughout the day and as a
result most of her communications with CLINTON were spoken.
~ould onl~recall Qnel;ime

I
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when CLINTON emailed her directly and that was on the night of the Benghazi attack.
stated
noted
that at that time she had no knowledge that CLINTON was using a private email server.
that CLINTON was not an email person and therefore assumed that CLINTON was conducting personal
business when she was on her Blackberry.
(U//FOUO)I
Ia! so worked closely with JAKE SULLIVAN, CLINTON's Chief of Staff
for Political Affairs, for routine matters. I
Iunderstood that SULLIVAN would relay pertainent
information to CLINTON but she did not know if SULLIVAN directly forwarded her emails to
CLINTON or not.
!provided that she occasionally interacted with CHERYL MILLS but did
not have regular contact with HUMA ABEDIN.
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(U//FOUOi
!reviewed an emaiU
Ithat she sent on
r----~.:..:....;~~.....--....L~..:.:::..;~:..;Iw·ith the subject I
lpiece." She confinned that she
remembered the events surrounding the email. After carefully reviewing the entire email string
I
!gave a brief overview of the Benghazi attack and provided that this email was sent after she
learned that the New York Times was planning to publish an article about the Benghazi attack and the
annex. The topic was of particular interest because at that time the media only knew ofthe Consulate in
Benghazi and infonnation on the annex had not yet been publicly released.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUO) I
!further explained that.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.
'--~-~~-""'!"'"_ _.!was to notify Department of State leadership when the media was preparing to
release information on sensitive or controversial topics. Alerting leadership allowed the Department of
State an opportunity to engage the media outlet to negotiate what details should be released and to prepare
an appropriate public response.!
stated that she sent the email in question to alert Department
of State leadership and National Security Council personnel of the upcoming article because of potential
sensitivies around disclosing the existence of the annex. The subsequent messages in the email chain are
responses from other individuals as they discussed a subsequent call that occurred with the New York
Times that afternoon.
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I

(U//FOUO) During the discussion!

!provided that she is participating in the Freedom of
,.:.:.:.===~~~...;.;.:.:...:.~;;..:..:.;:=:..:.:......,;,:.r.:.:.oc~e~s:.:.;s..:.n~o.:..r.:.:th~e~o:.;.:n='O.:.:.i.:.:.n:::...;'release of CLINTON's emails.!
L.-~~-""'!"'"--'T"""-------------,,--~has a team of individuals who are reviewing all
emails pertinent to
prior to their release, to assess if they contain
information that is either classified or represents an internal Department of State deliberation.

I

(U//FOUO~
!explained that internal deliberations are internal discussions about various
international affairs and policies. These conversations do not necessarily reflect the official, or final,
stance of the Department of State on a specific topic. Additionally, the information may be misconstrued
by the casual reader or cause embarrassment to the Department of State if it is released in its original
form. When her team finds an email containing a deliberative discussion they mark the relevant sections
for redaction under the BS exception.!
~eviews the team's work before it is passed to the next
phase of the review process within the Department of State. I
Inoted that a significant number of
the items that her group recommended for redaction because they were deliberative products were
ultimately marked for redaction, by internal counsel, using the classified material (B 1) exception.
ldid not know why internal counsel elected not to follow her group's recommendations but
noted that as a result a significant number ofFOIA released documents that are marked as containing
classified information really only contain deliberative material.
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I

(U//FOUO)!
~cknowledged that some ofthe emails marked as containing classified
information did in fact have classified material. However, she quickly noted that she did not recall seeing
anything that would potentially compromise national security or be considered criminal in nature.
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(U/fFOUO) I Iexplained that the U.S. Department of State personnel commonly operate
on the unclassified s~e gave the example of a diplomat who summarizes a diplomatic
conversation on the unclassified computer system. In general, they don't believe such diplomatic
conversations are classified because it is usually obtained through diplomatic discussions and not from
sensitive sources. They would consider the discussion to be Sensitive But Unclassified (SBU) and
transmitted on OpenNet with the expectation that it would be contained on the Department of State
system and only accessed by legitimate users.
artment of State
Based on these experiences she is careful not to transmit sensitive information on the
unclassified or unsecured systems and she advised her subordinates to do the same. However, despite her
security posture she did not find fault with her colleagues who did otherwise.
(U//FOUO) A copy ofthe original interview notes are attached in a IA envelope.
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r---__J..u.Llt!:Mt:UJ.lltLJ.jil!lliWDL71...4201 6, SIDNEY BLUMENTHAL was interviewed at the law offices of
" - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - , Washinmon DC 20005 b Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Special Agent (SA
and S
Also present for the interview
office telephone!
I email address
was BLUMENTHAL's attorney
las well as Department of Justice attorneys!
land
After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the nature of the
interview, BLUMENTHAL provided the following:

I

I
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I

(U/,'FOUO) BLUMENTHAL is a friend of HILLARY CLINTON (CLINTON). During her
tenure as Secretary of State from 2009-2013, he served as an informal political advisor by sending emails
containing information he deemed to be helpful and interesting topics. BLUMENTHAL did not recall
sending any such em ails prior to CLINTON becoming Secretary of State. There was no set schedule for
these emails, BLUMENTHAL was never paid for his advisory services, and there was no specific
conversation with CLINTON regarding his informal role. However, CLINTON would occasionally
acknowledge the value of his emails in a response to BLUMENTHAL. During this time,
BLUMENTHAL was also employed by the Clinton Foundation where his duties were related to former
President BILL CLINTON. his legacy. and some communications ofthe Foundation. BLUMENTHAL
reported tol
land does not recall what HILLARY
CLINTON's role was in defining his role at the Foundation. During this timeframe, BLUMENTHAL
was also involved with the Clinton Global Initiative.

(S/~ TYLER DRUMHELLER was a career Central Intelliaence A 1enc
served in a number of ca acities durina his tenure.
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bl

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Duringilietimeftameinwhich
BLUMENTHAL used DRUMHELLER as a source for information provided to CLINTON,
DRUMHELLER was retired from the CIA. DRUMHELLER knew the information he provided would be
forwarded to CLINTON and provided it because he thought the information would be useful and helpful
to the United States Government (USG). He did not receive any compensation for the information. The
caveats provided regarding the source ofthe information were directly from DRUMHELLER, with the
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exception of the CONFIDENTIAL marking BLUMENTHAL would frequently place at the top of his
communications with CLINTON. The CONFIDENTIAL marking was meant to imply the email was of a
personal nature from BLUMENTHAL and did not refer to classified USG information.

(U//FOUOJ DRUMHELLER had a business with large corporate contracts, but BLUMENTHAL
did not know specifically who these contracts were with or what they were for. During a conversation
with DRUMHELLER regarding humanitarian aid projects, BLUMENTHAL conceived of a project that
would provide field hospitals and aid to Libyan refugees. DRUMHELLER stated BLUMENTHAL
would receive a finder's fee if the project materialized, but it did not come to fruition. This potential
finder's fee was the only financial relationship between DRUMHELLER and BLUMENTHAL.

I

(U/IFOUO)
lhas been a friend of BLUMENTHAL for several years and was
retired during the time when BLUMENTHAL used him as a source. BLUMENTHAL does not know
wherel
~ould get the information he provided.

I

(U//FOUO)
hs a journalist involved in international education and has been a
friend of BLUMENTHAL's for decades.
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;U} ::ffllfNfT GARY BERNTSEN is a retired CIA officer who BLUMENTHAL met through LARRY
JOHNSON, another former CIA officer. JOHNSON wanted BLUMENTHAL to hear BERNTSEN's
story as described in BERNTSEN's book JAWBREAKER. Neither BERNTSEN nor JOHNSON ever
stated they were providing classified information or that they obtained any information from the CIA.
BLUMENTHAL did not ask if the information was classified.

I

(U//FOUO)
hs a formed
lwho BLUMENTHAL b 6
met when._!_ _ _ __.lwas assigned tol
lin the'--19""'"8--0-s-._ _ _ _ _ __.....
b 7c

(U) Xf~ BILL MURRAY is a former CIA Chief of Station and a friend of DRUMHELLER.

I

(U//FOUQ.)
lwas the
during the
GORDON BROWN and TONY BLAIR administrations. He is an old friend of BLUMENTHAL's and
provided information on British politics and personalities.
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(U//FOUO),___ _~-...&...:..:.;~"---------------,J who
BASHAR ALBLUMENTHAL met through
ASSAD, as well as others in the
He provided BLUMENTHAL with
information on the ASSAD regime.
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I

lis ani
lwith experience in~o..l~-~-~"""!""""~
!provided information he picked up and sometimes knew the information
would be provided to CLINTON.
(U//FOUO)

I
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(U//Ji'OUO) BLUMENTHAL had no concerns regarding the sensitivity of the information he
provided to CLINTON during her term as Secretary of State. Additionally, he does not believe any of it
was classified.

(U//FOUO) BLUMENTHAL held a clearance in the 1997-2001 timeframe when he was an
assistant to President BILL CLINTON. He recalled a quick briefing on security and clearances, but has
no recollection of being read-on to any special programs.
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\Vith

lh~ SUI:li~Ctl

~mail fronJ

I
r
~hat he Wl.lllld have classifie-d the <.!mail if he was sl!riiJm~ ffle' mTom1ntwn.
'as shown a C()PY of an
L:\ th.'r rev1cwmg. the email he provide

bl per CIA
b3

bl per CIA
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r,·,·k·wing the email
·tm~d that h~ would not have put this inf(mnation on an t111dassifkd system

bl per CIA
b3

!he

hlit thm the authors wen:.· ouly responding tb ~~ mcdh.\ article.

(U.t/f'0\10 ~A copy or the original interview notes and the rd~rcncl!d documents is .~:w.::lost'd in a
1i\

cnvdop~~.
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(U//FOUO~ On December31, 2015,1

interviewed by Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special A )ents
andL.....-~_.
I
Also present were Beth Wilkinson, Partner, and
Attorney at Law, at Paul
Weiss. Rifkind. Wharton & Garrison LLP, 2001 K Street, NW, Washington, D.C., 20006, andD
U.S. Department of Justice. After being advised of the identities of the
!provided the following infonnation:
interviewing agents, and the purpose of the interview,!

b6
b7C

I

I

I

I

(U/tFOUOj
has worked for HILLARY CLINTON sine
when he was hired as her
In this role he served a
1---.,.1-w-o-=rk~e.Jd. on her campaign and w-~a-s_s_u-=-b-se_q_u_e_n~tl=-y-n_a_m-ed":'T""-------------r--___.

I

I

b6
b7C

when CLINTON became the Secretary of State (Secretary). at the U.S. Department of State (State).
~urrently works a~
lbut noted that he still acts as a
part time advisor to CLINTON.
(U//FOUO)
reported t
and was rimaril
onsible for leading the
team
and for acting as the Secretary'
traveled with the Secretary on all of her
noted that zero percent of his official job function
trips, with the exception of two or three trips.
was related to Infonnation Technology (IT) or the maintenance of the Secretary's phones or computers.
However.!
lwas technically savvy and was fr~guentl~ contact with the Secretary and as a result
she often asked him for assistance with such matters.
likened it to your parents asking for
technical help with their phone or computer.

b6
b7C

T

I

(U//f'OUOf
had regular and ongoing contact with the
Secretary and, as such, the majority of their communications occurred in person. However, he would
communicate with her via phone or email when necessary.
stated that he received his first email
from CLINTON in 2007 and confirmed that she used the following email accounts:
hI S@att.blackberry.net, hdr22@clintonemail.comJ
l?ggmail.com during her tenure.

b6
b7C

(U//FOU071
~tated that he had no knowledge of CLINTON's private email server until it
recently became public knowledge. I Iknew JUSTIN COOPER because Cooper was a long time
aide for B111 Cllnton.l
lneve~d the private server with COOPER until after it was

b6
b7C

I
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documented in the press. Similarly,L..I_ ___,llknew BRYAN PAGLIANO but never discussed the email
setup or any other IT matters with him.
(U//FOUO) Upon starting at State in 2009)
~eceived a security clearance and received
training on the handling of classified information. He was provided with a classified terminal at his desk
but didn't have a reason to communicate classified information via email given his position. He could not
recall any specific instances of using the classified email system and stated that he never transmitted
anything marked as classified on an unclassified system.

(U//FOUO~

~id not recall receiving any guidance from State on records management or

the use of private email for official business. However, he noted that it may have been included in one of
the numerous documents that he was required to sign when he first started at State. None~ tried
to use his official email for official business and his personal email for personal business.L_____jnoted
that there were some instances where he would email the Secretary from his personal email account such
as when he was at home or traveling and wanted to send an article or press clipping of interest to the
Secretary. Other examples of when he did this included when he first started and did not have a
government email account; times when there were system outages; or when he had difficulty remotely
accessing the system.l
!provided that the Secretary neither approved of, or discouraged, the use of
his private email account in these instances.
had no knowledge of any intrusions or attacks
against either his personal or government email accounts.

I

b6
b7C
b6
b7C

b6
b7C

I

(U/fFOUOJ
~isted the Secretary as 'EVERGREEN' in his personal email contact list. He
explained that this had been the codename used by the Secret Service since she was the first lady.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUO) During the interview I
~as shown several emails that he had authored during
his tenure at State while providing technical support to the Secretary.!
reviewed each email and
provided the following context:

b6
b7C

I

I. The first email was sent in approximately 20 I 0 after he purchased the first iPad for the
Secretary.
~id not recall the specifications for the device but believed it was the
!purchased the iPad and configured it to use
latest model available at that time.
thel
laJgmail.com email account so that he could send articles of interest to the
Secretary.!
stated that she could not view the articles on her Blackberr[ and the
iPad and email account were setup as a way to test a different delivery method.
did not recall the email account being used thereafter and was "fairly sure it wasn't used"
after the initial setup.

I

I

I

I

2. The second emai I was sent just prior to the end of the Seery•!!:' s terT bul

not recall any further details about the context of the email.

b6
b7C

lcoul d
stated that he only

b6
b7C
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b6
b7C
___.:_3_ _

purchased one iPad for the Secretary and could not remember a second iPad, or any details
of a recovery email accound
!recounted how after he gave the Secretary the iPad,
the Secretary feii asleep holding the unopened packaging in her arms. This struck!
as funny because, in contrast, he would not be able to sleep if he had just received a new
iPad. He noted that this episode was foreshadowing for how little she would use the iPad.
3.

4.

I

b6
b7C

The third email referred to the cover of a People Magazine edition from August 2010 and
was an example of whenl
!would use his personal email to send a message to the
Secretary.

b6
b7C

lcould not recall any specific details regarding the fourth email but speculated that
it referred to the collating of relevant news clips.

b6
b7C

5. In the fifth email the term .. Dirty Space" refers to a non SCIF space, where unsecured
communications could be used.
6. The sixth email references the Secretary's transition between Blackberry devices . - - - - - - l
remembered that her first device was blue in color but he could not recaii the make or
modeU
!stated that her second Blackberry was .. not blue" but again could not
recar an~ add~ional details. The second device was remotely activated by COOPER and
then
rovided it to the Secretary once it was activated. He was unsure if she had
additional Blackberry devices thereafter.
._!

7. The seventh email references a photograph that the Secretary took of the reporters
traveling with her while they were in Greenland or Iceland. The Secretary wanted to share
the photo with the individuals in the picture and asked
o remove any
.. identifiers" before sending the picture to them.
stated that .. identifiers" simply
referred to the Secretary's email address as she did not want to inadvertently give out her
email address.
8. The eighth email refers to the Secretary's house in Washington, D.C., on Whitehaven St.
provided that he did not recaii any other em ails being
While discussing the emai!J
configured on the iPad besides!
~gmail.com. Nor did he see her use any other
devices to access the clintonemail.com domain, aside from her Blackberry. He did not

I

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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recall her traveling with a laptop or other personal computers.
9. The ninth email references the switch to a personal office email system that was created
lstated that he had no involvement in the process
after the Secretary left State.
aside from what is described in the email and that he did not have any other interactions
with Platte River Networks. He was unsure who secured the hrcoffice.com domain but did
not believe that it wasl
further provided that after leaving State
he acted as a paid advisor to the Secretary while she was promoting her book. During this
time he used a personal Gmail account until the hrcoffice domain was stood up.

I

(U/i'FOUO)I
I provided that he was not directly involved in culling the Secretary's 60,000 emails
aside from reviewing approximately half a dozen emails. In those instances, he was asked to provide the
reviewers with additional context about the emails.
(U//FOUO) A copy of the above referenced emails and the original interview notes are attached in
a IA envelope.
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b6
b7C

was interviewed by
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------~and~------------~inhis
'-------------------------------------------' Washinb>ton, DC. After being advised of the
provided the following
identities of the interviewing agents, and the purpose of the interview,!
information:

I

b6
b7C

I

b6
b7C

to

I

I

(U//FOUO)I
lheld a Top Secret (TS)/Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI)
clearance while at DoS. He interacted regularly with Secretary of State HILLARY R. CLINTON, and
lwas not in direct email contact with CLINTON,
accompanied her on a few international trips. I
and was not aware until recently how much ofthe information he emailed to her staff was forwarded up to
CLINTON.
lrecaiied knowing CLINTON had a "different" account than others at DoS, but
did not know it was a "private" email account.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUO) While at DoSJ
hrregularly" attended Deputies Committee (DC) and
Principal Committee (PC) meetings. Howeved
lwas present for more PC and DC meetings
when he was working!
I The NSC hosted all PC and DC meetings, which were
convened by either the National Security Advisor or Deputy National Security Advisor. DoS was not
present at every PC or DC meeting. Invitations and attendance depended on the topic. When DoS was
invited to a PC or DC meeting, it was not uncommon for the DoS Regional Bureaus to send
representation relevant to the topic of discussion.

b6
b7C
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b7C

(U//fiOUO~

lwas famillar with the 1
IReport," and recalle~
lwas
tasked with conducting a policy review of Afghanistan and Pakistan early in President OBAMA' s
administration. I
~id not recall how many different versions ofthe0Report were
generated.

b6
b7C

I

(U//FOUO) Agents asked
ho review an email and attachment dated I 0/4/2009 and with
the Subject: "draft" and an attachment title "Pak Paper 10-03dc.docx." After reviewing the email and
attachmend
explained he vaguely remembered the period of time surrounding the email, but
assessed he would not have been one to
did not specifically recall the email or attachment.
write the document attached to the email, and believed it was likely drafted by somebody in the Special
Representative to Afghanistan and Pakistan's (SRAP) Office. I
Jwould have likely been one of
the final reviewers of the document, describing himself as the 'Tl ean up guy."
who was in the DoS Policy Planning Office, may have also been involved in drafting the document.

b6
b7C

(U//fi'OU01 Agents drewl
!attention to the fact that information contained in the
referenced 10/4/2009 email attachment also appeared as SECRET//NOFORN in a March, 2009, version
ofthel
!Report.
did not know who at DoS would have ultimately determined the
classification of the document.
assessed either CLINTON or someone in her front office
~~-___.believed CLINTON and RICHARD HOLBROOKE
would have at least read the contents of the report prior to finalization. Specific information contained in
the report was publically discussed at the time, so inJ
opinion, the document was not
classified. Much of the information contained in the report was originally based from various
contributors' expertise; therefore it would not have peen classified. He further stated that while he had no
visibility into the DoS classification approval chain,l
!assessed the report might have been
considered Unclassified while it was a working document, and later classified when it became an official
record. It also could have been marked classified because almost all documents intended for the NSC are
classified for transmission.

b6
b7C

I

I

I

I

I

I
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bl
b3

(U//FOUO) Notes of the interview and the documents displayed for._l _ _ _-'1 will be maintained
in an FD340 envelope and filed with the captioned investigation.

~//NOFORN
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(U//FOUO) On 11/23/2015~------------...,.....---------'
was interviewed in his office at th'"L---r----------.--------'-tby Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) Special Agents (SA
After being advised of
the identity of the interviewing agents, and the nature of the interview
provided the
following infonnation:
(U/,'FOUO) From 2010 through 2012J

lserved as thel

~....-_ _ _ ____.lin the Department of State (DoS) Bureau of Near Easte.._t-.n-A':"'"ffi::a~i-rs-(-:-N--E"""'A-:-)_.,.I--L...-___,1
oversaw the office which focused on DoS interests in North Africa.!
expert onl
I

I

(U/IFOUO~

b6
b7C

!was the DoS senior level

Idid not directly communicate with Secretary of State HILLARY R.
(U//FOUOj
CLINTON, in fact]
ldid not recall ever communicating directly with any Secretary of State.
~....did not recall ever communicating directly with CLINTON's executive staff.
may have exchanged an email with CLINTON's ChiefofStafffor Public Affairs, JACOB SULLIVAN,
on one or two occasions.!
ldid not recall ever communicating directly with CLINTON's Chief
of Staff for Operations, CHERYL MILLS.

____.I

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

I

~interfaced with DoS executive management predominately through his

superiors in NEA.Iwould communicate to Deputy Assistant Secretary (DAS) JANET
SANDERSON and RAY MAXWELL or Assistant Secretary JEFFREY D. FELTMAN, who was later
replaced by BETH JONES.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUOj
land NEA management had separate computer terminals for handling
Unclassified and Classified materials.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUO) During his tenure as the
was
on the phone daily with the then Ambassador of Libya, CHRISTOPHER J. STEVENS. who was later
killed in the September 12, 2012 attacks on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi, Libya.l
lwould
come into work early and talk to STEVENS on the phone.
~nd STEVENS would
communicate through both open and classified means of communication. However, the classified
communication capabilities were limited in Libya.

b6
b7C

I
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b6
b7C

(U//FOUO) Following his conversations with STEVENSJ
~ould orally brief the NEA
!Would sometimes write an email.
DAS. If the infonnation was particularly time sensitive,!
Jassumed the NEA DAS briefed up whatever information they deemed importani-t~fr.;;;.o;.;.m;....__....,
briefings to SULLIVAN and/or MILLS. Questions regarding the information!
l
ldid not recall ever being directly
provided came back down through his chain of command. I
' questioned by CLINTON, MILLS or SULLIVAN regarding any of his reporting.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUe
was not aware CLINTON was using a private email account not assigned
by DoS, nor did
have knowledge that CLINTON's email was hosted on a private, non-DoS,
server.
did not recall ever receiving a direct email from CLINTON, other than an email or
Jonly learned of CLINTON's private email
two that would have been sent to the entire DoS.I
and server when the story broke in the Press earlier this year.

b6
b7C

(U//FOU01 Agents asked
ho review an emai~
hated 11118/2012 with the
Sub· ect line .. FYI- Reports of arrests- possible Benghazi connection." The email was shown to
as it was released b DoS FOIA office, and as it a eared on the DoS Reading Room .
.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____..,
lnoted that the email
ho be in his office
was sent on a Sunday evening, and it would not have been unusual for
~ssessed that he likely sent the email from the office, but sent it via
during that time.J
unclassified email, as most of the people who needed to be briefed on the information were not in the
office and did not have access to classified communications at the time.
(U/ffOUO) The individual~..__ _ ____.laddressed the email in question to were as follows:

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

BETH E. JONES, Assistant Secretary NEA

IRA YMOND D. MAXWELL, Deputy Assistant recretary NEA
b6
b7C

~~~~~----~--~r------------~~~~---~pokenearly

b6
b7C

daily during
tenure a
The two would converse
via high side email or orally.
ssessed that the information he typed in the email concerning
was received via an unclassified telephone conversation. He further assessed
received the infonnation from the RSO or Legal Attache (LEGAT) visiting from Cairo.

I

l

(U//FOUO)l
lhad no knowledge of his email being forwarded, but assumed that the
individuals he emailed direct would either forward the information on to the appropriate executives or

b6
b7C
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b6
b7C

brief them orally.!
lnoted that in general if information is sent to SULLIVAN, he assumed it
would be forwarded or briefed to CLINTON.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUO~

lnoted that some of the language contained in the email may have later
been classified, but due to special circumstances surrounding the situation at the time he received the
information, there was a necessity to share the information quickly.
(U//FOUO)I
lkept notes with his calendar, and
concerning the call that preceded the email in question.!
his calendar/notes from that time period if requested.

rna~ have recorded some information

~ndicated he would attempt to locate

(U//.fOUO)I
!interacted with the DoS Ops Center a few times a week during the Libya
cnsts. The Ops Center would set up management level conference calls. DoS' s Crisis Management
Group was also collocated in the Ops Center during the crisis in Libya.

(U//t"'OUO~

!prefers oral briefings over email, and noted he did not grow up in the age
of email.
does not mark his DoS emails for the record, but maintains an archive of his
personal DoS email account when his mailbox fills up and he needs to free-up more space.

I

I

(U//FOUO~,__ _ _ _...~rever used a non-DoS email account for work related communications.
(U//FOUOl
l was never asked to move something from the high side to the low side in
a way that seemed inappropriate.

(U//FOUO) Agents notes are maintained in a I A envelope.
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(U//FOUO) On May 24,2016, HEATHER SAMUELSON, Date or=-f-=B=irt=h:...~.<=D=O=B""')I_...,...._ ___.I,
was interviewed by Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent~
land
I
lat the law offices of Wilkinson Walsh+ Eskovitz, 1900 M Street NW, Suite 800,
Washinb>ton, DC. Present for the interview was SAMUELSON's counsel, Beth Wilkinson, Partner,
Alexandra Walsh, Partner, and Hal Brewster, Associate. Also present was FBI Section Chief Peter Strzok,
Iandi
from the Department of Justice (DoJ) CounterintelEgence
as well asl
and Export Control Section. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing agents and the
purpose of the interview SAMUELSON provided the following infonnation:

b6
b7C

I

(U//FOU6) SAMUELSON is currently serving as a personal attorney for HILLARY CLINTON.
She previously worked at the Department of State (DOS) during CLINTON's tenure as the Secretary of
State. SAMUELSON initially worked as an assistant in the White House Liaison Office at DOS and then
was promoted to the head of the office. SAMUELSON had infrequent interaction with CLINTON while
she was at DOS and primarily interacted with CHERYL MILLS. Following the completion of
CLINTON's tenure, SAMUELSON worked for one year in the office of the White House Counsel before
becoming CLINTON's personal attorney.
(U//f'6U6) SAMUELSON held a TS/SCI security clearance while she was at DOS. She
maintained the clearance when she left DOS and st111 holds the clearance today. SAMUELSON's
clearance was reinvestigated in 2014 per standard procedures. SAMUELSON received training on the
handling of classified information when she received her clearance and after the reinvestigation but she
did not recall the specifics of the training. SAMUELSON did not receive training on the Freedom of
Infonnation Act (FOIA) or the Federal Records Act while at DOS. However, she did receive training on
the Presidential Records Act while she was at the White House. SAMUELSON did not receive any
specific guidance on what documents she should retain when she left DOS.
(U//fi'OU6) SAMUELSON provided that she only received two emails from CLINTON while she
was at DOS; one on her birthday and another following the death of SAMUELSON's grandmother.
SAMUELSON did not become aware of CLINTON's use of a private email account and server until she
was serving as CLINTON's personal attorney.
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(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON had no contemporaneous knowledge of the decision to transition from
the private server in Chappaqua, NY to the services of Platte River Networks (PRN). Nor did
SAMUELSON have contemporaneous knowledge that an archive of CLINTON's emails was created by
MONICA HANLEY following CLINTON's tenure at DOS. SAMUELSON did not know the location of
the laptop, or thumb drive, containing the archive created by HANLEY.
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON knew CLINTON transitioned her email to an @hrcoffice.com domain
following her tenure at DOS. SAMUELSON believed no old emails were transferred from the
@clintonemail.com to the new domain. SAMUELSON did not know how CLINTON or HUMA
ABED IN accessed old emails after the new domain was established.

Request from DOS
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON provided that she was not involved in the initial discussions with DOS
regarding the production of records from CLINTON's tenure. SAMUELSON believed DOS had noticed
gaps in its records and had reached out to CLINTON, and other former Secretaries of State, to request that
they produce any relevant records in their possession. MILLS spoke with the department about this
request in late July or early August 2014 and then asked SAMUELSON to assist with the effort. MILLS
also received a formal Jetter from DOS Under Secretary PATRICK KENNEDY, in October 2014
regarding the request.
(U/,'FOUO) To SAMUELSON's knowledge DOS did not provide any formal guidance on how to
conduct the search aside from indicating that it was CLINTON's responsibility to assess which products
were work related and which were personal. SAMUELSON stated that DAVID KENDALL and others
from Williams & Connolly LLP served as external representation for CLINTON in this matter.

Collection of Relevant Emails
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON had no emails that were responsive to the DOS request before she
contacted PRN. In late July or early August of2014 she requested PRN provide all emails from
CLINTON's tenure that were sent to, or received from, a" .gov" email addressl
Iof
PRN. extracted the relevant files and then transferred them to SAMUELSON. To transfer the files,
sent SAMUELSON an email link that gave him access to her computer after she clicked on
id
hhen downloaded the email files onto her laptop and confib'Ured them so she could access
the password protected emails via Microsoft Outlook. SAMUELSON described herself as "technically
deficient" and stated she was near her computer while this transfer occurred but she did not pay close
attention to what he was doing. She did not recall the name of the file he transferred to her computer, the
location on her computer where it was placed, or i~
kook any steps to encrypt the file before
transferring it.

I
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(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON was not aware of howl
~ueried the files or what
mailboxes on the PRN server were searched. More specifically, she did not know if the emails were taken
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from the llve mailbox or from the HRC archive that had previously been provided to PRN by HANLEY.
SAMUELSON stated that she just asked PRN for the ... gov" emails and
gave them to her.

I

I

(U//FOUO) In late September or early October of2014, SAMUELSON requested that PRN
provide a full export of all of the emails from CLINTON's tenure to ensure they captured all relevant
emails. SAMUELSON stated this request was not done in response to any identified gaps, but in an effort
brovided the full export to SAMUELSON using the same
to produce all relevant emails.l
remote access process as described above. While providing the full email export to SAMUELSON, he
removed the previously provided ".gov" emails. Upon realizing this SAMUELSON askedl1--------~
to give her the ... gov" export files again because she wanted to use it as the starting point for her
collection of responsive records. Upon receiving the ".gov" export for a second time, SAMUELSON
noticed that some of the emails from the initial export were no longer included. SAMUELSON recalled
that there seemed to be a pattern with the missing emails and it involved ".gov" addresses that were in the
carbon copy (CC) line ofthe email. SAMUELSON aBain contacted PRN and requested that they provide
the missing documents and in response
jprovided several smaller .pst exports to fill the
identified gaps.
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I

(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON had requested PRN pull all emails from Cllnton' s tenure, January
2009 to February 2013. However, upon receiving the above described exports she noticed emails were
missing for the period of January 2009 to March 2009. She asked PRN to double check for emails from
that time period but they were unable to locate any responsive emails. SAMUELSON came to believe that
those emails were not backed up on any server and had only resided on the Blackberry CLINTON was
using at that time, thus making them un-retrievable. SAMUELSON did not have contemporaneous
knowledge of the Apple server and therefore did not make an effort to check it for relevant records. In
kggmail.com account and
searching for other relevant records, SAMUELSON checked thel
found one email exchange. SAMUELSON did not contact other associates of CLINTON, to include
HANLEY, to request any records they might have.
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON was shown a PRN invoice #37068, dated August 16,2014, which
contains the work description .. Worked with Heather via phone/remote session to restore access to
archived emails per CDM." In response, SAMUELSON stated that she did not know what that work
description meant and that she didn't recall ever losing access to the exported emails, aside from when the
initial ... gov" export was removed byl
I

I

(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON was shown an internal PRN email from
Ireferencing an
urgent phone call with CESC on November 24, 2104, to which she provided she had no recollection of
what the call was about. SAMUELSON was then shown a PRN work ticket report from November 24,
2014, which contains the summary note .. Worked with Heather via phone/remote control session on more
specific export requirements." In response, SAMUELSON stated she could not speculate on what those
notes meant and she was unaware of any activities by PRN to "re-establish connection to HRC emails" in
November of 2014.
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(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON was never given direct access to the mailboxes on the server and she
was not aware of anybody else being granted such access. SAMUELSON was never given administrative
access to the server and she was not aware of anybody else being granted administrative access.

Cull and Review of Emails
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON stated she was primarily responsible for conducting the review at the
direction of MILLS and KENDALL. She conducted the review over the course of several months and
completed it just prior to December 5, 2014, when the documents were turned over to DOS.
SAMUELSON conducted the review on her laptop, both in her apartment and in MILLS' office in
Friendship Heights, Washington DC.
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON reviewed the emails provided by PRN in Microsoft Outlook and
placed any responsive emails in a separate folder. She began by adding all of the ".gov" emails and any
email to or from a ".mil" email address to the folder. She then searched the emails provided by PRN for
any email to or from senior leadership at DOS. This included key individuals such as Under Secretaries,
Assistant Secretaries, Ambassadors, Department Heads, and Senior DOS Aides. SAMUELSON then
reviewed the sender and receivers of the remaining emails to identify any congress members, foreign
leaders, or other official contacts. Lastly, she searched the remaining emails for key words that included
terms such as Afghanistan, Libya, and Benghazi.
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON reviewed the sender, receiver and subject line of every single email
during the review. However, she stated that she did not read the content of each individual email if she
could determine it was a work or personal email from the sender, receiver or subject line. SAMUELSON
provided that she did her best to review and identify any emails that were potentially a mix of work and
personal content. When asked how work related emails between ABEDIN and CLINTON may have been
missed, SAMUELSON stated ABEDIN may have kept emails that CLINTON did not.
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON did not have a formal process for removing duplicate copies of the
same email from the set of work related emails. She did not ask PRN to assist with this process.
SAMUELSON stated she would remove a copy of the email if she noticed that it was a duplicate but she
did not have a formalized or consistent process for identifying and removing duplicates.
(U//FOUO) Upon completing the review, SAMUELSON printed all of the emails she deemed to
be relevant. The paper copies were then subsequently reviewed by MILLS and KENDALL and anything
they deemed not to be work related was shredded. The remaining physical documents were ultimately
provided to DOS. SAMUELSON stated that she printed the emails in MILLS' office and noted there is
still a printer in MILLS' office but she was not sure if it was the same printer.
(U//FOUO) Following the review, SAMUELSON created a digital copy, or a "preservation copy,"
of the relevant documents that were provided to DOS. The files were placed on a thumb drive and
provided to KENDALL. SAMUELSON believed this drive is the same thumb drive provided to the FBI
by KENDALL. SAMUELSON also created a second copy of the documents provided to DOS and placed
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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them on a second laptop of hers. SAMUELSON was not aware of any other copies of the files. Nor was
she aware of a master copy of all of the personal and private emails.
(U//FOUS.) SAMUELSON was shown copies of the thumb drives previously provided to the FBI
but could not recall if any were the same as the one she had used. One of the thumb drives was labeled as
"HC PRIME 2" and SAMUELSON did not know what the label referred to.
(U//FOUO) The review methodology was developed by SAMUELSON, MILLS and KENDALL.
SAMUELSON did not consider using any commercially available e-discovery tools for the review and
they did not consult any individuals who were not "an agent of Clinton" during the review process.
SAMUELSON stated they did not discuss how to handle potentially classified emails during the review
because they had no reason to believe any classified material was contained in the emails. She further
noted that none of the emails were marked as being classified.
(U//FOUO) During the review process SAMUELSON noticed the imported emails displayed
CLINTON's email as hrodl7@clintonemail.com despite the fact this address was not created until after
CLINTON's tenure. SAMUELSON discussed the issue withl
lbut she did not fully
understand his explanation for why this was occurring and he was never able to resolve the problem.
SAMUELSON did not consult anybody else about this issue.

b6
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Deletion of Emails
(U//FOUO) In January of2015, SAMUELSON askedl
Ito remove the exported
emails files that had previously been provided to her by PRN. While she retained separate digital copies
of the emails provided to DOS, as discussed above, she no longer wanted the email exports provided by
PRN on her computer. Using a similar process as described abovel
hccessed her computer
hook additional steps during
remotely and removed the files. SAMUELSON provided tha~
the deletion process so the files would not be recoverable. SAMUELSON did not know what software or
processes were used b~
lbut believed that the files would be difficult, if not impossible, to
recover. SAMUELSON did not remember having any discussions with)
Iabout deleting
I
relevant data from the free space of her laptop. Nor did she recall any discussions withl
about the use of"BleachBit." SAMUELSON did not recall deleting any of the files by herselfbefore
contacting PRN.
(U/f.FOUO) SAMUELSON stated that in May of2015 she deleted some emails from her copy of
the work related emails that were previously provided to DOS. SAMUELSON explained that she was
notified by DOS, prior to the release of the first tranche ofFOIA emails, that some ofthe work related
emails they had turned over were classified. She was instructed by DOS to delete the files and then empty
those files from the trash bin. SAMUELSON did not believe these files were removed from the thumb
drive she had previously provided to KENDALL.
(U//1'-0UO) In or about December of 2014, SAMUELSON was on a call in which the emai 1
retention policy was discussed. She was aware the retention period was changed to 60 days and any older
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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emails would be deleted. However, SAMUELSON did not direct PRN to remove any exported .pst files
on the server or any mailboxes on the server.
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON was not aware of any other deletions of relevant emails. She was
aware PRN traveled to the datacenter in March of 20 I 5, via her role as counsel, but had not instructed
them to do so. SAMUELSON was not aware of exports or deletions conducted by PRN on the server in
September of 2015.
Devices used During the Review
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON used her own laptop to conduct the review and noted that she also
used the laptop for other work related matters as well. She described it as a Lenovo Yoga 2laptop.
SAMUELSON stated that following the review she accidentally spilled water on the laptop. Fearing that
the computer would fail, she purchased a second Lenovo laptop and placed a copy of the emails that were
prepared for DOS on it. SAMUELSON noted that the Lenovo Yoga 2 computer continued to work until
sometime last year when it failed to power on. The Lenovo Yoga 2 computer is currently in the
possession of her counsel and the second Lenovo was given to KENDALL and then subsequently turned
over to the FBI. SAMUELSON reviewed pictures of the laptops that were previously turned over to the
FBI and stated that the silver Lenovo laptop appeared to be the same as the laptop that she used.
(U//FOUO) SAMUELSON stated that both laptops were connected to the internet and they both
had antivirus software installed on them. SAMUELSON did not repurpose the laptops after the review
and never attempted to reformat or factory reset the computers.
(U//FOUO) A copy of the original interview notes are enclosed in a I A envelope.
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MARCEL LBHBL LAZAR (LAZAR), also known as (AKA) "GUCCIFER", date of
birth!
alien registration nurnberl
was
interviewed at the UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE (USAO), 401 Courthouse
square, Alexandria, Virginia 22314. LAZAR was advised that the nature of
this interview was to discuss the extent of LAZAR's hacking activities
related to HILLARY CLINTON's {CLINTON) personal email server. After being
advised of the identities o:f t:he interviewing Agen.ts and Lh~;;: uature of the
interview, LAZAR provided the following information:

I

l

11\.ZARibeganlby stating that he had never claimed to hack the CLINTON
server. SA
then advised that FOX NEWS had recently published an
article which reported that LAZAR had claimed to hack the CLINTON server.
LAZAR then stated that he recalled the interview with FOX NEWS, and that he
had lied to them about hacking the CLINTON server. sAl
lthen asked
LAZAR to provide a complete explanation of his hacking activities
surrounding the CLINTON server. LAZAR provided the following information in
response:
On or about March 14, 2013, at approximately 6:00 ~~ [Romanian Time],
LAZAR was perusing!
!address book. Within it, LAZAR identified
an AMERICA ONLINE (AOL) email account ofl
~aol.com, which he later
determined to be the personal email account of SIDNEY BLUMENTHAL. LAZAR
then made several attempts to access BLUMENTAL's email account. After
approximately 20 minutes, LAZAR was able to successfully gain access to the
account by correctly answering an account security question, which in turn
allowed him to reset the password for the account. LAZAR then utilized the
new user credentials to access BLUMENTHAL's account.
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LAZAR recalled that BLUMENTHAL's account contained approximately
30,000 cmails, which took him approximately six to seven hours to sort and
review. LAZAR downloaded approximately 25 attachments that were contained
in the emails, including memorandums (memos) and briefing documents. He
recalled that some of those attachments were official memos between
BLUMENTHAL and CLINTON. Additionally, LAZAR took screenshots of other items
in the account that he deemed to be of interest. LAZAR recalled taking a
screenshot of an email that contained information related to the Benghazi
incident.
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While looking through BLUMENTAL's account, LAZAR ident ified one emai l
exchange between BLUMENTHAL and CLINTON, where CLINTON was using the domain
of clintonemail.com. LAZAR reviewed the header information for that email
in attempt to identify the origina ting IP address for the mail server
associated with that domain. LAZAR identified one corresponding IP address,
which was 127 . 0 . 0.1 . LAZAR r ecognized that IP address as bei ng an internal
routing addre ss and assumed that it was assigned to an internal mail server
at the AOL service provider. The refore , LAZAR had no additional information
about the CLINTON email server, and concluded his hacking attempts against
it at that time. LAZAR stated that t his was the fu ll extent of his hacking
activities related to the CLINTON email server.
After spending approximately six or seven hours in BLUMENTHAL's
account, LAZAR took a break from the computer which lasted approximately
two to three hours. When he returned to the computer, he no longer had
access t o BLUMENTHAL' s account. LAZAR recalled that his access was
terminated around 8:00 AMI
!Time. He assumed that BLUMENTHAL likely
made a ph one call to AOL in order to reset his password and regain access
to the account. LAZAR believed that BLUMENTHAL resided inl
that
time.
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As a form of norma l practice, LAZAR would send the results of his
hacking activities to new~ dy~n~ies world-wide. After ~ccessing
BLUMENTHAL's account, LAZAR contacted!
l at THE SMOKING GUN and
advised t hat he was going to send the BLUMENTHAL info rma tion to
approximately 100 different news agencies, which he had identified prior to
the compromise of BLUMENTHAL's account.
LAZAR recalled using a variety of computer hacking tools for his
hacking activities, such as ANGRYIP, METASPLOI T, SUBSEVEN, and CAIN AND
ABLE. LAZAR used a remote adminis tration tool (RAT) as well, t o create his
own malwa re. That tool operated by splitting an existing ma l ware exploit
into two pie ces, manipulating the hexadecimal code , and then repacking the
malware for deployment. LAZAR recalled using the SUBLEGEND7 tool for this
activity. LAZAR utilized this technique to send out spear-phi shing emails
to various targeted victims. The malware would ultimately install a
key-logging software on the victim computer.
When asked to elaborate on the key-logging software, LAZAR stated
that he c ould not. When asked how he retrieved the results of the
key-logging software from the victims, LAZAR provided that the software
allowed h i m to e nter a return emai l address and the results of the
key-logger were emailed to that account. LAZAR could not recall the email
account s that he used for this activi ty. LAZAR sent this form of malware to
approximately 100 different people and estimated that only approximately 15
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of them ultimately opened the attachmGnt . LAZAR did not send any
spear-phishing emails to users at the clintonemail.com domain .

During other hacking quests, LAZAR utilized various IP scanning too ls
to dete r mine whe ther or not an IP address was online and which ports they
made available on the Internet. LAZAR recalled using the ANGRYIP scanning
too l most frequ ently . LAZAR attempted to use Russian proxy servers for his
scanning activit i e s i n order to evade monitoring by the United States
government. Russian IP proxies afforded him with faster Internet speeds
than others. LAZAR repeatedly checked his outfacing IP address in order to
ensure that he was using Russian proxies.
When asked how he utilized Russian proxies with the ANGRYI P tool,
LAZAR r e l ayed that the tool itself afforded the ability to connect to
Russian proxies. LAZAR could not provide any additional detai l s on how the
ANGRYIP tool accomplished this.
When asked about other Internet proxy usage, LAZAR provided that he
also utilized MOZ I LLA FIREFOX as his browser of choice, and that a plug-in
was available for the browser which routed Internet traffic through Russian
proxies . LAZAR could not provide any additional detai ls an how the plug-in
accomplished this , nor c ould he recall the p l ug-in that he used in FIREFOX.
LAZAR also used the HI DEMYASS webs ite for masking his onl ine act i vities as
well.
In the beginni ng of the inte rview, LAZAR recalled using the METASPLOIT
tool in approximately 2008 or 2009. He stated that he was merely an amateur
with METASPLOIT and that he really didn't understand how to use it. LAZAR
utilized METASPLOIT on WINDOWS computers only , from a graphical user
interface (GUI) rather than the WINDOWS command prompt. LAZAR is not
f amiliar with the LINUX operating system. Later i n t he interview, LAZAR
r e ca lled using METASPOIT in eithe~ 2009 or 2010, during which t ime frame he
made a how-to FACEBOOK video that demonstrated how one could take a remote
screenshot of a user 's desktop with METASPLOIT.
LAZAR uti lized the CAIN AND ABLE: software tool for pa·ssword cracking.
He also used that tool from a GUI rather than the command prompt. LAZAR
recalled that the GUI had green and red buttons on it. When asked to
describe how he utilized the CA~N AND ABLE program, LAZAR stated that he
would use it for password cracking once i ns ide a network. When asked
whether or not he used it f or cracking password hashes that were dumped
fr om a system he replied yes . When asked t o further describe the process of
dumping password hashes from a system, LAZAR provided that he could not do
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so in English . When asked whether or not h e could describe that process in
Romanian, he stated that he could not. LAZAR used the CAIN AND ABLE
software product in either 2010 or 2011.
LAZAR used other remote administration tools for his hacking
activiti e s , but could not recall the names of any of them. When targeting
an IP address for access LAZAR often attempted to log into it via hi s web
brows er, by typing the IP addr e ss into the b r owser . LAZAR utilized multiple
different c omputers for his hacking activities, none of which .he has a ccess
to a nymore. LAZAR recalled working with computers since he was
approximately 15 years old.
On approxi mately four or five occasions during this interview, LAZAR
referred to himself as being an amateur hacker and not a profess i onal. On
one occasion, LAZAR also referred to himself as being a. "script kiddie" ,
who mer e ly knows how to hack accounts by answering securit:Y account
questions correctly, as he did with the BLUMENTHAL account .

I

Present durin2 this i ntervie w were
sAl
~ LS

I·

and LAZAR's Attorney, Public Defender
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(U//FOUO) On December 22,2015, BRYAN PAGLIANO was interviewed by Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) Special Agentsl
land Information
lat the offices of the Department of Justice's
Technology Specialist/Forensic Examined
Counterintelliaence and Ex ort Control Section CES . Also present, were AkinGump attorneysD
L--------.,..------------...a..~~~....~.::.LW.I.~.~..~.~;~-1111unsel and Mark MacDougall,
Partner. Additionally
andl
lfrom the
U.S. Department of Justice were also present. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing
agents, and the purpose ofthe interview, PAGLIANO provided the following information:

I

{U//FOUO' PAGLIANd
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~--------------------------------------------------~!HILLARY

CLINTON, PAGLIA NO came to work on HILLARY CLINTON's 2008 presidential campaign as an
information technology specialist. Following HILLARY CLINTON's appointment as the Secretary of
State in 2009, PAGLIANO gained employment at the Department of State (DOS) as an Information
Technology Specialist in the Bureau of Resource Management.

(U//FOUO) In the fall of2008, JUSTIN COOPER introduced himself to PAGLIANO via email
and subsequently called PAGLIANO. In the call, COOPER stated he understood PAGLIANO was
liquidating computer equipment from HILLARY CLINTON's 2008 presidential campaign and explained
he was interested in transitioning from an Apple OS X private email server used by aides of BILL
CLINTON to another email exchange server. COOPER asked PAGLIANO for help setting up new
equipment to support a new email server and for assistance in the administration of the server.
PAGLIANO began work on building an email server at K street using computer equipment from
HILLARY CLINTON's 2008 presidential campaign. In late 2008, at the time PAGLIANO was building
the server, he did not know HILLARY CLINTON would be Secretary of State or have an account on the
server. PAGLIANO believed the email server he was building would be used for private email exchange
with BILL CLINTON aides.
(U//FOUO) Around March 2009, once the new server equipment was assembled, COOPER and
PAGLIANO met at the CLINTON residence in Chappaqua, NY to install the server and migrate the email
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accounts from the Apple OS X server to the new server. PAGLIANO also recalled that
lwas present, as well as some United States Secret Service (USSS) Special Agents. PAGLIANO
recalled the Apple OS X server to be in the basement at Chappaqua and consisting of an Apple Power
Macintosh G4 or GS tower and an HP printer supported by Internet Printing Protocol (IPP) over port 9100
so that staff could print from the Harlem office. PAGLIANO installed the new server equipment which
was comprised of a I2-unit (12U) rack with a Dell PowerEdge I950 used as a Blackberry Enterprise
Server (BES), Dell PowerEdge 2900, Dell unmanaged switch, 3U power supply, 3 terabyte (TB) external
hard drive, Kiwi Syslog Server, and a Cisco Private Internet eXchange (PIX) 515E IP firewall (the
collection of server equipment hereafter referred to as Exchange Server I). PAGLIA NO stated that he did
not utilize tape backups but implemented "disk-to-disk" backups instead. PAGLIANO began the email
migration from the Apple OS X server to Exchange Server 1 while on-site in Chappaqua in March 2009,
but did not finish on-site and continued working on the migration from his hotel room. PAGLIANO
believed he "popped out" all the email from the Apple OS X server when migrating and that no email
content should have existed on the Apple OS X server once it was migrated to Exchange Server I.
COOPER changed the Mail Exchange (MX) records to ensure delivery to Exchange Server 1. There were
only two system administrators on Exchange Server 1, PAGLIANO and COOPER. PAGLIANO
disagreed with housing Exchange Server I in a residential basement due to having only one unreliable
internet connection. COOPER disagreed and wanted physical access to Exchange Server I. PAGLIANO
never knew of Exchange Server I residing in another physical location other than Chappaqua.

I

(U//FOUO) As far as the Apple OS X server is concerned, PAGLIA NO did not know of any other
function or use of the server, other than to facilitate email exchange. PAGLIANO did not know who
installed the Apple OS X server, but believed COOPER was the only person with administrator access.
Two email domains existed on the Apple OS X server, presidentc!inton.com and clintonemail.com. Both
COOPER,
domains were also maintained on Exchange server I. PAGLIANO believed!
and
had email accounts on the residentclinton.com domain, and HUMA
ABED IN and
had email accounts on
the clintonemail.com domain. Once email was migrated to Exchange server 1, all users could use either
the presidentclinton.com or clintonemail.com domains for receiving email but replies would be sent from
the clintonemail.com domain for users of the clintonemail.com domain. PAGLIANO did not know if
HILLARY CLINTON had an account on the Apple OS X server, but he did not migrate one. PAGLIANO
did not know how users connected to the Apple OS X server.l
br COOPER would monitor the
printer linked to the Apple OS X server, but PAGLIANO was unaware what, if anything, it was used for.
PAGLIANO believed the people with physical access to the Apple OS X server was anyone who had
access to the basement at the CLINTON residence.!
had physical access, but not administrative
access, to the OS X server. Sometime after the email migration from the Apple OS X server to Exchange
server I was complete, COOPER discussed repurposing the Apple OS X server with PAGLIANO.
PAGLIANO believed the intention was for the Apple OS X server to be installed as a workstation
somewhere in the basement in Chappaqua for use by either COOPER od
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(U//FOUO) PAGLIANO requisitioned the hardware for Exchange Server I from a datacenter at
HILLARY CLINTON's presidential campaign headquarters at 4420 W. Fairfax Drive, Arlington,
Virginia. He recalled the PowerEdge 2900 to have been a Microsoft SQL server and PAGLIANO did not
recall if he wiped the drives of the hardware used to build Exchange Server 1. PAGLIANO made the
decision to use a Microsoft Small Business Server (SBS) environment on Exchange Server I since he had
used it before and assessed it would be perfect for a small amount of users exchanging email. Exchange
Server I was only used for email exchange, and although PAGLIANO did enable Windows SharePoint
Services, it was never used. PAGLIANO wanted to use a cloud service similar to that used in HILLARY
CLINTON's 2008 Presidential campaign, but COOPER disagreed with PAGLIA NO and did not want to
use a cloud service. Because of this decision, PAGLIANO used an external hard drive to back-up
Exchange Server I using Windows back-up service. To effect this change, PAGLIANO scheduled a task
through Windows for a full back-up once a week and a differential back-up every day. These periodic
back-ups would overwrite on the hard drive in a first-in, first-out manner. For security, PAGLIANO used
Microsoft Forefront on the Dell PowerEdge 2900 as a baseline security analyzer. PAGLIANO recalled
finding a virus, but recalled no other detail, other than it being nothing of great concern. PAGLIA NO
chose to turn File Transfer Protocol (FTP) off.
(U//FOUO) PAGLIANO thought the biggest vulnerability to Exchange Server 1 to be a Brute
Force Attack (BFA). PAGLIANO stated that BF As increased over the life of the server and he set-up the
logs to alert COOPER of a failed Jog-in attempt. The Internet Protocol (IP) filtering on the server was
manual using a 51 5E straight IP block and PAGLIANO used Domain Name System (DNS) for inbound
filtering. On the Dell PowerEdge 1950, PAGLIANO used a Kiwi Syslog server and tried to pull and
review the firewall log files once a month. At some point, COOPER put PAGLIANO in contact with
trom the USSS for a reason unknown to PAGLIANO.I
told PAGLIANO to
also perform outbound filtering of email traffic.

I

(U//FOUO) The back-up hard drive and mailboxes on Exchange server 1 were not encrypted.
PAGLIANO wanted to move toward two-factor authentication using an RSA authentication server for all
Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) access on Exchange Server I because he thought it was a good practice.
As a test, PAGLIANO installed it on his workstation, as well as COOPER's, but PAGLIANO did not end
up implementing two-factor authentication and did not turn offRDP access. PAGLIANO stated there
were no security breaches on Exchange Server 1, but there were a lot of BF As. PAGLIANO knew the
attempts were BFAs instead of users forgetting their passwords because the user names in the BFA
attempts weren't even close to any legitimate user name. PAGLIANO could not recall a specific country
that would attempt an inordinate amount of BFAs.
(U//FOUO) In summer 2009, PAGLIANO noticed an account on Exchange server I called "H."
PAGLIANO asked COOPER who this email account belonged to and COOPER stated it belonged to
HILLARY CLINTON. PAGLIANO assumed the account was a personal email account. PAGLIANO
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recalled the email account to be .U.Q.K?.~.@s:!.i.r.~L~!.L~~;.r.i.1.~H&~m.\. Later, after SYDNEY BLUMENTHAL's
email account was hacked, HILLARY CLINTON's account changed to HR0Dl9((tdintonemail.corn.
(U//FOUO) In summer 2009J
Iandi
I both Information
Technology Specialists at the DOS, contacted PAGLIANO and asked him to come to the i 11 floor in DOS
Headquarters. Once there, PAGLIANO was asked if he was aware of the clintonemail.com domain and
PAGLIANO replied in the affirmative. PAGLIANO recalled nothing further about this encounter.
PAGLIANO relayed this incident td
I andl
lhad a
"visceral" reaction and didn't want to know anymore. In late 2009 or early 2010,1
reached
out to PAGLIANO again and relayed to PAGLIANO that the use of a private email server by HILLARY
CLINTON may be a federal records retention issue.l
!relayed to PAGLIANO that he wanted
to convey this to HILLARY CLINTON's inner circle, but could not reach them and asked ifPAGLIANO
would relay this information. PAGLIANO then approached CHERYL MILLS in her office and relayed
!concerns regarding federal records retention and the use of a private email server.
PAGLIANO remembers MILLS replying that former Secretaries of State had done the same thing, to
include COLIN POWELL. PAGLIANO thought he may have also mentioned the federal records retention
issue with JUSTIN COOPER. Additionally, PAGLIANO recalled a third conversation withl
wherel
!brought up security concerns and stated that email transiting from a state.gov
account to Exchange Server 1 should be through a Transport Layer Security (TLS) tunnel.._!_ _ _ __.
stated to PAGLIANO that he wouldn't be surprised if classified information was being transmitted.

I

I

I

(U//FOUO) PAGLIANO stated the hardware used for Exchange Server I was paid for by the
CLINTON family and through the 2008 presidential campaign and at least some of the hardware was
acquired through US21 Computers. PAGLIANO believed most financial and acquisition matters
regarding the CLINTONs would go through COOPER directly. PAGLIANO performed work for the
CLINTONs without a contract and through contact with COOPER. COOPER wanted to do work under a
retainer, but they settled on an hourly wage.
(U//FOUO) In June 20I I, PAGLIA NO travelled to Chappaqua to perform maintenance and install
new upgrades to Exchange Server I. The discs began faillng in the 3 TB external hard drive in Exchange
Server I and PAGLIANO replaced it with a CISCO NAS storage device. PAGLIANO chose CISCO
because they make good products and he may have consulted US2I Computers as well. PAGLIANO
allocated more than half of the storage space for back-ups of Exchange Server I and the rest for file
storage. When uninsta111ng the 3 TB hard drive and insta111ng the CISCO NAS, PAGLIANO did not move
the contents from one to the other. PAGLIANO simply unplugged the USB connection for the 3TB hard
drive and pointed the server back-ups tC.ward the CISCO NAS. PAGLIANO also added memory to the
Dell PowerEdge I950, added a Gigabit switch, upgraded to a CISCO ASA 5500 firewall, off loaded
syslogging to the CISCO NAS, be:~.-ht a CISCO botnet filter and CISCO Intrusion Prevention Service
(IPS) and replaced the batteries on tne UPS along with other various upgrades and maintenance.
Additionally, PAGLIANO v~~.1 raded theBES from 5.0 to 6.0 and checked for any software patching.
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(U/f.FOUO) In the Winter of 201 I, the Internet Service Provider (ISP) providing internet service to
the CLINTON residence in Chappaqua went down due to a stonn. As a result, Exchange Server I was
unable to process email. While the Internet was down, and to ensure email delivery, PAGLIANO advised
COOPER to change the mail exchanger (MX) record for email accounts on Exchange Server 1 to point to
Google. PAGLIANO wasn't certain if COOPER did this or who it was done for, but assumed it was done
for HILLARY CLINTON and HUMA ABEDIN since they were the most concerned about lack of email
delivery.
(U//FOUO) Individuals with an email account on Exchange Server 1 could log into their account
through any means available to them. PAGLIANO viewed his responsibilities as maintenance and
operation of the server. P AGLIANO recaiied HILLARY CLINTON used a BlackBerry as a mobile
device, but could not recaii the various handsets. PAGLIANO met with MONICA HANLEY at some
point in 201 I or 2012 to confit,'ure a BlackBerry for HILLARY CLINTON, but could not reca11 any detail
about the device.

(U/fFOUO~ Upod

~eaving the CLINTON's employ and pursuant to a request fro~J...---'

PAGLIANO reca11ed doing an export of 40 Gigabytes o~
lemail. This is the only export
PAGLIANO could recall doing. PAGLIANO believed he may have done an export of email for
but could not recaii. PAGLIANO did recaii doing an import of DOS contacts for
HUMA ABEDIN onto Exchange Server I.

I
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(U//FOUO) PAGLIANO could not recall accessing the content of email on Exchange Server I and
was never aware of any classified infonnation residing on Exchange Server I.
(U//FOUO) In early 20I 3, PAGLIANO recalled the user llmitations and reliability of Exchange
Server I prompted discussions to search for another vendor to manage a CLINTON email exc~hanae
server. PAGLIANO recalled a conversation wit hi
Iand COOPER about
r
lfareer aspirations and what email requirements she may need. Eventually, MILLS and
weighed in relating to Exchange Server I and the end of HILLARY CLINTON's tenure as
Secretary of State. At some point, an individual namedl
lbegan the process of finding a
vendor to manage a new CLINTON email exchange server. PAGLIANO did not know!!
previously, or how she came to be involved with the search for a vendor. Eventuallyr::::::::Tshowed
PAGLIANO a presentation detailing three vendors and their capabilities. PAGLIANO recommended a
company called Platte River Networks (PRN). Ultimately, PAGLIANO recalled the decision being with
land she chose PRN.
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(U//FOUO) Once the decision was made to go with PRN, PAGLIANO recalled communicating
with PRN employed
lrelated to the transition from Exchange Server I to the server
PRN was going to use. Around this time, PAGLIANO was already 4 to 5 months into a new job as an IT
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specialist at GARTNER. PAGLIA NO gavd
Iadministrator access to Exchange Server I as
well as user names and passwords to individual email accounts. PAGLIANO recalled talking to
lonce or twice and possib!yJ
In order to prepare Exchange Server 1
for the transition to PRN, PAGLIANO also "trimmed" mailboxes and cleared out white space.
PAGLIANO described this as a maintenance process of reclaiming space from old mailboxes, like in the
example o~

I
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(U//FOUO) Based on conversations he had or was aware of, PAGLIANO recalled knowing that
PRN was going to use a DATTO service for backing up their server, a CloudJacket device for network
protection, and potentially, two-factor authentication.!
Iwas responsible for establishing the contract
of services PRN was going to implement and ensure they were implemented.
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(U//FOUO) PAGLIANO was shown an email dated January 30, 2014 where a user list was
populated by Platte River Networks regarding their management of a CLINTON email server. Regarding
the email, PAGLIANO did not recognize the mailbox "HRC Archive." PAGLIANO stated after PRN
took control of managing an email server for the CLINTONs, he had no visibility into the server or the
mailboxes.
(U//-¥0Ue) In what PAGLIANO remembered as the fall of2013, MILLS called PAGLIANO and
inquired about the effectiveness of two types of software for wiping computer data, but PAGLIANO
could not recall the names ofthe software. PAGLIANO discussed the difference between "bit" wiping
and deleting with MILLS. PAGLIANO inferred from his conversation with MILLS that PRN was going
to excise data. PAGLIANO recalled using Boot and Nuke software when deleting and repurposing
computers while working on HILLARY CLINTON's 2008 presidential campaign, but didn't recall if he
discussed that with MILLS.

I

(U//FOUO) In July 2014, PAGLIANO had a conference call with MILLS andl
to
discuss an archive of HILLARY CLINTON emails from her time as Secretary of State. PAGLIANO
recalled that MILLS and
were trying to determine why a gap existed in HILLARY
CLINTON's emails between January 2009 and March 2009. In separate conversations with COOPER,
PAGLIANO understood that CLINTON used a BlackBerry email address before hosting her account on
Exchange Server I and that explained the gap from January 2009 to March 2009. PAGLIANO could not
recall a conversation with MILLS od
lafter July 2014.

I

I

(U//FeUe) In Spring 2015, MILLS asked PAGLIANO if he would mind talking to DAVID
KENDALL from Williams & Connolly LLP. PAGLIANO agreed to talk to KENDALL and described the
interaction as a shorter version ofPAGLIANO' s conversation with FBI agents as memorialized herein.
PAGLIANO stated there is nothing he told KENDALL that he didn't also relay to the interviewing FBI
agents.
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(U/ffOUO) At this point in the interview, FBI agents displayed documents to PAGLIANO that
were Bates stamped as an identifying mark. PAGLIANO was asked questions as it pertained to each
respective document. The following was provided by PAGLIANO:
(U//FOUO) After viewing a document marked HC-001, PAGLIANO stated the credit of
$5,000.00 to his account was a payment, including expenses, for his work in March 2009 setting up
Exchange Server I. The payment of$8,350.83 in June 20I 1 was for his previously described maintenance
work on Exchange Server I, to include expenses.
(U//FOUO) After viewing a document marked HC-014, PAGLIANO stated the line item
"I/1 I/201 I Conference call with Security team" was the pre,ious!J described communication with
I
!related to outbound filtering. PAGLIANO stated
was an individual he worked with at
US21 Computers. PAGLIA NO recalled HILLARY CLINTON turned offBiuetooth capability on her
BlackBerry, while COOPER, and possibl~
enabled Bluetooth on their handsets.
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(U//FOUO) PAGLIANO statedL---1_...~I referred to in a document marked HC-023, wasD
r---..:...;;;;.;.;..=...,1·
-
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(Uff'OUQ) After viewing a document marked HC-008, PAGLIANO stated the "Mailbox kick off'
indicated in the invoice was related to the previously described work exporting!
I mailbox.
(U//FOUO) After viewing a document marked HC-004, PAGLIANO stated the iPad referred to in
the invoice belonged to HILLARY CLINTON. P AGLIANO did not configure the iPad and could not
recall when HILLARY CLINTON started using it, nor any other details related to the iPad.
(U//FOUO) After viewing a document marked HC-OIO, PAGLIANO stated in March 2013,
MILLS requested an analysis of Exchange Server 1. PAGLIANO recalled giving Exchange Server I a B+
grade and conveyed in his analysis the limitations of Exchange Server I and recommendations for a more
robust email system. PAGLIANO relayed the greatest liability of Exchange Server I to be reliability and
referenced the incidents in which the ISP lost power and was unable to provide internet service to the
residence in Chappaqua. PAGLIANO had always been against housing a server in a residential basement
and preferred the security and reliability of an established data center. MILLS did not have an email
account on Exchange Server I and used state.gov and gmail for email exchange.
(U//FOUO) After viewing a document marked HC-002, PAGLIANO stated the virtual private
network (VPN) referred to in the invoice was not for users of Exchange Server I and just for
administrator use. PAGLIA NO stated he installed the IPS at the same time the CISCO ASA firewall went
in place in June 201 I. PAGLIANO fine tuned the IPS over time, fluctuating between turning logging on
and off as needed.
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(U//fOUO) The notes of the interview and all aforementioned documents displayed to
PAGLIANO will be stored in a FD340 envelope and filed with the captioned investigation.
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(U//POUO) On June 21, 2016, BRYAN PAGLIANO, was interviewed
tele honicall b Federal Bureau of Investi ation (FBI) Special Agents
(SA)~~~~~----~~~--~---r---------------;and Information Technology
Specialist/Forensic Examiner
Also on the call for the
interview were AkinGump attorneysl_~~------~_.~~~~ Connor Mullin,
Counsel, Mark MacDougall, Partner and~----------------~ Additionally,
~~~--~~--~~~~from the U.S. Department of Justice was also on the
call. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents,
and the nature of the interview, PAGLIANO provided the following
information:
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(U//¥eUe) PAGLIANO did not work on the Apple email server,
set-up by JUSTIN COOPER for WILLIAM CLINTON aides, and therefore, has
no information regarding a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificate
registered for the Apple server. PAGLIANO did go through the "full
registration" process for establishing an SSL certificate on the
server he later built, which enabled email to be encrypted while in
transit.
(U//FOUO) Based on a request from COOPER, PAGLIANO built an
email server in early 2009 in HILLARY CLINTON's 2008 presidential
campaign space on K street. PAGLIANO could not recall the exact
address of the building. Once built, PAGLIANO rented a minivan and
drove to Chappaqua, New York to install the email server in the
CLINTON residence. PAGLIANO could not recall any existing computer
systems at the Chappaqua residence, other than the Apple server
previously described to the FBI. When designing the network for the
server, PAGLIANO left the CLINTON's home internet network separate
from the server - leaving it outside his firewall.
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(U//~)

PAGLIANO recalled being given a list of user names
and passwords that COOPER asked to be transferred from COOPER's Apple
server to PAGLIANO's system. PAGLIANO did not recall transferring an
account for HILLARY CLINTON and does not know how her account was
installed on the server he built. PAGLIANO installed an IP-based
printer on this email system with the express intent of allowing the
CLINTON office in Harlem to print at the Chappaqua residence. PAGLIANO
installed regular updates to software on the email server using "auto
patching" every night. PAGLIANO did some work to experiment with twofactor authentication, but did not implement it on the server because
it would have been difficult to administer. PAGLIANO changed the name
of the built-in Administrator account and eventually disabled it.
PAGLIANO could not recall saving a file called
"netstat.txt" When PAGLIANO received a recommendation to do outbound
IP filtering froml
at the United States Secret Service, he
implemented the change.
(U/~OU9)

I
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(U//FOUO) Around January 2011, PAGLIANO recalled a brute
force attack (BFA) on the server where COOPER was receiving failed
log-in attempt notifications on his email. Because COOPER could not
reach PAGLIANO, COOPER "panicked" and shut down the server. PAGLIANO
recalled nothing abnormal about this BFA and eventually trained COOPER
to insert IP blocks. PAGLIANO made it clear to COOPER he could not
administer the server on a day-to-day basis.

I

(U//FOUe-) After a recommendation byl
an
employee at STATE DEPARTMENT (hereafter, STATE) to implement Transport
Layer Security (TLS) between the CLINTON email server and STATE
servers, PAGLIANO did not implement TLS. PAGLIANO understood the
CLINTON email server to be a personal email server and did not see a
reason for encryption.
(U//~) In early 2013, PAGLIANO found employment at
GARTNER and conversations began between CHERYL MILLS,~~------------~
andl
!pertaining to hiring a third-party company to
administer a CLINTON email server. PAGLIANO could not recall when he
gave access to his server tol
lfrom PLATTE RIVER NETWORKS
(PRN). Once PAGLIANO did grant access tal
PAGLIANO did no
utility work on the server and was not monitoring it. Although he

I
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could not remember a specific date, PAGLIANO believed the last time he
accessed the server was around March of 2013.

(U/f.FOUQ) Notes of the interview will be maintained in a FD340
envelope.
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as interviewed in her office at thel1--------'
L.----------------r-------'1-lW~as'"h,~,~,i:..t.:;>nrton, D. C., by Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) Special Agents (SA
ndl
I Interviewing agents
explained the interview was voluntary an
ould stop the interview at anytime. After
being advised ofthe identity of the interviewing agents, and the nature of the interview,._!_ _ _ _ __.
provided the following information:
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(U//FOUO)I
barticipated in daily 8:45am meetings with the Secretary of State and
her executive staff. CLINTON was not always present at said meetings, as she traveled quite a bit.
However,!
Iassessed she attended meetings wherein CLINTON was present approximately
three to six times a week when CLINTON was in town.
(U//'F6UEUI
]did not have a relationship with CLINTON prior t~
DoS employmend
ft·eported directly to CLINTON, but did not email CLINTON directly
lwas not initially provided
until six to eight months after she began working at DoSJ
CLINTON's email address, so when she wanted to send or forward a message to CLINTON, she would
route it throuoh HUMA ABED IN. At some point in the first six to eight months of her employment at
DoS,
recalled CLINTON responding to one of the messages she forwarded up directly. At
this point
sked ABEDIN if it was okay to go direct with CLINTON, and was granted the
1...;-:-";"l""'l'r-t"'--.....~..;e;.;.;x~la,ined the privilege of emailing CLINTON direct was not a privilege she
used lightly.
did not have a history of Government Service, she thought it was
normal for someone in CLINTON's position to have a ..gatekeeper system" in place.
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(U//FOUOi
lcould not recall if the emails she directly sent to and from CLINTON
were on CLINTON's DoS or private email accound
ldid not recall seeing CLINTON's
actual email address. Rather, whenl
!received or responded to emails from CLINTON, she
recalled seeing a single initial.
Ibelieved she recalled seeing .. S" as the name of the sender
when she received direct CLINTON emails during her time at DoS, as
and other DoS
executives would refer to CLINTON as .. S."I
noted that although she is no longer at DoS,
she still maintains email contact with CLINTON and now receives emails from CLINTON where the
had no knowledge CLINTON was using her own private
name of the sender is ..
server until it was reported in the media.

I

I

H."I

I

I

b6
b7c

I

(U//FOU01
held a Secret clearance while she was at DoS, but rarely worked in the
classified realm. Whild
I received access to and trainino on the use of DoS' s classified
computer systems, she hardly accessed DoS' classified s stem.
id not recall ever using
her DoS classified email account.
would have
been more likely to use his DoS classified email account.
assesse
latmost entirely worked off the DoS' classified system.__________.

b6
b?c

(U//FOUOJ
~as asked to review an email dated 9/12/2009 wherein_._!~~~~=----'
sent an email titled .. For S- for discussion on Afghanistan tomorrow," from her unclassified DoS email
account to CHERYL D. MILLS and JACOB J. SULLIVAN's unclassified DoS email accounts .
.___....,.._...a..:.A..:;B;;;.:;;:E.::;D..:;IN:..;, andl
lwere carbon copied on the email. While reading through the
L---......----La~t;..;:o;:.:.n~e~o;:.:.i.:,:.;nt stated .. ajood Lord," and further stated that the information contained in
L - - - - - - - - - - - " writing_
was also referenced in the first line of the email).

b6
b7C

I

I

(U//FOUO~

~id not recall specifically sending the 9/12/2009 email to MILLS and

SULLIVAN, but mentioned she would not have known the information contained in thr body of the
email. There Afghanistan Review was ongoing at the time ofthe 9!12/2009 email, andL
recalled strong conflicting opinions concerning the role corruption played in the Afohan olitical strategy.
likely sen~
~he information in a separate email, which
ould
have edited before sending to MILLS and SULLIVAN.
likely spoke t
n the
phone or in person about the matter before
lemailed the information t L------....1

b6
b7C

I

I

I

I

(U//FOUO) After reading the 9/12/2009 emai!J
!admitted she was a bit "shocked
when she read over the paragraphs labeled #5 and #6." J
lstated she .. wondered to what
extent she read ... thought through carefully" before she sen~
lemail on to MILLS and
SULLIVAN. SULLIVAN had no idea what was meant by .. Matja" Op as stated in the paragraph #5, but
lwas proposing ideas rather than revealing them.l
further
explained she believe~
went on to say she wouldn't have recommended kinetic action.

I
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ould talk to
L.-~~--~about a variety of issues a
ikely viewed
sa back channel to
escribedl
las a "bold thinker.",_!_ _ _ ____.
get infonnation to CLINTON.
saw her role as ensuring CLINTON received a wide range of viewpoints on various topics.
(U//FOUO) Agents also asked I
lif she recalled a 6/3/201 1 email she sent regarding a
hacking of Google email accounts, in which she recommended using the infonnation as a platfonn for
discussing issues with the DoS Infonnation Technology system.l
!immediately
remembered the email and explained she initia11y thought it was why the FBI wanted to speak with her.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUOj
Idid not reca11 being advised or instructed against using a personal
!used her DoS assigned Blackberry. However, she was
email account or personal devices. I
assigned a DoS Dell com uter, which was very dated, so she opted to use her personal laptop when she
was out of the office.
as also issued a fob for which to remotely sign onto DoS systems.
While
did use the fob on occasions to rem tel i 1n int the DoS system, she explained
the system was slow and would shut down while in use.
ho resides in I
I
I would often sign into and work off o
etwork from her home, and transfer
information she needed back over to DoS systems.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUO) SULLIVAN was always operating off of his DoS Blackberry, so._l_ _ _ __.
doubted he ever used a ersonal account for DoS business. However, MILLS would sometimes send very
early morning emails to
around Sam) that were sent from a personal Gmail account
Ibelieved was
{Lgm_{!,U.,.~:mn.l
lcould not reca11 the specific
content of emails she received from MILLS' personal email account, but believed their content was
mainly instructional.

b6
b7C

(U//f'OUOJ
lcould not recall an instance where a conversation (email or otherwise)
was moved from an unclassified to classified space. It would be more common for a conversation to turn
"confidential" and the circle of participants would dwindle in size to accommodate sensitivities, rather
than change the venue of the conversation.

b6
b7C

I

I

(U//FOUO~

Iopined that most policy and strategy discussions would be considered
unclassified, acknowledging that some of the participants in policy and strategy discussions may have
additional details concerning sources and methods that would have come from classified channels.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUO) At the conclusion of the interview,_!--.----~~o~ld agents she had not mentioned
Ifurther asked if she was ali owed
the interview to CLINTON or any of contacts from DoS.I
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to tell SULLIVAN and/or CLINTON she spoke with the FBI, and explained she was concerned they
could be upsetJo learn she spJke with the FBI without telling them. Agents explained that while they
_from referencing the interview, they would prefed
luse
cannot prohibi _
discretion when discussing the matter, as to prevent unnecessary information from leaking into the press.
(U//FOUoJ
lwas not previously interviewed by DoS or any other entity related to
the topics discussed during this interview.

(U//FOUO) Agent notes are maintained in a 1A.
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(U//FOUO) In 20l3J
lfoundedl
lwhere he continues to serve
as the Managing Director. Prior to foundinQ!rr------,l....:s-erv-e"":'d-a-s~th:-lei"''""""-.....L:.:..:.:.:;.:.;:...:.:.=...=._,Ito fanner

~------------------------------------------~--~andl
I
L-~""!""""---.-----------------------l11
also served in various

b6
b7C

positions onl..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....l

(U//F6U6j
~rdinated fre uentl with officials from lthe :errtment of State (DoS)
during his tenure at both t
coordinated with DoS
weekly while at he was a
further stated there was close coor mation between the0and
DoS on all levels.
coordinated more frequently with DoS during hiQtenure, as it was
necessary to coordinate with DoS on everything that happened .. down range."

~.;..;;...=~"----~rimary DoS contacts while he was both at0and0included CHERYL

I

'---r-----...a..:a::.:n.=,dJACOB SULLIVAN.
lalso occasionaiiy communicated
and some U.S. Ambassadors when he was assigned t o O

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

"---------...l

II UO) Most on
Jcontact with DoS while at both0ancC::] was via telephone or
email.
had classified and unclassified telephones and email systems available on his desk at both
Dan
Whenl
bigned on to his computers atOe was directed to a classified network
Iunclassified network if he wanted to communicate on an
and would have to switch over tol
signed on to hisOcomputer, the system automaticaiiy
open/unclassified system, whereas whe~
defaulted to the unclassified network.

I

_____!.,Uili'6U6~

Fould not recall what email account wj s~ncj to hiQissued Blackberry.
L___JB!ackberry while atOwas synced to his unclassified
account.
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(U//fiOUOj
~as provided a STE and safe for home use during hisc::Jtenure.IJ
explained that he did not utilize the safe to store documents, but occasionally used the STE. c:::::Jdid
not leave the STE plugged in at all times, rather he would wait for someone to contact him on an
unclassified Ilne and request a secure call from his home before he would physically plug in the STE.
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(U//FOUOj
hever emailed directly with CLINTON. He was not aware of the email
account CLINTON wa u in) n r wa he aware that her email ace
server. According t L.-----~--~~-------~-~-----,~---~___.
utillzed email as a means to communicate with CLINTON. I
wanted to contact or convey a
message to CLINTONJ
would subsequently contact the aforementioned DoS senior staff (MILLS,
to relay the appropriate information.
SULLIVAN, orj

I

b6
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I

(U//fiOUO) Agents askedl
ko review an email dated 3/21/2009 and with the subject Ilne
r---____;-,1 The email was sent from
tftg!_E!~.iL~~J?.E;) to .. H" (identified as CLINTON's
~-----~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~-~
1b6
ersonal
email
account).
The
email
P

~------~---~------------------------~··b7C

b3 per CIA

(U//FOUO) Agents askedl!to review an email dated 12/30/2009 and with the subject line
r-1----,1 The email was sent fromr:::::Jto CLINTON, and referenced information!
Jclaimed to
receive froml
After readina the email,
ex lained he recalled the incident referenced in the
email and r e m e m b e r e d L . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . J
when the incident occurred.
ecalled being contacted by an Executive Assistant (EA)
L___jLaS,i Name Unknown (LNU) Tho reprrted the incident in Afghanistan.J
!subsequently
!who requested
notify the President, Vice President, Chainnan of the Joint
contacted!
Chiefs of Staff, Secretary of State, and Secretj!l': of D~fense.l
I
contained some anecdotes about the incident.
ould not recall if he received the information from

I

c:::::::J
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I

..___ _.ILNU via secure phone (STE) or on an open line.
lcould not recall the specifics concerning
but stated most of the ca11s he made that day concerning the
how he relayed the incident tol
incident were likely on an unclassified line due to the emergency of the situation. He described his role in
the ca11 as contacting his counterparts to relay a rief sy1opsis of the incident with the caveat that his
further explained he may have participated in
counterparts should "give their boss a heads up."
follow up ca11s on the STE, but could not say for sure either way.

I

(U//:FOUO) Agents also showed!
lan email exchange dated 2/10/2010 with the subject of
~ail." In the email chain SULLIVAN contacte~
Ito ask fod
lemail address.
c===Jreplied thad
email wasl
@gmail.com. Thereafter, SULLIVAN asked if this
lused for work and
confirmed that it was. After reviewing
email account was the one thad
!explained that he primarily used his unclassifie
nd
email accounts
the emaitJ
c.. 7 mail.com on
respectively for work purposes. However, he noted that he may have used
occasions when he could not access his officiaiOorOunclassified ema1 s.

b6
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I

(U//FOUO)I
!reviewed another email dated 11120/2010 with the subject line I
Hn
Israel," in which he sent the email to SULLIVAN on bothl
l!lll~f.i.1.ail.com and SULLIVAN's
land
DoS unclassified email account. Also on the receiving line ofthe email werel
lcould not recall why he would have
I
Ivia their "nsc.eop.gov" email accounts.
sent the email to SULLIVAN's gmail account, but stated he would normally email SULLIVAN via his
ldid not reca11 ever receiving instruction from SULLIVAN or any DoS employee
DoS accound
llisted both hisl
land
regarding contact on a gmail account rather than their DoS email.
@gmail.com accounts at the bottom of the email because it provided multiple means for people to contact
him while he was on travel in the event his work email was not available.

I
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I

(U//FOUO) Agents asked~eview a fifth email dated 0911 1/2012 and with the subject line
"Libya." [Note: The email showntoC:]was in a redacted format based on aDoS Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) response to Judicial Watch]. After reviewina the redacted emaitJ
explained there was a series ofmTting o~9/l 1/2012 in
ffice concerning the events
surrounding Benghazi. The email
reviewed referenced what
referred to as a deployment
I. Deployment orders, which
meeting. There are three types of deployment meetings according to
is the standard process of determining who needs to go where 2. "Careful hurry up deployment," which
takes place over the course of a couple of days and is quicker than the standard process 3. "On the fly
lcould
quick reaction" deployment, which is used only in emergency situations. The only time!
recall the "on the fly reaction deployment" happening was after Benghazi.

I

(U//FOUO)I
lwas asked to review a sixth email dated I 0/30/2012 with the subject line "This
am Green on Blue." Note: The email shown t
as in a redacted format based on a DoS FOIA
response]."-----..,....---,~--------------------------'
referenced said email.
explained he sent the email to rapidly coordinate the Public Affairs
,..:..;:~:;.:.;.;:~---......-_.and DoS in regards to the incident referenced in the email.l
land
..___ _ _ _ _----lwere the respective Public Affairs contacts at DoS andD
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I

(U//FOUOi

b6
b7C

I
b6
b7C

U//FOUO In res onse to the article,
However,
stated that he did not say th
ecause he did not even know if that statement was true.
._b_l_p-er_c_I_.A
b3
(U//FOUO).__~+d;.;.id;;,not

have any concerns regarding how DoS handled classified information
orc:J

b6
b7C

(U//ffiUO~._-----llindicated he would be available for re-contact if needed.
(U/ffi'OUO) A copy of the original interview notes and the referenced emails and article are
attached in a IA envelope.
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lwas interviewed by

'11'1161
1and SA I

Special Agent (S/\)

I ut the Central lntc!ligcncc A

grey

nn·scnt for the int\!rvi~:w wasl
I CIA uttomcy
~-----~"!""""~-~~-r---~:.I.A_,..,Iicr being ;Jdviscd of the identities of the intcrvi~wing >tgents und
thl' purpv~t.' Hf the intc.~rvic\-v.l
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va.s sluwm a copy of ~m cmailli·01~
wi\h th~C~l'i~.t~l:'!>J~l·c~'l~---------------,lr.T.:!~c~r~r~cv~·~~c~\,.~'l~n~g~tJJc email he provided th,tt th~ cnlail s~.:ol-,o-,"":'J!~d~h-c----""
l'las~ilicd but thut he was not surprised thut DOS had sent it on an undassificd channel.
lrurtht.~r
noted thai th~: DOS unclassified email system had previously hcen 1~nctrmed by a i(>rcign adversary.
vas shown a copy of m1 ~:mail IJ·on
bta.tcd that his true naL.n-tc-·.-a-n""T'"~~~

,L--'1"""""~------------...,.r-r!:--~.\-'-C-\\-'I_n_g~l....l-~~<!~nJwill

t-------..,________________________.JshouiJ t1ot have bi:~n indud~:J in an undm;silied r.!mail.
~----~_,,provided th~tllalking

CIA

tt)

points could be dassilit:d ur tmdn~i>il1cd. They were conveyed fl·orn the
DOS via a cabk that induded a tear line bdo'"v which the approved talking pnini::.; w~..~rc providcc.L
was shown a copy

~fan ct:uti~ l}·oml

r~'·i··i1f.lh~'LI:b~•.•c;..,~·';ITilij.JC<c·'l:Cl··tr---------------------------=~~~~~~~jl\ Iter n:vn:wmg thc~·~"':':c:-:.:m~:~.u""l------'

I

lstatcd that he did not knmv enough about~--------------..Jo <Jsscss irth~ wlking points
inclmhxi in ihe btldy of the emaii w~rc classified or not.
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I

I

~onclul~i.·d the interview. hy s.tut~ng ~lmt ~)~)S h~ts
slh.lWn an mcrc:.Js.ed icmkncy to c.ommumcatt- v1a ctmuL I k behcvcJ that th~y dtd thts tor SHnpl!cny. h.l
<tV11id umluthorized disck)S~'
· · · ' · \Vikileaks, and to pr('vcnt nthcr USG JXH1nt•rs !rom seeing thdr
··back channd'' discussion
·ontinucd to sny tbut tlw pcrsonnd at DOS were t~xpcricnccd ami
knew th<~t this inliwmation ,.vas c assthcd. However, they did it •myways and their m:tions hurt tb'~ CIA
and otllL'r ugem:h:s whos~ ~4uities w~.:rc conveyed in the cmails.
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On March 17. 2.016. MICHAEL lVfORELL,-LI_.------....JJ,·•'r">','l'r-------1
1 ll___j
~\'l.~d by,Fed~ral f~urcnu (~~- Jnv~·s~~ga!il~l~ (F~3i~
Sp~ci~1l :\gi!_ntJ.
.,
11
1
L___jat the H31 Wash I • ') • c . ()thee 60 I 4• Slreet N \\<. w,.aMilslolhlol!!loll!iol1.wP~o~U...i!~).:.,.(......,P..~,rl:o:,\,~Siill'e=.~n.l.ll..Jf~Ou.,r,.:.lli.Ll~::..·.J.il!.£;ll;.:.l~;.~.n~·t;.:.'C:4\\

r

wus MOREL!.':; ~ounsel.
Attorney at Law, at
Priot' t<) the im~rview
agrct:d to sign a non~disdosurc agreement in antkipation or vic,ving
dn!'silied document~ during. tlw int~rview. AH.cr hdng advi~cd of the identities of the:.~ intervic,ving agents.
and the purpl.):->i: of th~.:· interview. l\·10RELL pwvidcd th~ f(>llowing information:

I

I

(Ufil'Ol.:O} l\·IORELL joined the Central lntdligcm:l.' Agc:.ncy (ClA) in l980 us •m ;:malyst a11d
:;crv~d in a variety or role~ of in~rcasing n:sponsihilil)' bd'tm: he \Vas nam~d th~ lkput.y Dircrwr (D{)) in
20! 0. !VIORELL was the DD from May of 10 I0 until /\.ugust of 2013. during which h~ ~;t.~rV<!d as thl!
/\cling, Din.·ctor 1..m two \)ccasions. TlK' first liml' \\as in 2011 wh\!n LEON PANErrA kll ;.md th..:- s~c'-md
WiLS inlnt~· 201:2 when DAVID PETR;\EUS l'\.~Signcd.
(U!ii'OUO) As DD. MORELL had regular int~rm:tion with th~.~ lkputy St!crl!tary of State
WILLIAM BURNS during the. daily Deputies meeting at the White House. MORELl. wu\lld also attend
mct.:lin<•s al the D\.' ltmmi!nt ol' State (DoS 1. or have .sccurc tdt>phoni<: cwwersations, with BURNS <.lr
.__________.to Jiscu::os intcr·agency allhirs. l\·10RELL ncwr ~:ommunicated dirl:ctly with th~
s~~n:tary of Siat~: (St.~!.:rc:-Wry).
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(U/fi'OUO) MORELL did nol recall ever having direct cmmmllli(;ati<.~ns with J;\KE SULLIVAN.
b;..,c;utsl.! St 'I.LIV AN die.! not at!d·1d til(' lkpULii:s meeting. Nor Llid h~.· huve dir~~t conHntHiicatiun~ with
U IERYI. IVIII.LS or HUM:'\ ABEDIN.
(\)1/I~J) MORELL Jwvcr ~maikd lhl! St.~crctmy directly and had no know!cdgi: that she wa~
using a priv;.tli: email ~~~C\.)Unt and s~rvcr.
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(U//FOUO) On Septem~.~-r 5w.....=2~0.....
I5'4..r-----~--....J,.;~~~
Networks (PRN), office phone
email addre;;;;s;;L..._ _ _ _ _~...,:l
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special A,.:.w.ae:.:n.:.:t~.:...:..::~----"'1":"'--.--..:::.:.;:..;;;.:,..:,j..__ _~
I
I Also present for the interv~ie::..:w.:....:.w:.:.a:.::::s'--------...:lfrom....__ _ _ _ _ _ ____..
Department of Justice (DOJ) Attorney
After beino advised of the identity of the
provided the following:
interviewing agents and the nature of the interview
....,!

(U//FOUO) I
Irole with the email server project for WILLIAM CLINTON and
HILLARY CLINTON, under the account name CESC, involved transporting and installing hardware. He
did not serve as the Project Manager, his normal job function at PRN. His first task for the project was to
pick up the CESC server and support devices in use prior to PRN being awarded the contract for the
project. The server and support devices were located at the CLINTON residence in Chappaqua, NY. In
June 20l3J
!traveled to New York and drove a rental car to the CLINTON residence.
I
!contact at the residenceJ
ILast Name Unknown (LNU), escorted
ho
the basement where the equipment was Iocated.j
!powered down the equipment and took a
Dell PowerEdge 1950 BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES), Dell PowerEdge 2900 email server (hereafter,
predecessor server), Cisco NSS 324 Network Attached Storage Device (NAS), and an external USB hard
drive, but left the existing firewall and switch.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

I

I

(U//FOUO)I
then transported the equipment to an Equinix datacenter in Secaucus,
NJ where he reconnected the equipment in the same manner in which it was connected at the CLINTON
residence. The goal was to get CESC users back online quickly. I
land._l_ _ _ _ _ _ __.
who was working remotely, then started incorporating new equipment PRN purchased for the CESC
project, butl
ldid not recall if he set it up before or after transporting the server. The new
equipment consisted of a Dell PowerEdge 620 server running multiple virtual machines, two new
PowerConnect switches, two new Fortinet firewalls, and a DATTO backup device. During this period of
time, the predecessor server and new PRN server (hereafter, PRN server) co-existed. The predecessor
server had the NAS connected, but it did not appear to be confit>'ured for storing any data. The PRN
server had a DATTO backup appliance connected to it. After 2-3 daysJ
departed Equinix
and did not participate in the day-to-day management of the CESC account. Those duties were handled
remotely byl
Several days later, a CloudJacket intrusion prevention device was installed by
technicians at Equinix. The CloudJacket was designed to alert PRN and prevent intrusions into the PRN
server.
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(U//FOUO) In or about March 2015,
communicated with CHERYL MILLS
regarding any existing backups of the CESC email server and the state of the predecessor server. MILLS
requested an audit of the existing equipment, but did not direcd
~o delete or alter any data
haveled to Equinix datacenter in Secaucus, NJ to conduct an onsite review ofthe
found. I
equipment. PRN had migrated all accounts off of the predecessor server by this time, therefore it
contained no data.
!reviewed the NAS and external USB hard drive brought from the
CLINTON residence as part of the initial transport of equipment. Neither contained any data. While
thereJ
~lso took steps to increase security on the system as a result of media articles
identifying the existence of the private email server used by the CLINTONS. PRN took these steps
without direction from CESC.
Contintk1tion of FD-302 of

b6
b7C

I

(U//fOUO) None of the Internet Protocol (IP) notifications!
lreviewed from the
CloudJacket device used as part of the security infrastructure for the CESC account were abnormal. All
were alerts and some resulted in IP addresses being blocked from accessing the equipment.
does not believe any nefarious actors got into the system.

b6
b7C

(U//FOUO) In or about August 201 sJ
hraveled to the Equinix datacenter in
Secaucus, NJ to turn over the predecessor server to the FBI. Prior to turning over the server,
!powered on the server to check for proprietary PRN software and license copies of other
~ecalled removing Magic ISO software because it was
software purchased by PRN.I
review of the predecessor
expensive and PRN pays for license fees for each copy it uses.
server was not requested by CESC.

b6
b7C

,...-----l.(..;;.U.;..;./f_F_,OUO)I
~ever heard anyone from CESC discuss classified information.
L--""""="'"--=-----llwas never asked by anyone from CESC to delete or destroy anything; however, PRN would
not have knowledge of individual users deleting content from their accounts.
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(U//fiOUO) On Februa
Pro· ect Manager, Platte River
Networks (PRN), office phone
as interviewed by
and
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SA
L-------'lat the offices of Platte River Networks, 5700 Washinb>ton Street, Denver, CO. Also resent for
the interview were SA
Information Technology Specialist/Forensic ExaminerL...:---"'1"'---,
.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _,rnd Department of Justice (DOJ) AttorneJ"----'
L.r----~A~fl~t.er being advised ofthe identity of the interviewing agents and the nature ofthe interview,
rovided the following:

sAl

b6
b7C

I

L.-----.1

I

(U//FOUO)
U1andled the technical infrastructure related to the contract PRN had
hn the day to day
with the Clinton Executive Services Corporation (CESC).I
operations and most direct interactions with the client, including managing and maintaining the Microsoft
Exchange email server and associated equipment (collectively hereafter, Server).
(U//fOUO) In March 2015, the CESC requested PRN conduct a complete inventoo: of data
backups and all equipment in PRN' s possession related to the services provided to CESC . .._
~-------'
does not recall how or who from CESC communicated this request. In response to the request,
I
haveled to the Equinix facility in Secaucus] ~J where the Server housing CESC' s data was
Ifound a Network Attached
located. In addition to the currently operating equipment,_
Storage (NAS) device and an external hard drive that were disconnected. He connected them and
reyiewed for ~ontent, but neither contained any data, so he disconnected them before leaving.
Jdid not find any unexpected backups during this trip.
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I

(U//FOUO)I
~aguely recalled the namel
lfrom Security Pursuit, but did
not know why it was familiar to him. He did not recall implementing any new security protocols in the
Jdid conduct a high level security check ofthe Server.
March 2015 timeframe, bu~

b6
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(U//fiOUOJ
via IMAP/SMTP to the Server.
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(U//FOUO)I
Inever deleted, nor was he asked to delete the mailbox "hrcarchive" from
the Server. He never discussed deleting content creatina .pst files, exports, or shredding of .pst files with
I
lor anyone else. Additionally,
is unfamiliar with a program caiied BleachBit.
However, prior to turning over the Server to the FBI,
emoved PRN system tools such as an
ISO mounter and, possibly, a monitoring tool from Level Platforms or LabTech.
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(U//FOUO) On June 10,2016, JOHN BENTEL,,._D::.:.la~te:..:.o'-t..f""'B.~.~.irtwh..________~~~
by Feder
· ·
·

officeoL-----~~------~~--~--------~~

BENTEL' s counse
Partner
Partner, andl
ISpecial Counsel. As well
a~
from the Department of Justice (DoJ) Counterintelligence and Export Control Section.
Prior to the interview BENTEL wa~
After being advised of the identities
of the interviewing agents, and the purpose of the interview, BENTEL provided the following
information:

I
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I

(U//FOUO) BENTEL served at the US Department of State (DOS) for 39 years before retiring in
2012. Most recently, BENTEL was the Director of the Executive Secretariat Information Resource
Management (S/ES-IRM) from 2008 until 2012. In this position he reported to LEWIS LUKENS and
then to TULINABO (Tl!LD MlJSHINGI Approximately 85 people were under BENTEL' s supervision,
_and
including two deputies~

I

I

b6
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(U//FOUO) BENTEL did not Jearn that HILLARY CLINTON was using a private email server
while she was at DOS until it came out in the press last year. He had no knowledge of the server while he
was at DOS. BENTEL met BRYAN PAGLIANO while he was at DOS and knew that he worked for IRM
but he did not know that he was also providing support to the CLINTON server.
(U//FOUO) BENTEL was shown a copy of an email sent from!
~o BENTEL,
.._________________.!and
lon March I 7 2009, with the subject "Secretary
Residential Installation Hotwash." BENTEL provided tha
as res onsible for setting up secure
communications in CLINTON's office and residence, and that
as a contractor in)
section. After reviewing the email and its attachment, BENTEL stated that he did not recall the email and
that he might not have read the email originally because he and his two deputies functioned as "a
coli ecti ve." BENTEL stated that the attachment appeared to be a summary of the communication
equipment in CLINTON's residence at the start of her tenure. BENTEL did not know what the "Server:
Basement Telephone Closet" listed in the attachment referred to. He then speculated that it might be a
server for telephones. Upon further questioning, BENTEL provided that he did not know if DOS used or
installed servers to support its telephone equipment.

I
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(U//FOUO) BENTEL was shown an email sent from MONICA HANLEY to HUMA ABEDIN
on August 30, 201 I with the subject "HRC blackberry" that referenced a discussion between HANLEY
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and BENTEL. Upon reviewing the document BENTEL provided that he did not recall the email and that
he would not have used the term "chapp server." Furthermore, he did not recall CLINTON losing access
to her email following Hurricane Irene or any related discussions. BENTEL explained that he did not
have a lot of direct interaction with CLINTON's staff and that communication issues would likely be
handled byl
lfrom the "tech team."

b6
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(U//FOUO) BENTEL was aware of the Office of Inspector General (OIG) report from May of
2016 in which it was reported that subordinates raised concerns about the Secretary's server to BENTEL
in 2010 and he instructed them not to discuss the matter any further. BENTEL denied that anybody had
raised such concerns to him. He further stated that the account provided by the OIG report was
inconsistent with his open and welcoming management style.
(U//FOUO) BENTEL stated that he did not know CLINTON was using a personal email account
for DOS business until after it was released in the papers. BENTEL clarified he knew that CLINTON had
a personal email account but that he did not know that she was using it for work related matters. BENTEL
did not know if CLINTON had a DOS issued email account.
(U//f'OUO) BENTEL was shown an email that he sent to MONICA HANLEY on August 30,
2011 with the subject "Re: S berry." The email discusses a DOS issued email account,
SSHRC@state.gov, which had been previously established for CLINTON. In the email, BENTEL wrote
that emails on the account would be subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) searches. Upon
reviewing the email, BENTEL stated that he did not recall the email exchange or the details surrounding
the use of SSHRC@state.gov, noting that the account was likely set up by the system administrator.
BENTEL included the caveat about FOIA to make sure that HANLEY was aware ofFOIA and that any
personal messages on the account would also be subjected to FOIA requests. BENTEL stated his group
was not directly responsible for FOIA related matters and that the appropriate contact for FOIA matters
within S/ES-IRM wa~

I

(U//FOUO) BENTEL was aware ofthe State Messaging Archive Retrieval Toolset (SMART) and
said it was not used by S/ES-IRM during CLINTON's tenure. BENTEL speculated that it was not rolled
out to S/ES-IRM at that time because it was a new system and they wanted to work out any bugs before
giving it to the executives. BENTEL stated that STEPHEN MULL would have made the final decision on
rolling out SMART to S/ES-IRM.
(U//FOUO) A copy of the original interview notes and referenced documents are attached in a 1A
envelope.
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0 1//EOJ !0) On December 21,2015, COLIN POWELL, office addressL..I_ _ _ _ _ _ ____.

1..::--:----:-=---~:":""""--:----:-~1. office phone

was interviewed at his residence b
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Age.f""-lo.W.ilo.l..ll.------....&.iw.t.lo&...:o.~.'-11.1..-.,...._---'
I
Also present during the interview wasL...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___..
After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, POWELL
provided the following:

I
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(U//FOUO) In his book, II Workedfor Me: In l.{fe and readership, POWELL wrote a chapter
called Brainware outlining his efforts to modernize computer systems at the US Department of State,
hereafter State. When he was sworn in as Secretary of State in 2001, one of the largest problems at State
was outdated Information Technology (IT) systems. At the time, State and the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) would swap responsibility every I 2 months for the communication connections to overseas
embassies. Sometime thereafter, Congress passed a law establishing a White House agency with the
responsibility for secure diplomatic telecommunications. POWELL convinced the administration to give
him time to assess the situation, so he launched a study to determine the agency best suited to maintain
the communication connections. The study found CIA as the most competent, so POWELL fired State
and reached an agreement with the then CIA Director GEORGE TENET where POWELL would select
and evaluate the CIA staff person in charge ofthe system. Additionally, the system would be based on
POWELL's requirements.
(U//FOUO) In 2001, few State employees had a computer at their desks. Typically, there was one
computer per office, so POWELL budgeted for the purchase of 44,000 computers and put one on every
embassy desk. The project was done in-house without contractors. To convince and encourage others to
use computers, POWELL frequently used his to set an example. When traveling to visit embassies, he
would sit down at a random computer in each embassy and attempt to login to his account. This action
allowed POWELL to gauge if the embassy staff was maintaining and using their computers.
Additionally, he would frequently look up Country Notes pages on the State intranet to determine if the
various bureaus of State were keeping their information up to date. On his desk at State, POWELL had a
State classified computer and a laptop with a 56kbps modem. The modern was used to access
POWELL's personal American Online (AOL) account. He viewed his personal email much like a horne
telephone line in that it could be used for personal and business purposes. At times, POWELL would
correspond with foreign leaders by email. If the conversation became sensitive, whether with foreign
leaders or other USG personnel, he would arrange for a secure call.
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(U/f.fOUO) The IT transformation revolutionized business at State. With a computer on every
desktop, the time and space problems were eliminated when sharing information. Prior to the IT
deployment, embassies communicated via cables.
(U//FOUO) The State Inspector General (IG) and Intelligence Community Inspector General
(ICIG) both wrote POWELL to ask him if he had any emails from his time as Secretary of State.
However, POWELL took no emails with him when he left State and knew of no official record
requirements at the time, however, State claimed they were capturing any data necessary. POWELL has
not been able to get a straight answer from the federal archives regarding what record requirements were
at the time. He is concerned the current environment will discourage open communication and the use of
email, ultimately harming US Government efficiency.
(U//FOUO) When POWELL traveled for State business, a team would put a computer in his hotel
room for general use, but he would also have access to State systems. Some threat countries would have
If the need arose
additional security requirements such asl
to have a classified conversation, POWELL would go to a secure facility, such as the local embassy. bl per nos

I

(U//FOUO) In response to reviewing the email attached to this communication in a IA,
POWELL provided the following:
(U//FOUO) During POWELL's first few weeks at State, he received several security briefings that
restricted his ability to communicate. He was admonished that CIA and NSA did not want personal
digital assistants (PDAs) inside of SCIFs, even if the PDA did not have wireless capabilities. He
requested briefings to explain why PDAs were any more of a risk than the television remote controls in
the SCIF, but was not convinced of the risks. As a result of these experiences, he advised HILLARY
CLINTON, when she became Secretary of State, to resist restrictions that would inhibit her ability to
communicate.

